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The  present  dissertation  seeks  to  better  understand  the  nature  of  biphasic

poly(urethane-urea) (PUU) interactions in materials with densely packed, aligned carbon

nanotubes  (CNTs).  Of  particular  interest  are  the  CNT-matrix  interactions  with  in-situ

polymerized PUU of various stoichiometric ratios. A novel synthesis method for PUU

which  permits  fabrication  of  PUU-based  polymer  nanocomposites  (PNCs)  has  been

developed. Study of the thermal and multiscale mechanical behavior of stoichiometrically

varied PUU materials has been conducted to demonstrate significant interaction between

the matrix and CNTs, both in terms of morphology and mechanical reinforcement.

PNCs  with  CNT  Vf up  to  30%  have  been  achieved  with  excellent  wetting

confirmed  via  Micro-CT. TGA and  DSC have  revealed  that  CNTs stabilize  thermal

degradation  of  PUU  by  inducing  crystallinity  and  reducing  phase-mixing.  AFM

confirmed this by visualizing the crystals present in the matrix materials. CNT-induced

crystallinity and phase-separation are attributed to the binding of CNTs to hard segments,



which limit chain mobility during polymerization. Higher CNT Vf PNCs were found to

increase soft-segment crystallinity, though with diminishing returns. Extreme crystallinity

was found at  10% Vf CNTs which is though to arise due to an optimized spacing to

permit ordered crystal formation of the PUU.

Enhancements  to  indentation  modulus  of  up  to  1600%  in  the  transverse

orientation  and  3500%  in  the  axial  orientation  have  been  recorded  via  quasi-static

nanoindentation. Greater CNT Vf and greater hard-segment composition lead to reduced

chain  mobility,  and  in  some  instances,  can  reduce  CNT effectiveness  in  mechanical

enhancement. The 10% CNT Vf exhibits greater indentation and storage moduli arising

which is thought to arise from an optimized balance of inter-CNT spacing and chain

mobility. Furthermore, PUU with higher hard-segment content is highly anisotropic and

highly  rate-sensitive,  indicating  significant  morphological  interactions  with  inter-CNT

spacing of ~18nm. Degradation and increased loss modulus are seen in similar PUU with

20% loading, pointing to weak chain interactions and reduced hydrogen, likely do to

confinement and reduced mobility. A model has also been developed which sheds light on

the evolution of CNT-matrix interactions across a wide range of CNT volume-fractions.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Aerospace component failure is often due to cyclic effects rather than catastrophic

ones. Minor damages accumulate over use and time which build to a nonfunctional state.

These types of damage include mechanical fatigue, wear and abrasion, and corrosion to

name a few. Improving the longevity of these components lies not at the macroscale, but

at  the microscale.  All  of these types of fatigue start  with microscopic damage which

grows progressively until it affects the macroscale performance of the materials. Methods

have been developed to repair the macroscale damage and prolong component life, but

these  are  merely  stop-gap  measures.  Revolutionary  improvements  to  material

performance  and  functionality  can  only  be  made  through  understanding  microscale

phenomena  and  exploiting  them  through  microstructural  engineering.  By  designing

materials to perform better at the microscale, they can be made to function better and last

longer at the macroscale.

Most materials used in aerospace structural applications have an issue in which

micro-cracks develop over time due to vibrational stresses. Under operating conditions,

they experience intense vibrational loading. These small but frequent bending stresses

induce a myriad of mechanical degradations in the structural materials. Once the crack

develops,  it  grows  incrementally  larger  with  each  loading  cycle,  weakening  the

component. This problem is compounded by the fact that the crack exposes subsurface

material to moisture and air, leading to corrosion damage.  These two problems are the

major culprits for the need to ground air vehicles and perform overhaul. In fact, fatigue,
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corrosion, and wear are major barriers to vehicle longevity and effectiveness, as these

types of cyclic effects account for ~87% of helicopter failures [2]. These types of failure

require routine inspection and maintenance to assure safe operation. This process is not

favorable for several reasons: finding areas of damage is unreliable and time-consuming,

replacing parts is expensive and time-consuming, and grounded vehicles are unable to

serve their operational purposes. Replacement part fabrication, delivery, and installation

costs  are  high,  not  to  mention  the  labor  required  to  inspect  and assess  the  need for

replacement. Additionally, there is a lot of guess-work in determining the remaining life

in a  vehicle  component,  which often  leads  to  wasteful  early  replacement  in  favor  of

assured performance  [2].  Even with very thorough inspection methods, it is difficult to

find  all  areas  of  damage,  and even more  difficult  to  assess  how near  the  apparently

functional components are to the end of their life-cycles. Because of these complications,

components are often simply replaced after a certain number of flight hours, which has a

largely  overestimated  margin  of  safety.  So  many  environmental  factors  impact  the

lifespan of these structural components that perfectly functional components are replaced

at great expense and time [3], [4]. This is done in order to err on the side of safety, and

avoid the often inaccurate time and labor intensive inspection costs.

Traditionally,  metals  are  used  prolifically  as  vehicle  structural  materials  (see

Figure 1.1) due to their strength, toughness, and ease of manufacture [2]. Unfortunately,

metals are susceptible to pitting and corrosion,  leading to early component death  [5].

Composites offer advantages over metals in these problem areas, and have thus been an

active area of research in the aerospace industry [6]. Despite research efforts, composites
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remain especially vulnerable to fatigue damage in matrix-dominated loading. In tension

these composites are excellent, but ply delamination and fracture at ply-drops is still a

consistent source of component degradation [7], [8]. One major reason for this is that the

matrix  material  must  be  extremely  stiff  to  result  in  the  necessary  bulk  mechanical

properties  needed  for  aerospace  applications.  With  this  stiffness  also  tends  to  come

brittleness. In the fiber-reinforced, fiber-dominated loading this matrix brittleness is not

an issue, but in resin-rich, resin-dominated loading this matrix brittleness is often a cause

of failure [7], [9].

Figure 1.1: Aluminum-lithium alloy use in Augusta-Westland EH101 helicopters [19].

In  contrast  to  traditional  epoxy  resins,  polyurethanes  are  far  less  brittle,  as

deformation energy can be absorbed in the form of chain detanglement and extension,

and crystal distortions. The downside is that these polymers tend to have stiffness and

strength  properties  which  preclude  them  from  aircraft  structural  applications.
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Poly(urethane-urea)  (PUU)  is  an  interesting  alternative  due  to  the  stronger  hydrogen

bonds  associated  with  urea  linkages,  offering  opportunity  for  greater  strength  and

stiffness than found in other polyurethanes. The tunability of PUU, has been looked at

previously. Some have looked at the effects of phase-mixing and molecular aspects of

PUU [8], [9], while others have looked at the tunability of phase-mixing, strength, and

stiffness [10]–[12]. Unfortunately, the stiffness of these polymers remains far below that

required to serve as aerospace matrix resins [10].

One potential area for improvement is to use a nanoscale filler in these materials to

sufficiently  stiffen  and  strengthen  the  matrix,  thus  creating  a  polymer  nanocomposite

(PNC). A PNC is a material with a filler which has at least one dimension in the nanoscale

[13]. Carbon nanotubes, or CNTs, have been extolled for their outstanding mechanical,

electrical, and to some degree thermal characteristics when used in composites to create

structural materials.  Investigation  into  CNT  nanocomposites  has  sparked  interesting

research  regarding the  interplay  between CNT structure  and the  resultant  mechanical

properties.  Garcia  et  al.  demonstrated that CNT forests,  alone,  can be used to bridge

cracks  via  “nanostitching”  (Figure  1.2),  improving  interlaminar  fracture  toughness

through shear reinforcement [14]. It was later found that CNTs could be grown directly

on fibers in high-density, aligned forests, rather than simply embedded between layers

(Figure 1.3) [15].  Once combined with an epoxy matrix,  these fuzzy fiber reinforced

plastics (FFRPs) exhibited behaviors superior to conventional fiber materials, spurring

continued research into the extent and mechanisms of this fracture resistance [15]. FFRP

improvements are being studied by others [16], but the full extent of their capabilities has
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yet to be realized.

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the ideal hybrid interlaminar architecture: (a) VACNTs 
[vertically aligned CNTs] placed in between two plies of a laminated composite; and (b)
close-up of crack, showing VACNTs bridging the crack between the two plies. 
Illustrations are not to scale [33].

Figure 1.3: Illustration of the hybrid [fuzzy fiber] composite: (a) Schematic illustration 
of the architecture composed of a cloth containing fiber tows, covered by CNTs, in a 
polymer matrix. The two different plies are shown in two different colors; (b) Closer 
view of the interface cross-section between the two composite plies. The CNTs grown on 
the surface of each individual fiber interact with the CNTs of the fibers nearby, achieving
reinforcement inter-tow (as in the case of the two fibers from the upper ply) and 
interlaminar (as in the case of CNTs from the upper and lower plies) [12].

One  feature  which  makes  FFRPs  particularly  attractive  is  their  conductivity.

Traditional composites are poor electrical conductors, causing major complications when

incorporating  them into  air  vehicles.  Air  vehicles  must  remain  conductive  to  protect
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against  static  build-up and discharge,  and lightning strikes.  As a  result,  conventional

composites  require  complex  processing  techniques  and  additional  weight  in  order  to

make them suitable for air vehicles, such as the addition of interlaminar metallic meshes

[11]. The high concentration of aligned CNTs in FFRPs and similar PNCs allow electrons

to  percolate  via  fluctuation-induced  tunnel  conduction  [12].  If  configured  properly,

FFRPs  could  circumvent  the  issue  of  static  build-up  entirely  with  their  inherent

conductivity,  and  potentially  defray  the  damage  caused  by  lightning  strikes.  Further

multifunctional applications may be achievable as a result of this conductivity, which will

be discussed later (Section 2.6).

Vertically  aligned  CNT  PNCs  provide  a  great  deal  of  control  over  the

microstructure of the composites. CNT Vf, length, and alignment can all be controlled

and tuned to suit the requirements. This makes them an especially attractive platform for

studying the CNT-matrix interplay  [13]. By isolating the matrix and CNTs from fiber

reinforcement, it is possible to reduce the number of variables and discern fundamental

knowledge regarding the CNT-matrix interplay. Once this basic understanding has been

acquired, it is possible to apply these learnings to hierarchical composites. Study of FRPs

is often done in the context of fiber-marix interaction. By understanding the parameters

effecting CNT-matrix interaction, hierarchical composite research using FFRPs can be

accomplished having confidence in the phenomena at play between the CNTs and the

matrix.

1.2 Motivation

Traditional composites offer many benefits over metals in aerospace applications,
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however  there  remain  prohibitive  characteristics.  A  total  shift  from  metal  aircraft

structural materials to composites is unlikely to occur until some significant hurtles are

overcome. Despite the weight and corrosion resistance benefits offered by composites,

matrix-dominated loading results in brittle fatigue and failure. Additionally, the lack of

electrical conductivity introduces new obstacles. 

The military vehicles of the future must withstand intense fatigue and damage

from vibration and the elements.  FFRPs may prove to  provide revolutionary benefits

through their unique microstructural arrangements, not only solving a vehicle longevity

issue,  but  opening  the  door  to  a  new  class  of  materials.  Being  able  to  tune  these

microstructures  and phase-mixing  adds  a  significant  amount  of  control  over  material

performance, allowing for highly-specialized material characteristic profiles.

Additionally, the  conductive  nature  of  FFRPs could  lead  to  an unprecedented

level of multifunctionality [14]. From real-time strain sensing, to damage monitoring, to

electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding; FFRPs could be developed into materials

which raise component self-awareness and improve material health monitoring [15]. This

would open a host of new applications, leading to safely and accurately assessing the

remaining life in vehicle components.

By  understanding and exploiting the morphological  phenomena  of  in-situ

polymerized  PUUs  in  PNCs  and  FFRPs,  potentially  revolutionary materials  may  be

developed which have unparalleled strength, fatigue-resistance, and multifunctionality.

1.3 Dissertation Objectives & Scope

The potential  improvements and applications offered by FFRPs are numerous.
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Before FFRPs can be exploited to the fullest potential, a fundamental understanding of

how aligned CNTs affect matrix architecture must be obtained.  Of particular interest to

both  this  study and the  composites  community  is  the  microstructural  effect  of  in-situ

polymerization  of  biphasic  thermoplastics  in  the  presence  of  aligned  CNT forests  on

phase-mixing, and the consequential mechanical properties. To that end, this dissertation

has two major objectives: to understand the cure behavior and molecular interaction of

PUU cured in the presence of aligned CNTs, and to elucidate the effect aligned CNTs

have on the  microscale  and macroscale  mechanical  properties  of  in-situ  polymerized

PUU PNCs.

The first phase of this research is to study the relationship between aligned CNTs

structure  and the morphology of  in-situ  polymerized  PUU. PUU offers  tunability  and

durability  as  a  matrix  material,  however  polymer synthesis  has  presented  a  barrier  to

infusion into CNT forests to form PUU PNCs. PUU reacts so quickly that it polymerizes

before the CNT forest becomes fully wetted. Furthermore, the diisocyanate reacts with

water adsorbed on the surface of the CNTs, producing bubbles in the cured PNC. In light

of this, a novel polymer synthesis methodology has been developed to permit saturation of

the CNT forests with PUU prior to polymerization. This new method involves using a

blocked diisocyanate, which can be unblocked through thermal conditioning. This new

method presents challenges and uncertainties, in particular:

1. What are the curing conditions and what are the effects on phase-mixing for this

new synthesis process?

2. How do CNTs affect curing and phase-mixing?
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3. Do the CNTs change the molecular structure of the PUU?

In order to isolate the observed effects from fiber-reinforced effects, and to have better

control over the architecture of the composites, PNCs will be used for this work. This will

allow the creation of well-ordered, vertically aligned CNT forests in neat resin. If FFRPs

were used instead, the CNTs would be radially aligned, and the presence of the fibers

could present confounding variables. Testing on PNCs will provide purer and more basic

information upon which future work can be built. This offers the added benefit that the

information gained may be of use to a broader audience and achieve greater impact.

The  second  major  thrust  of  this  work  is  to  determine  the  molecular  and

microstructural implications to microscale and macroscale mechanical properties. Apart

from the CNT-induced arrangement of hard and soft segments, CNT-matrix bonding, CNT

buckling, and CNT spreading via plastic or elastic matrix deformation all play roles in

contributing  to  the  mechanical  properties  of  the  PUU  PNCs.  To  shed  light  on  the

relationship between CNTs and the matrix, and the resulting properties, two PUU species

and five different volume fractions of CNTs will be fabricated and tested. The difference

in stiffness of the two PUU matrix materials should provide insight into the effect of CNT

mobility under loading. The various CNT volume fractions should reveal whether or not

the CNT reinforcement strictly follows the rule of mixtures, or if some mechanism results

in synergistic improvement to the mechanical properties by altering the matrix itself. It will

be of interest to know how the properties observed at the microscale translate to the macroscale.

The far-term application of this work is most likely at large length-scales relative to the size of

the CNTs, and so verifying and understanding the extent to which these properties can be
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replicated  with  larger  specimens  is  vital.  Understanding this  relationship  would  allow for

stream-lined  mechanical  characterization  at  one  scale  with  reasonable  expectations  for

properties at a different length-scale.

A literature review of pertinent work is provided in Chapter 2. The characterization of

novel PUU synthesis and curing, as well as molecular and morphological effects of in-situ

polymerized PUU PNCs are presented in Chapter  3. Microscale and macroscale mechanical

properties of neat PUU and PUU PNCs are described in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 6 covers

conclusions, future investigations, and contributions.
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2 Literature Review
The present  dissertation  works  to  understand  and develop  poly(urethane-urea)

(PUU)  polymer  nanocomposites  (PNCs)  with  improved  mechanical  properties  for

eventual use in aerospace applications. To that end, obtaining a clear understanding of the

state of the art is vital in terms of learning from previous work, defining relevant and

interesting  areas  of  study,  and  discovering  potential  areas  of  cross-over  and  new

applications. As such, a collection of pertinent literature has been studied and assembled

in this chapter; including air vehicle failure considerations (Section 2.1), fiber-reinforced

composites (Section 2.2), nanocomposites (Section 2.3), hierarchical composites (Section

2.4), poly(urethane-urea) (Section 2.5), and multifunctional considerations (Section 2.6).

A summary of the literature presented will be provided in Section 2.7.

2.1 Air Vehicle Failure Considerations

There is an ever-pressing need for aircraft to extend operational lifespan, reduce

maintenance,  reduce  costs,  reduce weight,  and improve safety. A drive  to  push these

vehicles to their  limits necessitates the reexamination of structural materials, and in some

cases, the development of new ones. Many have investigated the primary causes of early

helicopter failure in an effort to see where improvements may be made. Davies et al.

investigated over thirty years of helicopter failures, and found 54.8% of failures were due

to fatigue; with 11.7% due to corrosion, 10.3% due to wear, and 10.0% due to overload

(see  Table  2.1)  [2].  The  combination  of  these  factors  results  in  86.8% of  helicopter

failures being attributed to cyclic effects [2].  In many instances these failure mechanisms

are related; abrasive wear often removes protective coatings, which lead to corrosion, and
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then finally fatigue fracture initiation at these newly-formed stress concentration sites [5].

These failures are exacerbated in air vehicles where weight-savings is critical.  This is

especially true in helicopter tail rotors where the loads are high and the path is lightly

reinforced Table 2.2 [5].

Table 2.1: Main areas of fatigue failure associated with steel components [5].

Table 2.2: Main fatigue failure locations (Aluminum Alloy Components) [5].

Other investigators compared their findings with those of Campbell and Lahey

[16] from over thirty years prior, and found excellent agreement. Though many of the

damage locations have shifted from bolt and hole locations [16] to pitting and wear issues

[2], the fuselage tail and center remains a major area of fatigue damage. Despite this,

composites have been replacing metal rotor blades since Campbell's work, and showed a

five-fold improvement in the fatigue life of the rotor blades over metal rotor blades [2].
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Even so, there is still significant room for improvements in helicopter component fatigue

life.  Table 2.1 and  Table 2.2 show percent break-down of failure locations in steel and

aluminum alloy components respectively [2]. From this data, it is clear that structural and

rotor material fatigue failures are significant in both steel and aluminum components,

with this category claiming 31.5% of all steel fatigue failures, and 72.8% of all aluminum

alloy  fatigue  failures  [2].  Addressing  the  problem  of  aging  aluminum  aerospace

components is a focus of some research  [17], however these solutions do not provide

lasting and viable paths to vehicle sustainability. Similar failure issues were found by

others. Wanhill et al. found fracture initiation at corrosion pits to be a common source of

fatigue  failure  [5].  Corrosion  damage  is  only  compounded  by  the  often  extreme

environments in which these vehicles are used [18]. This is a major problem, as corrosion

repairs cost the USAF ~$1.497 billion in 2004, a number which has grown by 60% since

1990 once adjusted for inflation [4]. Brittleness in metal alloys is particularly problematic

and was investigated by others [19]. This brittleness manifests itself in both low-energy

fracture [5] and early fatigue cracking [17] along grain boundaries, both of which cause

complications with “operational readiness and durability” [5].

Composite materials are attractive, but conductivity limitations  [11] and fatigue

issues in matrix-dominated zones  [7] present new challenges. Composite failure at the

aircraft skin-frame interface are particularly susceptible to fatigue damage  [20]. Stress

concentrations at these locations lead to matrix-dominated failures such as delamination

and matrix cracking  [20]. In light of this, there are large margins for improvement in

helicopter component structural and rotor materials.
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2.2 Fiber Reinforced Plastics

Fiber  reinforced  composites  (FRPs)  are  materials  which  are  composed  of  a

polymer matrix material, reinforced with tows of fibers. The tows are often woven into

fabrics,  which  are  then  impregnated  with  a  polymer  matrix  prior  to  curing.  This

arrangement offers excellent toughening mechanisms over neat thermoset polymers, and

a significant strength improvement [21]. Carbon fiber reinforced polymers are prolific in

the aerospace industry thanks to the significant improvement to strength that they offer at

a low weight penalty [22]. Carbon fiber reinforced epoxies have shown to enhance epoxy

modulus of elasticity by ~150 times with a change in specific weight of only ~2-fold

[23]. Work on volume-fraction effects was done by Brunbauer who reinforced an epoxy

resin  (2.7GPa  elastic  modulus)  with  30%  and  50%  carbon  fiber  Vf's  and  found  an

increase of modulus of elasticity to 72.5GPa and 107GPa respectively [24]. Despite these

improvements,  FRPs  exhibit  much poorer  mechanical  properties  in  matrix-dominated

loading conditions such as interlaminar shear [25], [26] or at ply-drops [7].

Figure 2.1: Details of the symmetric internal ply-drop construction of PLD composite. 
[7].

To  compound problems, FRPs show a wide statistical variability in performance
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due to manufacturing defects and variability, making the anticipation and prevention of

damage accumulation difficult [20]. 

2.3 Nanocomposites

To address the issues of matrix-dominated weakness in FRPs, nanofillers have

been investigated  extensively. This  has  proven to  improve matrix  toughness  in  some

circumstances, however a multitude of factors can affect the success of this approach;

including nanoparticle dispersion, orientation, volume fraction, etc. [27]. One particularly

attractive  type  of  nanofiller  is  carbon  nanotubes  (CNTs):  cylinders  comprising  a

crystalline  carbon lattice  [22].  CNTs can  be  classified  as  either  single-walled  carbon

nanotubes  (SWCNTs)  or  multi-walled  carbon  nanotubes  (MWCNTs).  SWCNTs  are

created by rolling a single layer of graphene into a tube shape. MWCNTs are created by

growing the crystalline structure from deposited catalyst via chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) [13]. For the purpose of this dissertation, all references to CNTs will be limited to

MWCNTs as the scope of this and related work calls only for the use of MWCNTs.

Methods  of  dispersing  CNTs have  been  tried  such  as  mixing  and  sonication,

however it was found that this often resulted in nonuniform dispersion and damage to the

CNTs  [22],  [27].  Gojny looked at  calandering as a method of mixing and dispersing

CNTs into epoxy, however only 0.1% CNT Vf was achieved [28]. This mixing method

resulted in aggregates and marginal improvements  [28]. Some work has been done to

functionalize CNTs to improve dispersion,  however this  work too has been unable to

produce uniformity at high Vf's [29]. Additionally, the dispersed CNTs are not aligned,

and so complete matrix impregnation proves difficult at high CNT volume fractions [30].
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The  culmination  of  these  effects  are  nanocomposites  which  display  only  minor

mechanical improvements over neat matrix [28].

Figure 2.2: Polymer wetting routes identified in tests with CNT features [31].

Because  dispersion  and  wetting  of  entangled  CNTs is  ineffectual,  embedding

CNT forests directly into polymer matrix has been studied [31]. It was found that tensile

loading  perpendicular  to  CNT  axis  had  no  effect  on  tensile  strength  or  stiffness,

indicating that this type of loading remains matrix-dominated [32]. Significant work has

been done  with  aligned CNT polymer  nanocomposites  (PNCs)  and found that  CNT-

matrix slipping is responsible for mechanical improvements observed [33].

PNCs with high CNT Vf have the benefit of allowing CNT mechanical properties

to dominate as the matrix material resists buckling [13]. Biaxial densification using the

device pictured in  Figure 2.3 was used to create PNCs with up to 22% Vf [13]. It was

found that none of the PNCs had voids visible via SEM and TEM [13]. However, PNCs

with CNT Vf's less than 8% showed micron-sized polymer pockets [13]. With a CNT Vf

of 20%, the inter-CNT spacing would be ~10nm [34].
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Figure 2.3: Aligned CNT volume fraction from mechanical densification of ca. 1mm tall 
A-CNT forests at 1% (as-grown), 8% (uniaxially densified), and 20% (biaxially 
densified) volume fraction [13].

2.4 Hierarchical Composites

Hierarchical  composites  are  materials  which  comprise  multiple  scales,  i.e.

nanoscale,  microscale,  and  macroscale  in  a  single  engineered  structure.  Due  to  the

possible  combinations  and  arrangements  involved  in  such  composites,  the  term  can

encompass a vast range of materials. Initial work looked into dispersing CNTs into matrix

materials prior to matrix infusion of carbon fiber fabric to form hierarchical composites,

using similar methods as those used to disperse nanoparticles in polymer matrix [29]. An

idealized schematic depicting the intended outcome can be seen in  Figure 2.4, though

dispersion issues result in a matrix which is inhomogeneously filled with nanoparticle

aggregates. The result of such a composite is that the nanoparticle aggregates serve as
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stress concentration nodes, reducing the strength and fracture toughness of such materials

[35].

Figure 2.4: Nanoparticle reinforcement of the matrix in a unidirectional fiber composite 
[15].

Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic illustration of the architecture composed of a cloth containing 
fiber tows, covered by CNTs, in a polymer matrix. The two different plies are shown in 
two different colors; (b) Closer view of the interface cross-section between the two 
composite plies [30].
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of intralaminar and interlaminar reinforcement from the CNTs in 
the hybrid composite. All dimensions approximately to scale except CNT diameter and 
volume fraction [30].

One solution to the CNT dispersion problem is to grow the CNTs directly on the

surfaces of woven fiber fabric, as shown in Figure 2.5 [30]. By growing the CNTs prior

to matrix infusion, CNTs are able to be arranged uniformly over the surfaces of the fibers,

both within and between fiber tows. These so-called fuzzy fibers are then impregnated

with an epoxy resin, where wetting is aided by the capillary action of the radially-aligned

CNTs  [30]. Layers of these fuzzy fiber prepregs are stacked, producing a fuzzy fiber

reinforced plastic, or FFRP. Figure 2.6 shows how the radial alignment of CNTs over the

surfaces of the carbon fibers provides an interconnected network which acts to reinforce

the  inter-fiber  matrix  space.  Note  that  this  arrangement  can  work  to  reinforce  both

intralaminar and interlaminar spaces  [30]. The presence of the CNTs in the fiber fabric

has been shown to improve interlaminar shear strength of the composite by 39% [30].

Covalent bonding of matrix to CNTs and wrapping of matrix chains around CNTs have

both been proposed as mechanisms responsible for observed mechanical reinforcement

[36]. Furthermore, CNT-induced ordering of polymers at the CNT-matrix interface has

been observed  [37], as well as effects on Tg and crystallinity  [35], [38]. According to

Pozegic, the addition of these CNTs does not affect the carbon fiber volume fraction [39],
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however Garcia found that sufficiently long CNTs often push fibers apart,  effectively

dropping fiber volume fraction [30]. Garcia et al. also noted that, if the CNTs are grown

too long, they begin to push apart the fiber tows significantly, potentially introducing

adverse  effects  [30].  Yamamoto  built  on  Garcia's  work  to  develop  a  more  complete

understanding of CNT growth phenomena and factors when grown on woven alumina

fiber,  tuning  catalyst  concentration,  H2 pretreatment  time  in  the  thermal  CVD,  and

position along the CVD furnace tube  [40]. It was found that the catalyst concentration

needs to be sufficiently high to adequately and uniformly coat the fibers with CNTs; this

was found to be 50mM Fe(NO3)3 solution [40]. An ideal H2 pretreatment time was found

based on the time it takes to melt and form appropriately sized and dispersed catalyst

beads [40]. Finally, an ideal position downstream of the thermocouple was found, which

was attributed to the time and heat required to adequately form the necessary reagents

from the ethylene gas [40].

Figure 2.7: TGA analysis (20K/min, air) of the fuzzy fibre (red line) and the standard, 
untreated carbon fibre (black line) [39].
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It  is  well-documented  that  growth  of  CNTs  on  carbon  fibers  damages  and

degrades carbon fiber tensile strength  [41]. At the high temperatures required to grow

CNTs, the metal catalysts were found to induce burning and pitting in the carbon fiber,

weakening and introducing stress concentration points along the fiber length, resulting in

a tensile  strength decrease of ~35%  [41].  These temperatures were found to have no

effect on fiber modulus of elasticity, which remained at ~200GPa [41]. To address this, a

photo-thermal  chemical  vapor  deposition  system was  used  to  grow CNTs on carbon

fibers. In this system, a 5°C water-cooled substrate table was used to keep the carbon

fiber fabric cool, while halogen lamps were used to heat and grow the CNTs [42]. This

exposed the carbon fiber to high temperatures for a shorter time  [39]. Additionally, the

halogen  lamps  provided  rapid  cooling  after  growth  completion,  improving  CNT

throughput and reducing total gas expended [39]. Figure 2.7 displays overlaid TGA data

for fuzzy fiber and untreated sized fiber  [39]. There is a dramatic degradation around

700°C for the fuzzy fiber, however the untreated sized fiber doesn't degrade until 850°C.

This implies  not only that the CNT growth conditions of 700°C damages the carbon

fibers, but that conditions for growing CNTs reduces thermal stability [39]. Additionally,

there is no difference between the two types of fibers at 300°C, demonstrating that the

300°C temperatures required to remove the sizing are not to blame for the premature

thermal degradation. It should be noted however, as the author pointed out, that the TGA

is  conducted  in  an  ambient  oxygenated  environment,  and  not  in  the  oxygen-purged

environment  in  which  CNTs  are  grown,  lessening  the  oxidation  effects  of  high

temperatures in practice  [39]. Others are working on solutions to this problem, both in
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terms of growing methodologies  [42] and catalyst selection  [43]. Steiner examined the

exact  mechanisms for  this  reduction in  carbon fiber  tensile  strength  in  an attempt to

develop methods of  circumventing the issue  [44].  It  was found that  the cause of the

carbon fiber degradation was thermal modification of the mechanochemical properties,

and that tensioning the fibers to at least 12% of their tensile strength during CNT growth

preserved the mechanical properties of the finished fuzzy fibers [44]. Li et al. continued

this work by applying this methodology to the fabrication of unidirectional carbon fiber

FFRPs  [45].  They  successfully  demonstrated  not  only  a  preservation  of  the  tensile

modulus of the carbon fiber after CNT growth, but also the tensile strength (Figure 2.8)

[45].

Figure 2.8: Both ~67% Vf fuzzy CFRP cord modulus (left) and strength values (right) are
preserved close to ROM mircomechanical predictions based on single-fiber tensile data. 
The vertical whiskers represent the minimum and maximum data points, whereas the 
shaded rectangular box ends represent the 1st and 3rd quartiles. The band inside the box 
displays the median value, and the diamond marker represents the mean [45].

Mode I fracture behavior at laminated FFRP interface was studied by Wicks et al. 

using alumina cloth with CNTs grown on the surface [8]. The authors found that two 

different fracture toughening mechanisms may be at play, depending on the matrix used; 
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namely, an intra-matrix fracture as seen in a brittle aerospace epoxy, and a fiber-matrix 

interface fracture as seen in a less brittle marine epoxy [8].

2.5 Poly(Urethane-Urea)

Poly(urethane-urea) is a biphasic polymer with both urethane and urea linkages,

providing  properties  similar  to  both  polyurethane  and  polyurea.  It  is  comprises  a

diisocyanate, a diamine, and a long-chained diol (polyol) as seen in Figure 2.9 [46]. The

diisocyanate reacts on each side with either a diamine or the diol,  forming a urea or

urethane functional group respectively (Figure 2.10) [47]. These chains do not cross-link,

however the urethane and urea groups will form hydrogen bonds with the polyol, similar

to  cross-linking.  These  chains  thus  group  together  to  form  hard-segments  and  soft-

segments as in Figure 2.11: hard-segments are aggregates of diamine and soft-segments

are  aggregates  of  polyol  [48].  The monodentate  hydrogen-bonds  formed by urethane

groups are weaker, giving rise to softer linkages, while the bidentate bonds from ureas

providing more rigid linkages  [49]. PUU is attractive because it offers relative ease of

manufacturing  [50],  advantageous mechanical properties  [10], and excellent tunability

[46].  This  material  tends  to  microphase-separate  into  hard  and  soft  segments  [51].

Extensive work has been done to study the effects of this phase-mixing, in terms of quasi-

static  [10],  dynamic  [52],  and microstructural  [47],  [50],  [51],  [53] properties.  It  was

demonstrated that varying stoichiometric ratios of isocyanate, chain extender, and polyol

leads  to  a  wide  range  of  tunable  mechanical  properties  [46],  [52].  Increasing  hard-

segment content has been found increase stiffness and phase-mixing [54], and decreasing

polyol molecular weight has been shown to increase phase-mixing  [53].  Additionally,
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increased phase-mixing has been found to lead to greater rate-sensitive stiffening, as seen

in Figure 2.12 [10], [52]. CNTs have also been observed increasing crystallinity, which is

attributed to CNTs binding hard segments and reducing hard segment mobility and self-

assembly [55], [56]. These properties and the degree of tunability and control make PUU

very attractive for the present work.

Figure 2.9: Materials used in traditional PUU synthesis.[46]

Figure 2.10: Repeat unit for PUU [47].
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Figure 2.11: (a) Repeat units and chemical bonding of the TPUU 
systems (urea function between DETA and HMDI and urethane 
function between PTMO and HMDI). (b) Schematic of the 
processing and controlled parameters varied [46].
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Figure 2.12: A comparison of stress-strain curves for the PUU materials at low (A) 
and high strain rate (B) [52].

Little  work has  been done in the area of PUU PNCs because of the inherent

synthesis  complications:  PUU  polymerizes  much  too  quickly  to  suitably  distribute

nanoparticles  throughout  the  matrix.  Use  of  thermoplastic  PUU  has  been  done

extensively  [57]–[59] as  this  circumvents  the  CNT-infusion  issue,  though  dispersion

continues to be a problem. CNT functionalization has been attempted to address this at

low Vf nanoparticles [60], [61], however results have not been stellar. Infusion of CNTs

into thermoset PUU has not be achieved to-date.

2.6 Multifunctional Considerations

2.6.1 Electrical Conductivity

CNTs are highly conductive materials due to their carbon lattice structure [22]. It

has been reported that the electrical resistivity of CNT forests increases with height, and

can vary from 7-14x10-4Ωm  [62]. From applications in semiconductors, to conductive

composites,  the  allure  has  driven  scientists  to  test  the  limits  and  potential  of  CNT-
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integrated materials [22].

Figure 2.13: Electrical conductivity for CFRP and FCFRP in (a) in-plane, (b) the out-of-
plane (thickness), and (c) the out-of-plane (volume) direction [39].

One study sought  to  determine  the  in-plane,  and out-of-plane  conductivity, of

fuzzy carbon fiber reinforced polymer as shown in Figure 2.13 [39]. The authors found a

330% improvement in the in-plane direction, a 510% improvement in the out-of-plane

direction,  and  a  500%  improvement  in  the  out-of-plane  volume  direction  [39].  The

greater conductivity improvement in the out-of-plane directions was attributed to the fact

that the carbon fibers are already moderately conductive [39]. Similar results were found

by  others,  where  CNT Vf was  tuned  to  determine  electrical  resistivity  [30],  [14].  A

summary of the data collected by Yamamoto can be seen in  Figure 2.14. The CNT  Vf

was tuned by growing longer CNTs, which had the effects of both increasing total CNT

volume and decreasing fiber density via pushing the fibers apart. It was found that the

conductivity drastically increased as CNT Vf approaches ~1%, and that higher CNT Vf

has little improvement to conductivity  [14]. This work achieves in-plane and through-

thickness  conductivities  of  ~100S/mm  and ~10S/mm  respectively [30],  while  the

previously  discussed  work  achieved  values  of  ~0.225S/mm  and  ~0.0008S/mm

respectively [39]; Yamamoto's are ~103 times more conductive in-plane and ~104 time
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more conductive through-thickness. The fibers used by Pozegic were carbon fiber  [39],

which have a much greater conductivity than the alumina fibers used by Yamamoto [14],

making this improvement even more staggering. According to Pozegic, no change in fiber

Vf was  found,  indicating  that  CNT Vf was  lower  than  that  used  by Yamamoto.  The

plateau after a sharp rise is indicative that the percolation threshold has been met. The

precise percolation threshold has been found by fitting a percolation power law derived

by  Kirkpatrick  [63].  These  percolation  values  are  found  to  be  ~0.03%  CNT Vf for

through-thickness and ~0.71% CNT Vf for in-plane, both of which correspond well with

the literature [14].

Figure 2.14: Comparison of measured DC volume electrical conductivities of FFRP and 
baseline samples with the percolation law, log σFFRP∝t∗log(vCNT−vc) : curve-fit plots
(top), and extracted parameters (bottom) [14].

2.6.2 Material State Awareness

A  major  area  of  focus  in  aerospace  reliability  engineering  is  material  state
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awareness, a characteristic which allows a component to monitor it's structural integrity

in real-time over the course of it's life. Predictive modeling of remaining fatigue life has

been attempted [64], however the multitude of environmental conditions makes accurate

prediction difficult. Measuring in real-time the state of a material is extremely attractive.

In an effort to advance these abilities, CNTs have been a significant area of focus, as their

conductivity lends them well to this application. Abot et al. spun CNT forests into CNT

yarn,  and  measured  the  relationship  between  strain  and  resistivity  [65].  The  authors

observed change in resistivity to behave quadratically with respect to linear changes in

strain  [65].  This  negative  piezoresistivity  was  attributed  to  changes  in  the  degree  of

contact between CNTs at different levels of strain [65].

Figure 2.15: Diagram of tension specimen with embedded fuzzy fiber strain sensors [66].
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Figure 2.16: Comparison of fuzzy fiber and extensometer strain data at different loading 
rates [66].

In  an  effort  to  explore  the  potential  of  a  fuzzy  fiber  sensor,  Sebastian  et  al.

embedded  fuzzy  glass  fiber  tows  into  composites,  and  measured  conductivity  in-situ

during tension experiments [66]. Each sensor  comprised ~3,000 fuzzy glass fibers, with

a total cross-sectional area of 0.1mm2  [66]. These fuzzy fiber strain sensors were placed

in the composite layup prior to curing, with horizontal and vertical orientations to the

specimens,  as  seen  in  Figure  2.15.  These  specimens  were  tested  in  tension,  and

conductivity measurements were taken in-situ. The sensors were found to perform quite

well;  with  low  noise,  constant  response  in  the  elastic  region,  reasonable  linearity,

sensitivity  to  strains  above  1%,  and  loading-rate  insensitivity  [66].  Along  with  the

conductivity  measurements,  extensometers  were  used  to  track  strain.  These

measurements  matched very closely, and revealed  the  fuzzy fiber  sensors  to  perform

consistently across a range of loading-rates, as seen in  Figure 2.16 [66]. Despite these

promising characteristics, a few areas need further investigation. It was found that the
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sensors experienced significant thermal drift; and that more work is needed to understand

the  importance  of  sensor  position  within  the  layup,  as  well  as  the  effect  of  sensor

orientation relative to fiber orientation [66].

2.7 Summary

A review of the literature pertinent to the present dissertation has been presented.

This  work  includes  a  survey  of  vehicle  failure  types  and  problem areas,  as  well  as

potential  room for  improvements.  A review of  fiber  reinforced  composites  has  been

provided along with their strengths and weaknesses. Next a discussion of nanocomposites

and hierarchical composites has been provided. The value of PNCs in the context  of

translation  of  findings  to  FFRPs  is  also  presented,  as  well  as  the  justification  for

experimentation  with  fuzzy  fiber  reinforced  plastics  with  highly  ordered  CNTs over

dispersed  nanofillers.  Poly(urethane-urea)  has  been  reviewed  in  the  context  of  its

suitability  as  a  matrix  material.  Finally,  multifunctional  considerations  have  been

discussed; in particular, electrical conductivity and material state awareness applications

of hierarchical composites have been reviewed.
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3 Molecular & Morphological Characterization of 
Stoichiometrically Varied, Thermally-Activated Poly(Urethane-
Urea) with Varied Aligned Carbon Nanotube Volume Fractions

3.1 Motivation & Challenges

Poly(urethane-urea) (PUU) is a polymer with both urethane and urea linkages,

providing properties similar to both polyurethane and polyurea. Sarva et al. synthesized

PUU using a dicyclohexylmethane diisocyanate (HMDI), a chain extender, and a polyol

[52] Due to the reactivity of the diisocyanate, the reaction happens much too quickly to

allow for the infusion of CNTs. The rapid cross-linking by the diisocyanate increases the

molecular weight of the polymer so quickly that the matrix viscosity is too great to permit

proper wetting of the CNTs. Furthermore, the polymer would cure prior to full infusion of

the matrix into the CNT arrays. This setback renders PUU unusable as either a polymer

nanocomposite (PNC) or as a fuzzy fiber composite (FFRP). In order to overcome this

challenge and allow PUU to be used in a range of new composites, a novel method of

synthesizing PUU has been developed. Rather than using a typical HMDI, as was used

previously [52], a blocked HMDI was used. The chemicals used to fabricate PUU in the

present study are presented in Table 3.1.

Materials Used in PUU Synthesis

Trade Name Manufacturer Chemical Name Short Name

BL5375 Covestro blocked 4,4’-dicyclohexylmethane diisocyanate HMDI

Ethacure 100LC Albemarle
3,5-diethyltoulene-2,4-diamine

DETA
3,5-diethyltoulene-2,6-diamine

PolyTHF 651 BASF poly(tetramethylene oxide) PTMO

Table 3.1: PUU chemical constituent identification [68], [73], [75].

The isocyanate groups of the blocked HMDI are bound with an agent which is
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released  under  thermal  conditioning to  permit  stoving.  The temperature  at  which  the

blocking  agent  is  released  is  dependent  on  the  reaction  kinetics,  and  thus,  the  other

chemicals present [67]. According to the the manufacturer, depending on the polyol used,

polymerization may begin at 160°C, though this may be reduced with the addition of

dibutyltin  dilaurate  (DBTL) [68].  Because of  the variability  and factors  at  play, it  is

critical  to  identify  the  appropriate  curing  conditions  for  the  PUU.  Complicating  the

curing conditions further is the fact that altering the DETA concentration will inherently

speed up the  rate  of  cure.  Furthermore,  the addition  of  CNTs and carbon fibers  will

change the required cure conditions by altering thermal conductivity and heat capacity of

the  samples.  Unfortunately, curing  the  PUU at  too  high  a  temperature  will  result  in

thermal degradation of the PUU, negatively impacting the mechanical properties of the

finished neat polymer and composites. Altering the DBTL concentration can be used to

speed up the cure times by improving the reaction kinetics of the blocked-HMDI. This

may have the disadvantage of acting as a plasticizer at high concentrations, though a 1%

concentration is negligible. Finally, curing at too high a temperature or too quickly may

produce and freeze bubbles in the PUU. The vaporized solvent and blocking agent could

bubble out of the partially-cured PUU, and the rapid cure could freeze the bubbles in

place.  In  short,  it  is  critical,  yet  challenging,  to  determine  the  proper  conditions  for

processing and curing this novel PUU.

Additionally, the blocked-HMDI and the presence of the CNTs pose several vital

questions. This first: can PUU be mixed infused, and cured to create PUU PNCs, and

how  consistent  is  the  wetting  and  curing  process?  Another  question:  how  does  the
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blocked HMDI PUU synthesis process effect the phase-mixing of PUU? Finally: how

does the in-situ polymerization of the PUU in CNTs effect the PUU phase-mixing? This

chapter will work to uncover the answers to these questions.

An  additional  challenge  lay  in  the  consistent  manufacture  of  PUU  PNCs,

particularly at higher volume fractions. Fully wetting the forests with the matrix material

becomes  much  more  difficult  at  high  CNT  Vf's  due  to  viscosity.  Furhtermore,  the

densified CNTs expand slightly if not laterally confined. This phenomenon is multiplied

by pressure from the matrix material, which causes the forests to expand back to their

original  dimensions  if  left  unrestrained.  The more  the forests  are  confined,  the  more

difficult  it  is  to  infuse  the  CNT forests  with  matrix  material.  As  a  result  of  these

complications, the greatest reported CNT Vf is 22%  [13]. Methods to overcome these

challenges will be discussed in this chapter.

3.2 Experimental Technique

3.2.1 Polymer Synthesis

 The novel PUU investigated in the present work is composed of blocked-HMDI,

DETA,  and PTMO. A schematic  of  this  processes  is  outlined  in  Figure  3.1.  For  the

purpose of brevity, blocked-HMDI will hereafter be referred to simply as HMDI. It is of

particular  interest  in  the  present  work  to  vary  the  stoichiometries  of  the  three

components; not only to understand the hard and soft segment interaction with CNTs, but

also  to  determine  the  tunability  of  PUU  PNCs  via  stoichiometric  variation.  For  the

purposes of this work, the ratios will be expressed in a similar fashion to Sarva et. al in

[52], and will always refer to [HMDI]:[DETA]:[PTMO]. In order for DETA and PTMO
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molecules to bind each site of all HMDI present, the sum of the [DETA] and [PTMO]

parts  must  equal  the  [HMDI],  as  seen  in  Equation  (1).  Two  species  of  PUU  were

synthesized in this work: a 2:1:1 species and a 5:4:1 species. These were chosen as both

literature and preliminary tests  showed that  the likely candidate for vehicle  structural

applications would be stiffer that the 2:1:1, and thus require a higher concentration of

DETA. Nomenclature, molar ratios, and relative  compositions of hard and soft segments

for each PUU species are presented in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of stoveable synthesis of PUU via blocked-HMDI.

[HMDI ]=[DETA ]+[PTMO ] (1)

Prior to polymer synthesis, the desired stoichiometries were first calculated. These

calculations were based on chemical equivalent weights rather than molecular weights.

This  provided  more  accurate  synthesis,  as  the  chemicals  often  contained  minor

concentrations  of  solvents  and  other  oligomers.  Chemical  equivalent  weights  were

provided by the manufacturers, which were calculated using the known concentrations of

reactive agent and the functionality of those agents. The following system of equations
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was developed in order to facilitate calculation of appropriate chemical weights:

Hm=[ (H e∗H s)

[(H e∗H s)+(De∗Ds)+(Pe∗P s)] ](M )∗(1−DBTL%) (2)

Dm=[ (De∗Ds)

[(H e∗H s)+(De∗Ds)+(P e∗P s)] ](M )∗(1−DBTL%) (3)

Pm=[ (P e∗Ps)

[(H e∗H s)+(De∗Ds)+(Pe∗P s)] ](M)∗(1−DBTL%) (4)

DBTLm=M∗DBTL% (5)

where H ,D , P ,M , DBTL represent  HMDI,  DETA,  PTMO,  total  mass  of  polymer

required, and DBTL respectively. Furthermore, the subscripts m ,e , s ,% represent mass

required, equivalent weight, stoichiometric ratio scaler, and weight percent respectively.

These  equations  allow for  the  input  of  appropriate  equivalent  masses,  stoichiometric

ratios, desired total mass, and desired DBTL weight percent, facilitating the fabrication of

polymer  variations.  Equivalent  weights  were  gathered  from the  manufacturers.  These

equivalents are presented in  Table 3.3. By inserting the normalized equivalent weights,

desired stoichiometric ratios, desired total mass, and desired DBTL weight percent, into

Equations  (2)-(5),  the  equations  collapse  to  prescribe  the  requisite  weight  of  each

constituent.

Table 3.2: Naming scheme, molar ratios, and compositions of hard and soft segments.
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PUU Naming and Composition

Nomenclature Molar Ratios (HMDI:DETA:PTMO) Hs W% Ss W% CNT Orientation

PUU211N 2:1:1 40% 60% -
PUU211T 2:1:1 40% 60% Transverse
PUU211A 2:1:1 40% 60% Axial
PUU541N 5:4:1 66% 34% -
PUU541T 5:4:1 66% 34% Transverse
PUU541A 5:4:1 66% 34% Axial



PUU Naming and Composition

Nomenclature Molar Ratios (HMDI:DETA:PTMO) Hs W% Ss W% CNT Orientation

PUU211N 2:1:1 40% 60% -
PUU211T 2:1:1 40% 60% Transverse
PUU211A 2:1:1 40% 60% Axial
PUU541N 5:4:1 66% 34% -
PUU541T 5:4:1 66% 34% Transverse
PUU541A 5:4:1 66% 34% Axial

Equivalent & Normalized Weights for PUU Components

Component Equivalent Weight Normalized Weight

HMDI 400 1
DETA 89.1 0.22275
PTMO 325 0.8125

Table 3.3: PUU constituent equivalent weights and normalized equivalent weights [68], 
[73], [75].

Figure 3.2: Mixing of PUU: (a) Overhead stirrer setup. (b) PUU being mixed. (c) Edges 
of vessel being mixed.

Once  the  required  mass  of  each  constituent  was  calculated,  chemicals  were

weighed in  the  following order:  DBTL,  DETA,  PTMO, and HMDI.  The DBTL was

weighed first, as this was the smallest constituent by volume, and thus the most difficult

to accurately weigh. The order of addition for the remaining chemicals is inconsequential
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because the reaction requires heat, however this order was followed for consistency. The

chemicals were then mixed in an overhead stirrer at 1300rpms for 5 minutes as seen in

Figure 3.2(a) and (b). Initial observations showed that mixing at the edges was slow due

to the viscosity of the mixture, and so the edges were mixed after 2.5 min. and then after

5 min., as seen in  Figure 3.2(c). Once mixed, the polymer is degassed at ~2kPa for 30

min., poured into molds, and then cured under the requisite curing cycles. Pouring was

done in such a way as to prevent the formation of bubbles, though bubble formation was

infrequent  due  to  the  viscosity  of  the  mixture.  The  molds  were  then  placed  into  a

preheated oven with a  direct nitrogen vent used to discourage the presence of oxygen,

thus reducing oxidation of DETA and improving cure quality. The PUU was left to cure

according the prescribed thermal cycling, then removed from the oven and allowed to

cool at room temperature.

It  is  mechanically  desirable  to  remove  as  much  solvent  as  possible  from the

HMDI, as the HMDI is 25% by weight Naphtha, which may act as a plasticizer in the

final  product,  though  most  of  this  should  be  removed  during  the  stoving  process.

Nevertheless,  an attempt  to  remove the  solvent  was made.  This  was done via  rotary

evaporation using a BUCHI Rotavapor R-205 under the following conditions: ~2kPa,

100rpm,  60°C for  5  hours  (Figure  3.3).  These  conditions  were  sufficient  to  remove

significant solvent, however the resulting viscosity was far too high to permit effective

processing; either in mixing neat polymer, or in wetting CNT forests. Evidence of this

can be seen in Figure 3.4. In light of this, further attempts to strip solvent from the HMDI

were forgone.
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Figure 3.3: Rotary evaporation setup used 
to strip solvent from blocked HMDI

Figure 3.4: Photograph depicting high 
viscosity of HMDI when striped of solvent.

3.2.2 Growth of Carbon Nanotube Forests

CNT forests  were  grown  expressly  for  the  purpose  of  the  current  work.  All

methods in this procedure are according to those practiced in Wardle's lab at MIT [31].

CNT forests are grown on a silicon substrate as shown in  Figure 3.5. To prepare the

silicon, it is e-beamed with iron salt. The wafers are cut to size, and then inserted into the

CVD.  The  heating  process  melts  the  iron  to  form beads,  which  are  then  frozen  via

quenching to maintian size, shape, and dispersion. The gases are then passed over the iron

nanoparticles,  which  act  as  catalysts  for  the  grown  of  CNTs.  Thus,  CNT  Vf and

uniformity  of  spacing  is  dependent  on  the   The  CVD used was  a  Lindberg/Blue  M
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1200°C furnace with AALBORG mass flow controllers. A photograph of this setup can

be seen in  Figure 3.6. CNT forests were grown with ethylene gas in the presence of

bubbled H2O. To begin a new CNT forest growth, all gas tanks leading to the CVD were

checked for adequate pressure to last the entire growth cycle. The CVD was prepared for

growth by purging the lines with each of the four gases: ethylene, hydrogen, helium, and

helium bubbled through water. This was done in order to avert any potential spike in flow

during the growth which may be caused by pressure inconsistencies, as this would trigger

a halt in the system. Once the CVD lines were purged, the pretreated wafer was prepared

for growth. This wafer was cut to the desired dimensions of the CNT forest, and then

cleaned using  Scotch  tape.  Once  cleaned,  the  wafer  was  placed in  the  center  of  the

furnace tube parallel to the bench-top. The end-cap was secured tightly, and the control

program was run using the desired growth recipe, which had been programmed in the

form of a script. This growth recipe had been tuned previously to achieve the desired

forest geometry based on various CVD conditions.
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Figure 3.5: Critical stages of CNT forest 
growth from a salt precursor: catalyst 
deposition, catalyst reduction and formation 
of nanoparticles, CNT nucleation, and CNT 
growth [40].

Figure 3.6: Photo of the 2" CVD setup used to grow CNT forests.
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Figure 3.7: Photo of newly grown CNT forest on silicon substrate.

Once the growth script had finished running, the helium and H2O were shut off,

while the ethylene and hydrogen continued to flow until the CVD had cooled to 180°C.

At this point, all gases were shut off, and the CVD could be opened to accelerate cooling.

Once the CVD had cooled to a comfortable temperature, the end-cap was removed, and

the CNT forest was extractated from the tube. 

An example of a newly grown CNT forest specimen prior to delamination from

the silicon substrate can be seen in Figure 3.7. Delamination of the CNT forest is partly

chemical  and  partly  mechanical.  A portion  of  the  growth  script  uses  H2O  to  ease

delamination, and the catalyst is typically weakly adhered after the growth process. These

are  techniques  which  have  been  found  to  assist  with  CNT delamination,  though  the

precise delamination phenomena are still not certain. Once the cooled CNT forest has

been removed from the CVD, it can be removed from the substrate using a razor blade

and compressed air. The razor blade is used to raise the edge of the CNT forest. If the

CNT forests is sufficiently delaminated and rigid, this may be all that is required to sever

the  connection  between  the  bottom of  the  forest  and the  silicon  substrate.  If  further

prising is required, a puff of compressed air under the raised edge is typically sufficient to

raise the rest of the CNT forest.
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3.2.3 Mold Fabrication

It was desirable to be able to pour and cast PUU to the desired thickness in order

to minimize the amount of polishing required. It was considered that casting specimens to

the exact geometry may be advantageous, however limitations with fabricating PNCs and

FFRPs was prohibitive. Cutting and placing a CNT forest with the exact dimensions of

the final specimen would be dubious, and it would undoubtedly lead either to boundary

layers of neat PUU at multiple surfaces, or buckling of the CNT forest. In light of this,

molds were designed which would aid in casting specimens of a uniform thickness which

could then be cut and polished to the correct geometry.

Figure 3.8: (a) Initial attempt to cast PUU in early silicone mold without nitrogen purge 
during stoving. The left specimen is PUU211 and the right specimen is PUU321. Note 
the increased amine oxidation in the PUU321 with the higher DETA concentration. (b) 
Example of specimen cured with refined synthesis process: 24 hours at 130°C with 
nitrogen purge in Smooth-On Dragon Skin FX-Pro mold.

Silicone was selected as the mold material as it would permit easy demolding of

the  PUU specimens,  and  was  easily  repeatably.  Poplar  board  was  cut  to  dimension,

sanded, and glued to act as a container into which the silicone would be poured. PMMA

sheet with a thickness of 2mm was cut to dimension, and the edges were polished with
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400 grit sandpaper. The silicone used initially was Smooth-On OOMOO 30, which was

mixed  and cured  according to  the  manufacturer's  instructions  [69].  Equal  parts  were

measured and mixed thoroughly, and then poured into the mold. The silicone was allowed

to cure for 6 hours, after which time it was removed from the wooden negative. The

silicone mold was post-cured for 4 hours at  65°C to remove any residual solvent per

manufacturer's  protocol.  This  process  unfortunately  lead  to  specimens  which  showed

evidence of localized oxidation of amine with the production of bubbles as in  Figure

3.8(a). It was suspected that the cause of this was residual solvent in the mold which was

released  at  the  higher  PUU curing  temperature  of  130°C.  Taking  into  account  these

observations, and the useful temperature range of the OOMOO 30 of -53°C to 205°C, the

silicone mold was post-cured at 175°C for 4 hours to drive out any solvent which may

otherwise be released at 130°C. It was found, however, that even with 36 hours at 175°C,

residual  solvent  and curative remained in  the mold,  inducing partial  oxidation of  the

specimens similar to that seen in Figure 3.8(a).

In light of this, a platinum-cured silicone was selected, as this would not require

any solvents.  Smooth-On Dragon Skin  FX-Pro  was  selected  and mixed according to

manufacturer  instructions  [70].  The  cure  process  recommended  by  Smooth-On  to

complete cure was 40 minutes at 23°C, 2 hours at 80°C, and 1 hour at 100°C. As these

temperatures were below the curing temperature for PUU, a new set of cure conditions

were selected based on the curing temperature of PUU and the thermal  limits  of the

Dragon Skin FX-Pro. The molds were cured for 40 minutes at 23°C and then 3 hours at

145°C.  This  was  found  to  produce  a  silicone  mold  which  was  chemically  and
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dimensionally stable, with suitable flexibility and tear resistance to serve as a mold for

PUU. A photo of the resulting mold with a cured PUU can be seen in  Figure 3.8(b). It

was  found,  however,  that  each  cure  cycle  of  PUU  in  the  molds  resulted  in  partial

absorption of solvent into the silicone. In light of this, silicone molds were only used

once before being replaced.

3.2.4 Polymer Nanocomposite Fabrication

Polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) were fabricated by first growing CNT forests.

These forests were then delaminated from the silicon substrate and infused by pouring

premixed, uncured, PUU prepolymer over the forests. The forests were then cured via

thermal conditioning as described in Section 3.2.1 and shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Schematic of PNC fabrication process. Uncured mixed PUU prepolymer is 
infused into CNT forests, and then cured via thermal conditioning.

Initially, only 1% Vf CNT PNCs were fabricated, as the CNTs are grown at 1% Vf.

Larger CNT Vf specimens were created subsequently with 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, and 30%

CNT Vf.  PNCs with 1% CNT Vf were made with as-grown aligned CNT forests and a

PUU  matrix  material.  Nomenclature  for  the  materials  used  in  the  1%  V f study is

presented in  Table 3.4. In many cases throughout this work, materials are specified by
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their matrix composition (PUU211, PUU541) and by CNT orientation. Neat polymers are

denoted with an “N”, Transverse specimens (with CNTs oriented perpendicular to the

axis of testing) are denoted with a “T”, and Axial specimens (with CNTs oriented parallel

to the axis of testing)  are denoted with an “A”. PNCs were to  be made first  via  the

polymer mixing procedure outlined in Section  3.2.1. Once the PUU was mixed, it was

degassed  at  ~2kPa  until  foaming  subsided.  After  this,  the  CNT  forests  were  fully

submerged in the PUU and degassed at ~2kPa for and additional 30 min. Once degassed,

the PUU was poured into molds, along with the fully wetted CNT forests. Pouring was

done in such a way as to prevent the formation of bubbles, though bubble formation was

infrequent due to the viscosity of the mixture. A preheated, nitrogen-vented oven was

used  as  in  Section  3.2.1,  and  was  cycled  according  to  the  prescribed  thermal

requirements.

PUU Specimen Nomenclature

Name [HMDI]:[DETA]:[PTMO] CNT Orientation

PUU211N 2:1:1 Neat
PUU211A 2:1:1 Transverse CNTs
PUU211A 2:1:1 Axial CNTs
PUU541N 5:4:1 Neat
PUU541T 5:4:1 Transverse CNTs
PUU541A 5:4:1 Axial CNTs

Table 3.4: Nomenclature for materials used in this work.

Larger CNT Vf PNCs were made by densifying as-grown CNT forests biaxially.

Nomenclature,  stoichiometries,  hard-segment  and  soft-segment  composition,  CNT

orientation,  and  CNT  Vf are  provided  in  Table  3.5.  To  achieve  the  desired  final

dimensions and densities, Equation  6 was developed and used to calculate the required

initial dimensions. Forests were then grown at 1% CNT Vf and then biaxially densified
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using  a  device  created  by  Wardle  et.  Al  [13] and  pictured  in  Figure  3.10 [71].

Photographs of the can be seen in Figure 3.11. To densify the forests, the as-grown forests

were placed in the Teflon platform and then covered with an acrylic cover. The forest was

the compressed to the correct width, and then the correct length, as explained in Figure

3.10 and  Figure  3.11.  Silicone  molds  were  also  fabricated  with  the  desired  final

dimensions of each densified forest, which held the forest in place during the infusion of

PUU and constrained them on five sides (Figure 3.12). To prevent buckling out of plane

and coming out of their molds, densified forests needed to be restrained on the top as

well. To accomplish this, once CNT forests were densified and placed into their molds,

metal mesh was stapled to the tops of the molds, surrounding the cells containing the

CNT forests (Figure 3.13). The mesh constrained the forests and prevented them from

buckling, but allowed the PUU to flow into the forests. Though the viscosity of the room-

temperature PUU made infusion difficult, raising the temperature to 80oC was sufficient

to lower the viscosity and ease wetting without initiating cure. Once bubbling from the

CNT forests had subsided, the temperature was raised to curing temperature.

V f=
Areainitial

Areadensified
(6)
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of densification process. (a)Initial insertion of CNT forest and 
densification in first  axis. (b) Second step, densification in axis perpendicular to that 
acted upon in (a) [97].
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PUU Naming and Composition

Nomenclature HMDI:DETA:PTMO Hs W% Ss W% CNT Orientation CNT Vf

PUU211N 2:1:1 40% 60% N/A 0%
PUU211-01T 2:1:1 40% 60% Transverse 1%
PUU211-01A 2:1:1 40% 60% Axial 1%
PUU211-05T 2:1:1 40% 60% Transverse 5%
PUU211-05A 2:1:1 40% 60% Axial 5%
PUU211-10T 2:1:1 40% 60% Transverse 10%
PUU211-10A 2:1:1 40% 60% Axial 10%
PUU211-20T 2:1:1 40% 60% Transverse 20%
PUU211-20A 2:1:1 40% 60% Axial 20%
PUU211-30T 2:1:1 40% 60% Transverse 30%
PUU211-30A 2:1:1 40% 60% Axial 30%

PUU541N 5:4:1 66% 34% N/A 0%
PUU541-01T 5:4:1 66% 34% Transverse 1%
PUU541-01A 5:4:1 66% 34% Axial 1%
PUU541-05T 5:4:1 66% 34% Transverse 5%
PUU541-05A 5:4:1 66% 34% Axial 5%
PUU541-10T 5:4:1 66% 34% Transverse 10%
PUU541-10A 5:4:1 66% 34% Axial 10%
PUU541-20T 5:4:1 66% 34% Transverse 20%
PUU541-20A 5:4:1 66% 34% Axial 20%
PUU541-30T 5:4:1 66% 34% Transverse 30%
PUU541-30A 5:4:1 66% 34% Axial 30%

Table 3.5: Naming scheme, molar ratios, compositions of hard and soft segments, 
CNT orientation, and CNT volume fraction.
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Figure 3.11: Photos of biaxial densifier used to fabricate CNT forests with Vf greater 
than 1%. (a) Image of complete biaxial densifier. (b) Up-close image of 1% Vf CNT forest
in densifier. (c) Up-close imaged of biaxially densified 30% Vf CNT forest.
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Figure 3.12: Photo of early CNT densification and PUU infusion attempt. Note that 
swelling and buckling caused forests to curl and escape molds.



Figure 3.13: Photo of modified ultra-high volume fraction PNC infusion method. Mesh 
constrained CNT forests in their molds while allowing PUU to wet into the forests.

3.2.5 Cure via Thermal Conditioning

Once the uncured PNCs were prepared, thermal conditioning was used to cure the

polymer. The initial attempt to thermally cure the novel PUU was based on data collected

from  the  manufacturers  of  each  constituent;  namely  the  boiling  points,  thermal

degradation temperatures, and unblocking temperature of the HMDI. This data has been

arranged in Table 3.6.
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Thermal Characteristics for PUU Chemicals

HMDI DETA PTMO Nephtha

Boiling Point (C) 237.2 308 250 154
Thermal Degradation (C) - - 240
Unblocking Temperature without DBTL (C) 160 - - -
Unblocking Temperature with 0.3% DBTL (C) 130 - - -

Table 3.6: Thermal characteristics of the chemicals present in uncured PUU [68], [72]–
[76].

In  light  of  the  data  in  Table  3.6,  as  well  as  other  data  provided  by  the

manufacturers in [68], [72]–[76], an initial cure was attempted at 130°C for 1 hour. After

this time, the PUU211 was still a low-viscosity liquid; in fact, the PUU was much less

viscous than prior to thermal conditioning. As a result, a comprehensive cure behavior

characterization was required, as is outlined in Section 3.3.1.

3.2.6 TGA

To determine  the  degree  of  remaining  solvents  in  the  PUU,  and  the  thermal

stability over a wide range of temperatures, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used.

All  TGA data  in  this  work  was  collected  using  a  TA Instruments  Discovery  TGA,

pictured  in  Figure  3.14(a).  The  first  step  in  preparing  and  running  TGA  on  PUU

specimens was to clean the platinum pan by burning any potential residual material via a

Bunsen burner. The pan was then inserted into the TGA and weighed. Next, a specimen

weighing between 5mg and 10mg was placed on the pan. The desired parameters were

entered into the software, and the test was run. For initial experiments, TGA was run

from 23°C to 300°C at a rate of 20°C/min. This range was later expanded to 23°C to

500°C with  a  ramp  rate  of  10°C/min.  Since  degradation  of  the  PUU begins  around

300°C, expanding the range to  500°C provides a more complete profile of the burn-off.
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Slowing the ramp rate  to  10°C reduces  ambiguity in  the degradation by slowing the

thermal transitions.

Figure 3.14: (a) TA Instruments Discovery TGA used to perform TGA experiments. (b) 
TA Instruments Discovery DSC used to run DSC experiments.

3.2.7 DSC

To determine the degree of cure completion and Tg 's, as well as understand what

types  of  chemical  processes  occur  in  the  PUU  over  a  wide  range  of  temperatures,

differential  scanning  calorimetry  (DSC)  was  used.  All  DSC  data  in  this  work  was

collected using a TA Instruments Discovery DSC, pictured in  Figure 3.14(b). DSC was

performed by first weighing an aluminum DSC pan and hermetic aluminum DSC lid. The

scale was tared, and a specimen weighing 5g to 10g was weighed inside the DSC pan.

The DSC lid was then crimped onto the pan and placed into the DSC machine.  The

appropriate information regarding the test was entered into the DSC software and the test

was begun. In early tests a temperature range of 23°C to 250°C was used with a ramp rate

of 10°C/min. This range was subsequently expanded to -90°C to 300°C. This range was

chosen because -90°C is the lower limit of the DSC machine, and 300°C is adequate to

observe significant thermal degradation, as is discussed in Section  3.3. A “Heat-Cool-
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Heat”  mode  of  DSC  was  used,  in  which  the  sample  begins  at  the  low  end  of  the

temperature range, is heated to the high end of the range, is cooled to the low end of the

range, and finally heated to the high end of the range. The benefit of the heat-cool-heat

mode is that it elucidates what happens to the PUU after being conditioned during the

first pass, and smooths any reaction-induced bumps.

3.2.8 Specimen Preparation via Ultramicrotome

Microstructural characterization of the PUU Neat and PNC specimens requires a

mirror-like surface. This is because large features not only prevent smooth operation of

the AFM and nanoindentation equipment,  but also introduce potential sources of data

variability by means of artifacts. For example, in AFM, too great a height variability may

damage the sensitive AFM tip, which makes gentle contact with the surface based on

predicted height of the surface. A sudden change in height would be unpredictable to the

AFM tip, and could result in unexpected impact of the tip into the specimen surface. In

nanoindentation,  the  stress  calculation  is  based  on  the  presumed  contact  area  of  the

nanoindenter  tip,  which  is  a  function  of  contact  depth  and  tip  geometry.  If  the

nanoindenter tip is indenting a relative peak or valley, the assumed and actual contact

areas will be different, resulting in incorrect stress measurements. Furthermore, in the

case of a relative peak, the lack of supporting material surrounding the indentation point

will produce a smaller stress at the point of indentation, artificially reducing the modulus

at  this  location.  The  reverse  effect  occurs  at  areas  of  local  valleys.
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Figure 3.15: (a) Leica Ultracut UCT ultramicrotome used to prepare specimens for 
microstructural analysis. (b) Leica EMKMR2 glass knife maker used to create glass 
knives for ultramicrotome. (c) Example of glass knife used in the current work. Note the 
scalloped top right corner of the specimen; this is indicative of a correctly made glass 
knife. (d): Image of microtome setup.

As  a  result  of  the  aforementioned  phenomena,  extremely  smooth  specimen

surfaces are needed for the microstructural characterization experiments. These surfaces

were prepared using ultramicrotome, which is a device designed to remove controlled,

smooth  slices  of  material  down to  tens  of  nanometers  thick.  The device  used  in  the

present work is a Leica Ultracut UCT, as see in Figure 3.15(a). Specimens were prepared

for ultramicrotome by sectioning them to fit into an AFM hold, a vise-like metal disc with

a 2mm x 4mm x 10mm slot. Once the specimen was cut and placed into the open AFM

holder, the vise jaw was tightened with a hex screw until the specimen was secured. The

specimen  needed  to  be  clamped  securely  enough  to  prevent  slipping  during  the

ultramicrotoming process,  but  gently  enough to  avoid  crushing the  specimen.  In one
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instance  with  a  PUU211 PNC,  the  specimen  was  inadvertently  crushed  in  the  AFM

holder jaws (Figure 3.37). After the specimen was clamped in an AFM holder, an angled

edge  was  placed  on  the  leading  and  tailing  end  of  the  specimen  to  facilitate

ultramicrotoming the surface. This trapezoidal surface contour improves the smoothness

of the finished specimen through reduction of strain build-up, and reduces the potential

for blade chatter  [77].  The holder  was then secured into the AFM microtome chuck,

which was then placed into the microtome and secured. A knife was prepared by scoring

and fracturing glass bar stock using a Leica EMKMR2, as seen in Figure 3.15(b). A sign

that the fracture has produced a satisfactory knife edge is a scalloped surface in the corner

of the sharp edge, as can be seen in Figure 3.15(c). A photo of the microtome setup can

be seen in Figure 3.15(d). Once the glass knife and specimen chuck were secured, low-

powered  optical  microscopy  and  motors  were  used  to  bring  the  specimen  into  light

contact with knife. The step size was set to 2.5μm to coarsely expose a large enough flat

region to  perform the requisite  tests;  approximately 1mm2.  The knife  blade was then

repositioned so that  a fresh portion of the blade could be used.  After reengaging the

specimen to the blade, automated slices were made at 1mm/sec. Slice thickness began at

500nm, and was decreases over the course of several passes down to 70nm. Then at least

10 70nm-thick slices were removed from the surface.  The chuck and AFM specimen

holder  were  removed from the ultramicrotome,  and the  process  was repeated  for  the

remaining PUU211 specimens. This process was repeated for PUU541.

3.2.9 Specimen Preparation via Ultra-Cryotome

Due to the softness of the PUU211N, larger chatter gouges were present after the
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room-temperature  microtoming  process.  Cryotome  was  used  to  remove  these  gross

topographical variations. The cryotoming process was done on the same Leica Ultracut

UCT but in the cryotoming setup as seen in  Figure 3.16. In this configuration, a cryo-

chamber housed the specimen chuck and the knives. This chamber was connected to a

temperature control module and a liquid nitrogen dewar. Cryotoming was attempted at

various temperatures, however the best results for PUU211 were achieved at -65°C. This

produced a glassy fracture surface with a mirror-like appearance. In order to eliminate

any  rubbery  or  plastic  effects  on  specimen  surfaces,  all  materials  were  hereafter

cryotomed rather than microtomed.
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Figure 3.16: Leica ultra-cryotome used to prepare specimens. (a) Photo of entire setup, 
with blade controls on the left, temperature controls on the right, and cryotome in the 
center. (b) Cryochamber. (c) Close-up of cryochamber showing blade and specimen 
holder.
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3.2.10 SEM

SEM was conducted using a Hitachi S-4700 Scanning Electron Microscope,  a

photo of which can be seen in Figure 3.17. SEM specimens were prepared using the same

method  used  to  prepare  AFM and  nanoindentation  specimens  via  the  ultra-cryotome

method described in Section 3.2.9. Before beginning, the cryo-chamber of the SEM was

filled with liquid nitrogen to aid in image quality and reduce specimen contamination.

The specimen was left in the AFM holder after microtome, which was taped to the SEM

holder using double-sided carbon tape. This type of tape is customary in order to secure

the specimen to the surface, as well as to dissipate electrons and prevent static charge

build-up, though static discharge was not an issue since the specimen was mounted in a

stainless  steel  AFM holder. In  insulating  materials,  static  charge  can  build  up in  the

specimen,  which  will  subsequently  deflect  the  oncoming  electrons  away  from  the

specimen. This results in image drift, not only moving away from the area of interest, but

also blurring the image during the scan. The total height was checked in an external SEM

clearance checking fixture. Once proper height clearance was verified, the specimen was

ready to be inserted into the SEM. First, the SEM antechamber was opened, and the SEM

holder was screwed onto the insertion rod. The antechamber was closed, and vacuumed

to 3Pa. Once this pressure was reached, the gate to the main SEM chamber was opened.

At this  point,  the specimen was inserted onto the imaging pedestal in the main SEM

chamber, and the insertion rod was unscrewed and retracted. Finally the main chamber

was vacuumed to 0.6Pa.

The specimen was now in position to be imaged. The electron beam was turned

on at this point, and low magnification imaging was used to center on the section of
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interest.  Once the  area  of  interest  was  found,  the  specimen  was  moved close  to  the

electron beam source; in this case, 6mm. Finally, the power settings were adjusted to 1kV,

the  beam  was  centered,  and  any  astigmatism was  removed.  Image  scans  were  then

collected.

Figure 3.17: Photograph of the SEM used to collect images in the this work.

3.2.11 Micro-CT

For Micro-CT imaging, a Nikon Metrology (X-Tek) HMXST225 Micro-CT was

used. Mo X-ray targets were used to capture images in reflection mode with a current of

70μA and voltage of 80kV. The resolution for these scans was 1μm. The imaging process

began with calibrating the X-ray source. The source was moved as close to the subject as

possible while  still  keeping the entire object in  frame,  which allowed for the highest

possible resolution of the final images. Contrast was set by adjusting the X-ray source

current. Before beginning the scan, a background was measured for normalization. The

subject  was  then  scanned  by  the  Micro-CT and  images  were  transferred  to  servers.
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Images were reconstructed and analyzed using VGStudio Max.

3.2.12 AFM

It was necessary to image the specimens under higher magnification and to map

the stiffness of the specimens over the imaged surface. This was done in order to measure

the degree of phase-mixing and the approximate phase size quantitatively. Atomic force

microscopy (AFM) was conducted using a Cypher Scanning Probe Microscope, which

can be seen in Figure 3.18. AFM specimens were prepared using the same method used

to prepare SEM and nanoindentation specimens via the ultra-cryotome method described

in Section  3.2.9. Performing AFM on as-cast specimens is preferable, providing better

surfaces than cryotome, as was observed by Strawhecker  [53]. The nature of the PNCs

prevents using as-cast specimens to observe morphology of hard and soft segments, and

so cryotomed specimens were required.  Before performing AFM on the specimens,  a

series of setup processes were conducted. A new silicon tip was selected and placed in the

AFM tip holder. This new tip needed to be calibrated properly, and these calibrations

were done with polystyrene film. This material was selected as it is isotropic, has a well-

known modulus of elasticity, and is easily spin-cast into a flat thin film; all of which

provide  reliable  measurement,  and therefore,  more  accurate  calibration.  The  resonant

frequency, spring constant, and second harmonic frequency were found for the tip. It was

important  to  determine  the  second  harmonic  frequency  of  the  AFM tip  because  this

information is used to measure relative stiffness. Finally, a scan of the polystyrene was

done, and the tip radius was altered until the measured modulus of elasticity matched the

known modulus of elasticity for polystyrene. The radius was found to be 2.5nm. This
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information is also critical because the contact area of the AFM tip is needed to convert

relative stiffness to modulus of elasticity.

Figure 3.18: Photo of Cypher Scanning Probe Microscope used to collect all AFM 
images in the present work.

Once the AFM tip was calibrated, specimens could be imaged. The new specimen

was focused and the AFM tip was brought into contact with the specimen surface. Three

scans were conducted for each specimen: a 1µm x 1µm random square, a 5µm x 5µm

random square, and a 1µm x 1µm selected square. These scans provided topographical,

phase images, and stiffness maps of the imaged surfaces.

Because of the unreliability of quantitative data collected via AFM for such varied

materials, the bulk of the AFM images collected were simply in alternating-contact mode.

A silicon tip with a natural frequency of 70kHz and stiffness of 2Nm was used to perform

alternating contact mode scans of the areas of interest at a scan rate of 0.6Hz. This produced

height and phase images for interpretation.

3.2.13 ATR

ATR experiments were conducted using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS50R FT-
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IR. Before sampling was begun, background measurements were taken for normalization

purposes. Once completed, a small sample was gently clamped against the glass using the

clamping arm. Measurements were recored, the sample was removed, and the glass was

cleaned. This process was repeated for all specimens.

3.2.14 SAXS

To determine the phase-mixing of each PUU sample, it was necessary to conduct

SAXS measurements. These experiments were performed with a Rigaku MicroMax-007HF. A

Cu source (λ=0.154) at 40kV and 30mA was used. The distance between the sample and the

detector  was  1525mm.  Neat  specimen  orientation  was  inconsequential,  however  PNC

specimens were positioned such that the beam would pass through the axial direction of the

CNTs. This would maximize the ability to look between the CNTs, and prevent scatter from

CNT directionality. Small samples of each material were affixed to the SAXS sample holder

using tape, with a blank tape control specimen used to subtract scattering associated with the

tape. Next, the center of each specimen was found by sweeping across the specimen in x and y

to find the position of greatest absorption. Once the center position was located, the collected

intensity was measured to determine a suitable exposure time for each specimen. With this

information collected, the tests were linked in a script and run consecutively.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Early Work

3.3.1.1 Initial Cure Tests

The initial fabrication of PUU was done with a 2:1:1 formulation of [HMDI]:

[DETA]:[PTMO]. The materials were made according to the process described in Section
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3.2.1,  although  without  the  degassing  step,  and  without  a  direct  nitrogen  purge.

According to the HMDI documentation, a material with 0.3% DBTL should cure in 60

min. at 130°C. This was tested, and after 60 min., the polymer was still very non-viscous.

As a result the PUU was left in the oven over the weekend for a total of 96 hrs. The

resulting sample can be seen in Figure 3.19. Initial observations revealed that there was

significant  bubbling  around the  CNT forests,  and that  the  PUU was very  dark.  This

bubbling  was  attributed  to  the  escape  of  trapped  air  inside  the  CNT forests.  It  was

considered  that  the  bubbles  could  be  gases  which  nucleated  during  reaction  at  the

surfaces of  CNTs,  though this  was subsequently ruled out  by the volume of  bubbles

presented and the available gases from such a reaction. The dark color is indicative of

amine  oxidation,  which  could  be  caused  by  dissolved  oxygen  prior  to  cure,  an

oxygenated curing environment, and/or over-curing.

Figure 3.19: Early attempt to infuse and cure PUU211. PNC was not degassed prior to 
curing, and was cured at 130°C for 96 hours without a nitrogen purge.
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Figure 3.20: Subsequent attempt to infuse and cure PUU211. PNC was degassed at 
~2kPa for 30 min. prior to curing, and was cured at 130°C for 24 hours.

In response  to  the  above-mentioned observations,  degassing  was  implemented

prior to thermal conditioning. Additionally, CNT forests were submerged in the uncured

PUU and  then  degassed  such  that  CNT forests  wetting  and air  evacuation  might  be

vacuum-assisted. Also, a different oven with a nitrogen purge was used. It was hoped that

this would elucidate the origin of the bubbles found at the edges of CNT forests in the

earlier specimen. The PUU211 was cured for 24 hrs. at 130°C. This yielded a polymer

which had no bubbles surrounding the forests, and a neat resin which was much lighter,

as seen in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.21: Overlay of DSC & TGA data for PUU211N. DSC was run from -90°C to 
300°C. TGA was run from 23°C to 500°C.

TGA and DSC were run on PUU211N, which can be seen in  Figure 3.21. TGA

was run from  23°C to 500°C, and displays fairly smooth curves, indicating little residual

solvent present in the polymer. A small drop in weight percent can be seen preceding

275°C,  which  is  most  likely  solvent  burn-off.  This  accounts  for  ~5% of  PUU211N

weight. Major degradation begins at 300°C following an exothermic spike in heat flow at

275°C as recorded by DSC. From this we can conclude that PUU211 should not be taken

above 300°C. 

Another point of interest is the disparity between the first and second passes of the

DSC curves at 100°C to 275°C. Three theories prevailed as to the cause of this feature:

the first being that the PUU was not fully cured, and the thermal conditioning pushed any

uncured polymer to cure more completely; the second being that the thermal conditioning

to 300°C damaged the PUU irreversibly, resulting in a linear curve during the second
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pass;  and the third being that some sort  of irreversible  microstructural rearrangement

occurs  at  the  higher  temperatures  which  is  not  recovered  during  the  cooling  phase.

Because one or a combination of the factors may contribute, it was decided to validate the

cure process with a post-cure study.

3.3.1.2 Post-Cure Study

In light of the preliminary DSC data for PUU211 (Figure 3.21), there was a need

to determine the nature of the bump observed between 100°C and 275°C in the the first

heating  cycle:  evidence  of  either  the  cure  being  pushed  to  completion,  thermal

degradation of the polyol, or microstructural rearrangement. To address this uncertainty, a

study was devised in which the PUU would be cured for 18 hours at 130°C, followed by

incrementally increasing periods of post-cure at 210°C. This would also reveal the effect

of curing for 18 hours rather than 24 hours.

From initial  synthesis, the PUU211 was quite soft,  and so fabricating a stiffer

species of PUU was of interest. Based on research by Sarva et al. [52], the stoichiometry

of the PUU was varied to understand how DETA concentration affects stiffness. Three

formulations were synthesized to identify a suitable range of stoichiometric ratios: 2:1:1,

5:4:1,  and 10:9:1;  where  ratios  refer  to  [HMDI]:[DETA]:[PTMO].  These  were  cured

initially for 18 hours at 130°C, with a post-cure phase for either 0 min., 15 min., 30 min.,

or 60 min. at 210°C. Figure 3.22 shows photographs of the different PUU species after

the initial 18 hour cure, prior to post-cure at 210°C. Figure 3.22(a) is a photo of PUU211.

Figure 3.22(b) and (c) are both photos of PUU541. One of the specimens cracked, as seen

in Figure 3.22(b). It is important to note that this crack was present prior to cooling, and

so occurred during curing.  Figure 3.22(c) shows a specimen of PUU541 which was not
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cracked.  Note the  degree of  arching at  the center. Though it  can't  be seen in  Figure

3.22(a)  PUU211  also  exhibited  arching,  but  to  a  much  lesser  degree.  Subsequent

specimens were cured in silicone, and this eliminated the arching problem (see Section

3.2.3). This was attributed to the release and expansion of gases during the cure process

which remain trapped beneath the specimen. It is clear that both the degree of arching and

the brittleness increase with increased DETA concentration. PUU541 is qualitatively far

more stiff and brittle than PUU211, and it is suspected that this, in conjunction with the

large  strain  during  curing,  resulted  in  brittle  fracture  during  curing.  This  theory  is

corroborated by the information in  Figure 3.22(d), where the PUU1091 had shattered

during the curing process. The extreme concentration of DETA must have induced a large

off-gassing and strain, shattering the specimen. In the case of the cracking present in

Figure 3.22(b), the cracks have traveled only through the PUU541N. In all  cases the

crack propagation path has been redirected away from the CNTs. This is encouraging

evidence of higher fracture toughness of the PNC than the neat PUU.
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Figure 3.22: Photos of PUU of various stoichiometries after being cured at 130°C for 18 
hours. (a) PUU211, (b) PUU541, (c) Side view of PUU541 with severe arching, (d) 
PUU1091.

DSC was run on both neat and PNC specimens of PUU211 & PUU541 for each of

the post-cure conditions:  0 min., 15 min., 30 min., or 60 min. at 210°C. No data was

collected for  PUU1091, as  it's  brittleness  marked it  as  a  non-viable species  of  PUU.
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PUU211 post-cure DSC data can be seen in Figure 3.23 andFigure 3.24, while PUU541

post-cure DSC data can be seen in  Figure 3.25 and Figure 3.26.  Figure 3.23(a) and (b)

depict PUU211N and PUU211 PNC respectively and Figure 3.24 shows enlarged views

of the areas of interest. In these graphs, the DSC data from the 24 hour cure has been

included for comparison.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.23: DSC Data for PUU211 under various curing conditions. (a) PUU211N, (b) 
PUU211 PNC.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.24: DSC Data for PUU211 under various curing conditions. (a) Enlarged view 
of PUU211N, (b) Enlarged view of PUU211 PNC.

Except  for  the  case of  a  24 hour  cure  at  130°C,  under  all  cure  conditions  of

PUU211 (Figure 3.24) it is evident that an exothermic bump is present. When comparing

these to the plateaued nature of the PUU211 cured for 24 hours, it is evident that not even

18 hours at 130°C and 60 minutes at 210°C is sufficient to cure the polymer. This insight,
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in conjunction with that gained during the heat-cool-heat DSC test depicted in  Figure

3.21 leads to the conclusion that 24 hours is an appropriate cure time for PUU211. It is

also apparent that the rapid fluctuations in heat flow above 275°C are not an anomaly

from  the  initial  DSC  tests,  but  characteristic  of  PUU  near  and  above  degradation

temperatures. Later work revealed that these exotherms are caused by crystallization of

the hard-segments during the DCS run, and so longer cures at 130°C are not required, but

simply annealing the material in microphase-separated regions. Based on the work by

Castagna,  it  is  vital  to  cure  such  materials  carefully,  as  thermal  history  can  have

significant effects on the performance of the polymer [78]. Because is sufficient for cure,

and because higher temperatures are not only ineffectual but potentially detrimental; 24

hours at 130oC will be used to cure the PUU specimens.

Figure  3.25(a)  and  (b)  depict  DSC  data  for  PUU541N  and  PUU541  PNC

respectively. Figure 3.26 shows enlarged views of the area of interest. It is immediately

apparent that similar cure conditions result in DSC curves which are less sporadic than

those of PUU211, implying that the chaotic behavior of PUU above 275°C is  due to

PTMO pyrolization. Because 130°C is so far below the temperature for damaging PUU,

and can be used to adequately cure both PUU211 and PUU541, a 24 hour cure at 130°C

will be used for both PUU211 and PUU541. This standardized cure process will allow for

more  confident  comparison  between  the  species,  as  it  does  not  introduce  additional

variables such as cure time and temperature.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.25: DSC Data for PUU541 under various curing conditions. (a) PUU541N, (b) 
PUU541 PNC.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.26: DSC Data for PUU541 under various curing conditions. (a) Enlarged view 
of PUU541N. (b) Enlarged view of PUU541 PNC.

In  Figure 3.27(a) and (b), 18 hour at 130°C data is displayed for PUU211 and

PUU541, both Neat and PNC, with (b) showing an enlarged view of the area of interest.

Note that  the exothermic bump is  slightly  larger for PUU211N than for the PUU211

PNC, PUU541N, and PUU541 PNC. It is thought that the CNTs present in the PNCs, and
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the increased amine from the higher concentration of DETA cause a slightly more rapid

cure under similar conditions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.27: DSC cure comparison data for PUU211 & PUU541, both Neat and PNC.  
(a) Full view, (b) Enlarged view of area of interest.
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3.3.2 Refined Process

3.3.2.1 Thermal & Molecular Characteristics

To both validate the finalized cure process and elucidate the molecular nature of

the novel PUU, a final series of thermal studies was conducted. TGA was conducted from

25°C – 500°C at 10°C/min, the graphs for which are displayed in Figure 3.28. Notice that

all  curves  track  very well  with one  another  until  340°C,  indicating  identical  thermal

degradation behavior prior to this point. Notice also that the plateau values above 475°C

also track well though the PUU211 PNC and PUU541 PNC curves finally settle at ~15%

and ~13% respectively, approximately 5% and 3% above their neat counterparts. This

elevation cannot be ascribed solely to the CNT weight fraction, as this accounts for only

~1%, indicating that the CNTs have slightly improved the thermal stability of the PUU at

this  high  temperature  range.  From  325°C  –  475°C  the  four  materials  each  exhibit

similarly shaped but unique patterns. From the upward shift of PUU211 and PUU541 in

PNCs over the neat materials, it is evident that the CNTs stabilize the thermal degradation

in this temperature range.

There are two distinct regions of rapid drop in weight percent: the first located at

335°C (TI) and the second at 440°C (TII). The PUU211N loses ~40% of its weight after

TI,  while  the  PUU541N  loses  ~60%,  corresponding  to  the  weight  percent  of  hard

segments for each (see Table 3.2). At after TII however, both PUU211N and PUU541N

have lost 90% of their weight, with PUU211N losing ~50% of it weight and PUU541N

losing 30% during TII. These values match closely to the relative composition of soft

segments for each neat PUU. The proportions suggest that pyrolization of hard segments

are  responsible  for  degradations  up to  350°C,  after  which  temperature  soft  segments
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begin  to  burn.  Similar  data  supporting  the  pyrolization  of  hard  segments  at  lower

temperatures and soft segments at higher temperatures have been seen elsewhere  [79],

[80]. To shed more light on the nature of this degradation between TI and TII,  δW%/δT

has been plotted in  Figure 3.29. Because rate of degradation is directly proportional to

weight  percent  lost  over  a  temperature range during constant  temperature  sweep,  the

relative areas of peaks seen in Figure 3.29 reveal compositional degradation ratios. The

conclusion that TI is associated with hard segment pyrolysis and TII with soft segment

pyrolysis is supported in the derivative plot.

More interesting is the apparent thermal stabilization of PUU by the CNTs. In

both  PUU211  and PUU541,  PNC weight  percent  is  greater  than  its  neat  counterpart

between  TI and  TII,  as  seen  in  Figure  3.28(b).  Furthermore,  Figure  3.29 reveals  a

substantial reduction in rate of degradation from CNTs during hard-segment pyrolization,

but acceleration of soft-segment degradation. A similar CNT affinity for hard-segment

interaction was found elsewhere [55], and have been found to occur to a greater degree in

in-situ polymerized polyurethanes  [57].  CNT-induced hard-segment crystallinity  could

explain this profound thermal stabilization.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.28: TGA of PUU211 and PUU541N and PNC materials after finalized 
processing method. (a) Complete view. (b) Enlarged view.
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Figure 3.29: TGA (dashed lines) & TGA derivative (solid lines) data for PUU211 & 
PUU541, both Neat & PNCs. 

Support for this is found in exotherms in first-heat DSC sweeps of PUU PNCs at

245°C, as seen in Figure 3.30. Because the urea-based hard-segments do not melt prior to

pyrolization, it  is likely that the hard-segment crystals induced by the CNTs have not

melted  by  335°C,  and  so  degradation  at  this  temperature  is  stabilized  by  the  crystal

structures.  The  absence  of  crystallinity  in  neat  PUU materials  is  consistent  with  the

higher rate of degradation in this temperature range.

Two other  thermal  features  of  interest  can be seen in  Figure 3.30.  There is  a

distinct  soft-segment  Tg at  -50°C,  and  a  transition  associated  with  short-range  hard-

segment ordering at 50°C, a phenomena seen elsewhere [78]. A small transition is visible

at  ~30°C which  is  associated  with  soft-segment  crystallization  and  melting  which  is

confirmed during the second-heat pass Figure 3.31. While the crystallization and melting

of soft-segments is minute, it appears that the PNCs induce a slightly greater degree of

crystal formation. Also visible in  Figure 3.31 is the marked contrast in soft-segment Tg
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prominence between the PUU211 and PUU541. This is likely due to two factors: first that

the  smaller  soft-segment  composition  of  PUU541  reduces  soft-segment  visibility  in

thermal  properties;  and  secondly, that  higher  hard-segment  leads  to  increased  phase-

mixing, resulting in more homogeneous thermal properties.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.30: DSC graphs for first heating phase of PUU materials. (a) Entire DSC plot. 
(b) Enlarged lower Tg portion. (c) Enlarged high-temperature portion.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.31: DSC graphs for second heating phase of PUU materials. (a) Entire DSC 
plot. (b) Enlarged lower Tg portion. (c) Enlarged high-temperature portion.

Two important features present in the first heating phase do remain: the onset of
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each Tg is present;  and the small  exothermic bump at ~30°C. Because this feature is

present after the first heating phase, it is certainly not the result of incomplete curing.

Notice  that  the  bumps  are  slightly  more  pronounced  in  the  PNCs  than  in  the  neat

materials. This observation leads to the conclusion that the CNTs are influencing soft-

segment crystallization and melting in the matrix.

To  measure  the  molecular  weight  of  this  novel  PUU,  gel  permeation

chromatography was attempted. Samples of neat PUU were dissolved in THF, however

they did not elute well, resulting in poor confidence in molecular weight measurements.

The poor elution was attributed to interactions between the beads and the PUU.

3.3.2.2 Microstructural Characterization

Microstructural  characterization  of  PUU  Neat  and  PUU  PNCs  is  vital  to

understanding the nature of PUU curing, off-gassing, phase-mixing, CNT infusion, etc.

Because of the length-scales at play, optical microscopy, SEM, and AFM were used to

gain information about PPU structure at different scales.

Figure 3.32: Olympus MX50 optical microscope used to collect images.

As a test to identify how well a fully infused CNT forest could cure out of the
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surface of a pool of PUU, a wetted CNT forest was left to cure ~2mm above the surface

of PUU211N. The CNT forests was wetted via immersion and degassing as in Section

3.2.4. This CNT forest  was then placed on its  side in the mold which had ~3mm of

PUU211N in the bottom, resulting in a CNT which stood out of the PUU211N by ~2mm.

The specimen was observed under optical microscopy using an Olympus MX50, pictured

in  Figure 3.32.  The resulting optical  micrographs can be seen in  Figure 3.33.  Figure

3.33(a) and (b) are images of a cross section which has been cut with a razor blade, which

is why horizontal ridges are clearly visible. In these two images the CNTs are oriented

with the axis parallel  to the imaging axis.  The exposed portion of the CNT forest  is

shown in Figure 3.33(a) while the enclosed portion of the CNT forest is shown in Figure

3.33(b). Figure 3.33(a) appears to be excellently infused with the PUU211, and the cure

does not seem to have altered the PNC by being cured out of the surface of the PUU

Neat.  No evidence  of  bulging from either  capillary  pressure  or  thermal  expansion is

detectable, and no visible dewetting has occurred do to gravity or shrinkage. Note that

there appears to be a PUU211N boundary layer at the bottom of the specimen in Figure

3.33(b), where a small gap between the mold surface and the CNT forest was filled with

neat PUU. It is clear that this material has different mechanical properties than the rest of

the  specimen,  as  evinced  by  the  rough  fracture  of  the  PUU211N  compared  to  the

smoother cleaving elsewhere in the specimen. The images in Figure 3.33(c) and (d) are

micrographs taken of the unmodified, exposed, wetted surface of the cured PNC, with the

CNTs oriented vertically. Figure 3.33(c) is a 5x magnification of the unmodified surface,

and Figure 3.33(d) is a 50x magnification of the same surface.
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Figure 3.33: Optical micrographs of PUU211 PNC. (a) Cross-section of wetted PUU211 
PNC, looking along the axis of the CNTs. The upper region was cured while exposed; the 
lower region was cured while submerged below the neat PUU211 line. (b) Enclosed edge
of PUU211 PNC looking along the axis of the CNTs. Note the neat PUU211 boundary 
layer present at the bottom. (c) &(d) View of exposed surface of PUU211 PNC looking 
perpendicular to CNT axis with CNTs aligned vertically. Note in (d) that the apparent 
columns are ~1000x wider than the 10nm diameter of CNTs.

In Figure 3.33(d) there are apparent columns which have formed along the axis of

the CNTs which have a diameter of ~10µm. The source of these structures is unclear.

Because this surface has not been altered via razor cutting, what is seen is a result of how

the material cured and not an artifact of the sectioning process. It is possible that the

exposed surface of the CNT forest is not flat, and so PUU has simply formed a thin layer

over the surface of non-planer clusters of CNTs. Another possibility is that CNTs have

somehow influenced the microstructural arrangement of the PUU, organizing the polymer
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into columns around groups of CNTs. 

Because the CNTs are not visible under optical micrographs, and the columns are

features of potential interest, it would be useful to calculate the number of CNTs present

in said columns. This would also help by giving scale to the image in reference to the

CNT forest, and potentially aid in understanding the cause of such features. To determine

how many carbon  nanotubes  would  reside  in  such a  column,  Equation  (7) has  been

derived, where Vf CNT is the volume fraction of CNTs, ACNT is the cross sectional area

of  a  single  CNT, NumberCNT is  the  number  of  CNTs  present  in  a  given  area,  and

AColumn is the cross sectional area of a column. The CNTs used in this work have a

diameter of ~10nm with a volume fraction of ~1%, and the apparent column diameter is

10μm. With this information and Equation  (8), a single column is expected to contain

10,000 CNTs (Equation (10)).

Vf CNT=
ACNT∗NumberCNT

Acolumn

(7)

NumberCNT=
Vf CNT∗AColumn

ACNT

(8)

NumberCNT=
1%∗π∗(5000nm)

2

π∗(5nm)
2 (9)

NumberCNT=10,000 (10)

These columns have not been seen in any other type of test; either optically after

fracture or ultramicrotoming, in nanoindentation, in AFM, or in SEM. In light of this, it
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can be  concluded  that  the  columns  are  most  likely  a  result  of  a  surface  effects  and

wetting, rather than a microstructural effect of the CNTs. It is probable that these are a

result of bumps in the fracture lines of the dry CNT forests prior to matrix infusion.

Specimens were ultramicrotomed to create a smooth surface in preparation for

AFM, SEM, and nanoindentation. PUU211N was prepared along with two PUU211 PNC

specimens:  one  with  the  axis  of  CNTs  perpendicular  to  the  axis  of  imaging  and

nanoindentation (transverse or “T”), and one with the axis of CNTs parallel to the axis of

imaging and nanoindentation (axial or “A”). These specimens were observed with the

optical microscope to see what new information could be gained. The resulting images

can be seen in Figure 3.34. The adequacy of the ultramicrotoming process was evaluated

with optical  microscopy.  The  PUU211  PNC  specimens  microtomed  well  at  room

temperature, however the PUU211N exhibited consistent chattering. This phenomenon is

the result of the soft elasticity of the specimen, and can be seen pictured in Figure 3.34(a)

and (d). Under deformation from the knife edge,  the specimen would strain until  the

stress equaled that required by the glass knife to cut the specimen, at which point the

knife could cut through a small section of the PUU211N. Cutting through this section

would reduce the strain, and consequentially release the accumulated stress, causing the

process to repeat. It was found that significant chatter had occurred in the PUU211N

specimen.  Upon  closer  examination,  the  blade  chatter  produced  ridges  which  were

separated by more than 10µm. SEM, AFM, and nanoindentation were attempted to see if

cryotoming  was  required.  This  would  use  a  cryo-chamber  to  drop  the  specimen

temperature below the Tg, resulting in brittle cutting, and thus, more glass-like surfaces.
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Vertical grooves in the specimen were caused by imperfections in the glass knife edge,

which gouged the surface during the slice. Fortunately these were spaced sufficiently far

apart to permit imaging and nanoindenting elsewhere. Also, the sharp drops above and

below  the  microtomed  surface  were  created  prior  to  microtoming,  by  angling  the

specimen with a razor blade to ease and improve the smoothness of the glass knife cut, as

described in Section 3.2.8.

Figure 3.34: Optical micrographs of ultramicrotomed PUU211 specimens. (a) & (d) 
are of PUU211N, (b) & (e) are of PUU211A, (c) & (f) are of PUU211T.
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Figure  3.34(b)  and  (e)  are  micrographs  of  PUU211  PNC  with  axial  CNTs

(hereafter referred to as PUU211A), while  Figure 3.34 (c) and (f)  are micrographs of

PUU211  PNC  with  transverse  CNTs  (hereafter  referred  to  as  PUU211T).  These

orientations were verified via SEM, the results of which can be seen in Figure 3.35. Note

the  differences  in  how the  specimens  cut  during the  angling  process.  The PUU211T

shows fracture lines at the bottom of  Figure 3.34(c) and CNT tear-out at the top. This

indicates that the glass knife is not cutting as well through the CNTs as it is through the

matrix.  Similar  microtoming  difficulties  were  found  by  Garcia  while  microtoming

hierarchical composites, which was attributed to hardness mismatch between the matrix

and reinforcement [30]. The smooth surfaces seen at the edges of the PUU211A in Figure

3.34(b)  contrast  with  the  bumpy  surface  of  the  PUU211T  in  Figure  3.34(f).  These

surfaces  were  created  with  a  razor  blade  while  tapering  for  microtome.  A schematic

depicting this phenomena is presented in  Figure 3.36(a) and (c).  Figure 3.34(b), which

depicts PUU211A, shows a much steeper and more brittle edge on the lower end of the
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Figure 3.35: SEM images of PUU211 PNC. (a) PNC sectioned with CNTs aligned 
perpendicular to the imaged surface (PUU211A). (b) PNC sectioned with CNTs 
aligned parallel to the imaged surface (PUU211T).
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specimen.  This  is  consistent  with  the  CNTs  being  aligned  perpendicular  to  the

microtomed surface, as the cutting angle in this specimen would result in driving a wedge

between adjacent CNTs rather than slicing off the ends. A schematic demonstrating this

phenomenon can be seen in Figure 3.36(b) and (d).

Figure 3.36: Schematic depicting fracture mechanisms during razor angling of 
ultramicrotomed specimens. The solid black lines represent aligned CNTs and the 
dashed red lines represent the angle of razor cutting. (a) Configuration of CNTs angled 
and micrographed in Figure 3.34(e)(Transverse). (b) Resulting fracture pattern of (a). 
(c) Configuration of CNTs angled and micrographed in Figure 3.20(c)(Axial). Resulting 
fracture pattern of (c).

During the early stages of ultramicrotoming the PUU specimens, one of the PUU

PNC specimens was inadvertently crushed in the AFM holder. This holder served like a

miniature vise to clamp the specimen from the sides. In order to prevent the specimen

from slipping during ultramicrotome, it was important to clamp the specimens firmly in

the AFM holders. The first PUU211T specimen was crushed due to excessive clamping

force. Micrographs of the crushed specimen can be seen in Figure 3.37. These specimens

were  clamped  in  the  AFM  holder  with  the  CNT forest  axis  parallel  to  the  axis  of
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compression.  The  buckling  behavior  visible  in  Figure  3.37(a)  is  interesting;  note  the

laminar nature of the fracture. The meandering crack tips seen in Figure 3.37(b) and (c)

are evidence of a toughening mechanism occurring in the material.  Because these are

empirical observations, and not from a series of systematic fracture tests, any information

gained is strictly qualitative. However, these observations suggest that a fracture behavior

study is needed to better understand the nature of failure and the microstructure of the

PUU PNCs, though this is outside the scope of this dissertation.

Figure 3.37: Optical micrographs of PUU211 PNC which has been crushed in an AFM 
holder.

Micrographs taken of ultramicrotomed PUU541 can be seen in Figure 3.38. It is

immediately apparent from Figure 3.38(d), (e), and (f) that there was no chatter present in

the specimens'  surfaces. This is is to be expected because of the glassy nature of the

PUU541 at room temperature. The vertical lines visible are a result of gouges from the

glass knife. PUU541N is pictured in Figure 3.38(a) and (d). The large pits seen in Figure

3.38(a) are remnants of the original fracture surface. When the specimen was cut to fit

into the AFM holder prior to microtoming, a jagged fracture was created. The prepared
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surface seen in Figure 3.38(a) was created by removing a significant amount of material

to form a larger area on which to perform AFM and nanoindentation. The pits are simply

the result of not microtoming enough material away to reach the bottom. A larger view of

these pits is shown in Figure 3.39(a), and discussed later. PUU541A are shown in Figure

3.38(b) and (e). The oblique shape of the specimen as seen in Figure 3.38(b) is a result of

the brittle fracture which occurred during sectioning with a razor blade, prior to insertion

into the AFM holder. Figure 3.38(c) shows a micrograph of the PUU541T. The changes

in darkness seen in Figure 3.38(b) and (c) are not a result of matrix or CNT fluctuations,

but in topography. During the microtoming process, as described in Section 3.2.8, a large

surface  was  created  by  removing  quite  a  bit  of  the  surface  material.  Once  this  was

removed, the glass knife was repositioned so that a fresh area of the blade could be used

for final surface preparation. As a result of this moving process, the minute imperfections

in the glass knife and ultramicrotome setup resulted in a slight change in cutting angle. As

such, the plane of the old surface and the plane of the new surface were not perfectly

parallel, and so some areas of the specimen surface were not microtomed after the shift.

Care was taken to AFM and nanoindent only those areas which were actually resurfaced

with  the  final  series  of  slices.  Figure  3.38(d),  (e),  and (f)  show the  smoothness  and

consistency of the final surfaces.
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Figure 3.38: Optical micrographs of ultramicrotomed PUU541 specimens. (a) & (d) are 
of PUU541N. (b) & (e) are of PUU541T. (c) & (f) are of PUU541A.

Two post-microtome images of interest can be seen in Figure 3.39. Figure 3.39(a)

is of a pit in the microtomed surface of PUU541N. As mentioned earlier, this pit was not

created during the microtoming process, but is an artifact from sectioning with a razor

blade. The image was included here to ease inspection of the surface and the nature of the

material. There are sharp brittle fracture lines present, and the fractures are very smooth.

This demonstrates the glassy characteristics of PUU541, which stand in stark contrast to
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those of the PUU211N (seen in  Figure 3.34(a) and (d)). This confirms the fact that a

higher  DETA concentration  leads  to  more  brittle  matrix  materials.  Qualitatively,  the

PUU541 is also far more stiff,  which will be confirmed quantitatively in Section  4.3.

Figure 3.39(b) is a micrograph of an edge of the microtomed surface of PUU541V. The

sharp transition seen at the top of the image is evidence of a clean and brittle microtomed

surface.

Figure 3.39: Optical micrographs of ultramicrotomed PUU541 specimens with areas of 
interest shown. (a) PUU541N with close-up of fracture pits remaining from before 
microtoming. (b) Edge of microtomed surface of PUU541A. Note the sharp transition 
from the microtomed surface to the rough surface. This is evidence of a clean and brittle 
microtomed surface.

To gain more information about the surface morphology of PUU PNCs, SEM

images were collected. Two sets of images were taken of PUU211 PNCs: images of a

fracture surface along the axis of the CNTs (Figure 3.40), and images of ultramicrotomed

PUU211 PNCs (Figure 3.41). The images of the PNC fracture surface, which are pictured

in  Figure 3.40, were taken to shed light on the nature of the PNC's anisotropy and the

readiness with which the forest could be cleaved. This was also the best way to observe

complete and aligned CNTs without the error introduced by cutting and slicing. Note how
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consistent the alignment and wetting of the CNTs is. Note also in Figure 3.40(b) that the

apparent diameter of the CNTs is approximately 400nm, 40 times larger than the diameter

of the CNTs prior to wetting and infusion of PUU. These structures are prolific, giving

evidence  that  some  type  of  conformal  coating  of  the  CNTs  is  occurring  during  the

polymerization process. Because the CNTs have several monolayers of water adhered to

the surface  from ambient  moisture,  it  is  possible  that  the  water  has  reacted  with the

diisocyanate present in the PUU. If this is the case, then urea bonds are likely to have

formed near the surfaces of the CNTs. Therefore, the CNTs are likely to have a conformal

coating of hard-segments. Figure 3.40(c) shows a close view of the surface of the matrix,

which clearly has a bisphasic-induced fracture surface. If the clusters seen are indeed

individual phases of the material, then the phase size may be as small as 200nm.
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Figure 3.40: SEM images of PUU211 PNC. The imaged surface is a fracture surface 
which was created by breaking the specimen in half along CNTs.

The images of ultramicrotomed surfaces of PUU211 PNCs in  Figure 3.41 were

taken to observe the alignment and wetting of the CNTs in a PNC. These images were

also necessary to verify CNT orientation prior to AFM and nanoindentation, as both of

these  tests  required  specimens  with  each  orientation.  Figure  3.41(a)  shows  the

microtomed surface of PUU211, where a plane perpendicular to the axis of the CNTs has

been sliced (PUU211A). A similar image with a plane parallel to the axis of the CNTs

(PUU211T) is shown in Figure 3.41(b). Compare the short, chopped nature of the CNTs

in Figure 3.41(a) to the long, contiguous nature of the CNTs in Figure 3.41(b). Though
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impossible to align the specimens in the AFM holder perfectly prior to microtome, it is

clear that the orientations of the CNTs are nearly perpendicular to one another in the two

specimens. Observe that the CNTs rise above the visible surface of the PUU matrix. This

is possibly because the glass knife does not cut through the CNTs as well as it does the

matrix, and so it leaves behind a short region of CNTs without the matrix. The image of

the PUU211T shows excellent wetting. There are a few small dark regions approximately

200nm in diameter which may be voids. It's also possible that these are merely resin-rich

zones,  or  patches  where  a  piece  of  the  matrix  has  broken out  of  the  surface  during

microtoming.

Figure 3.41: SEM images of PUU211 PNC. (a) PNC sectioned with CNTs aligned 
perpendicular to the imaged surface (PUU211A). (b) PNC sectioned with CNTs aligned 
parallel to the imaged surface (PUU211T).

AFM was used to image the surfaces of the PUU211 to see what new information

could be gained. Topographical and stiffness maps have been presented for PUU211N,

PUU211T, and  PUU211A in  Figure  3.42,  Figure  3.43,  and  Figure  3.44 respectively.

Because these specimens were ultramicrotomed and the soft segments have a Tg below

room temperature, the fracture surfaces created were not glassy. As a result of this, the
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images collected show a fracture-surface which naturally occurs at room temperature.

This caused a significant variation in surface height of the specimens. Because of the

large surface height variation, the stiffness measurements include quite a bit of artifact

from  topography.  The  geometry  effects  from  the  surface  confound  the  stiffness

measurements,  which  assume a  flat  surface.  This  phenomenon  is  compounded  when

calculating modulus of elasticity, which uses stiffness measurements along with assumed

contact  area.  Therefore  modulus  of  elasticity  measurements  via  AFM for  the  current

specimens is  highly unreliable,  and has not been reported here.  For this  reason,  only

qualitative and relative quantitative data should be collected from any of the stiffness

maps  shown  in  Figure  3.42(b),  Figure  3.44(b),  or  Figure  3.43(b).  Because  of  the

relationship  between  measured  stiffness  and topography, however,  the  stiffness  maps

provide  good images  of  topographical  detail.  This  discussion  of  AFM results  in  this

section relates only to the microstructural implications of the images. Discussion of the

mechanical implications will be covered in Section 4.3.1.1.

Figure 3.42: AFM images of PUU211N. (a) Topographical map of microtomed surface. 
(b) Stiffness map of microtomed surface.
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Images of  PUU211N can be seen in  Figure 3.42;  a  topographical  map of  the

surface is shown in Figure 3.42(a) and a stiffness map is shown in Figure 3.42(b). Figure

3.42(a) shows that there is a height variation of ~80nm at the surface.  Figure 3.42(b)

provides a better view of what the surface looks like. The apparent surface roughness is a

result  of  fracture along natural  fracture lines,  potentially  mixed with some degree of

tearing of the soft segments. 

Images  of  PUU211T can be seen in  Figure  3.43;  a  topographical  map of  the

surface  is  shown in  Figure  3.43(a)  and  a  stiffness  map  is  shown in  Figure  3.43(b).

Immediately  recognizable  in  the  topographical  map are  the  large  pits  in  the  surface.

These  pits  are  similar  to  the  round  structures  seen  in  the  SEM images  of  the  same

specimen, as seen in  Figure 3.41(b). The depth of the pits is only ~100nm, while the

widths vary from ~200nm to ~500nm. In light of this, it is much more likely that these

were either resin-rich zones which developed during matrix infusion of the CNTs; or hard

segment phases which tore from the surface of the specimen during microtoming, leaving

crevices in the specimen surface. Regardless of the origin, it is clear that the PUU211T

have induced a significant anisotropy in the matrix material, as they are oriented along

the CNTs, and have not been seen in either the PUU211N or PUU211A.
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(a)                                                                    (b)

Figure 3.43: AFM images of ultramicrotomed PUU211T. (a) Topography map. Note the 
apparent anisotropy of the fracture plane and the areas where pieces of material have 
been torn from the surface. (b) Stiffness map. Note the CNTs visible in the detailed 
surface.

Images of  PUU211A can be  seen in  Figure 3.44;  a  topographical  map of  the

surface is shown in Figure 3.44(a) and a stiffness map is shown in Figure 3.44(b). Figure

3.44(a) shows that there is a height variation of ~300nm, nearly 5 times the surface height

variation seen in the PUU211N (Figure 3.42(a)). This is likely due in part to the less

effective cut of the glass knife during microtoming, as the knife was required to cross-cut

the CNTs in addition to the polymer. As a result, more tearing of the polymer matrix has

occurred. It is also likely that the presence of bare CNTs which rise above the matrix-

filled  PNC  are  causing  a  dramatic  height  variation.  The  SEM  images  of  the  same

microtomed  specimens  showed CNTs extending above the  matrix,  as  seen  in  Figure

3.41(a). There are high points of the topographical map in  Figure 3.44(a) which have

correspondingly low stiffness in the stiffness map (Figure 3.44(b)). This would imply that

the AFM tip is grazing over the cantilevered CNTs, which are higher and have lower

stiffness.  Note  that  areas  of  the  topographical  map  which  have  high  and low points
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adjacent  to  one  another  often  present  those  boundaries  in  the  stiffness  map  as  low

stiffness zones.

Figure 3.44: AFM images of PUU211A. (a) Topographical map of microtomed surface. 
(b) Stiffness map of microtomed surface.

Figure 3.45 provides AFM height and phases images for cryotomed PUU211-N

((a) and (b)) and PUU211-T ((c) and (d)) materials, revealing more detail of the matrix

microstructure. When comparing the amorphous nature of the PUU211N (Figure 3.45(a))

with the highly-order, crystallized, anisotropic nature of the PUU211T (Figure 3.45(b)), it

is clear that the CNTs have not only induced crystallinity, but also orientation of these

crystals along the direction of the CNTs. These crystals are found to be ordered hard-

segments  due  to  the  brighter  representation  in  AFM phase  images,  indicating  stiffer

phases  [56], [81]. The large (60% by weight) soft-segment content of PUU211 allows

enough freedom of hard-segment movement to permit the formation of these crystals

during the cure cycle, without the need for an annealing step, though DSC data suggests

that additional heating would serve to increase the degree of hard-segment crystallinity.

AFM images of PUU211A revealed that small circular crystals rather than the elongated
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structures present in PUU211T, indicating that these hard-segment crystals are shaped by

the surrounding CNTs.

Figure 3.46 provides AFM height and phases images for cryotomed PUU211-N

((a)  and (b))  and PUU211-T ((c)  and (d))  materials.  Highly-order  crystallinity  is  not

visible  in  either  PUU541N  or  PUU541T  in  Figure  3.46(b)  and  Figure  3.46(d)

respectively. This  could be because the relatively  low (34% by weight)  soft-segment

content  of  PUU541 is  insufficient  to  permit  hard-segment  mobility, aggregation,  and

crystallization; similar to findings by Fernandez-d'Arlas [55]. Alternatively, CNT spacing

is great enough, and chain mobility low enough to prevent formation of large visible

hard-segment  crystals.  Based on DSC data,  sufficient  heat  would  provide  the  energy

required to loosen and mobilize these hard domains to facilitate the formation of crystals

[78], though the CNTs may further restrict mobility  [55]. The phase mixing is clearly

better however in the 541 PNC than in the neat 541, indicating some degree of CNT-

mediated phase-mixing during in-situ polymerization  [82].  This is due to restriction of

chain mobility during cure [82].
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Figure 3.45: PUU211N height (a) and phase (b) images. PUU211T hight (c) and phase 
(d) images (CNTs oriented side-to-side).
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Figure 3.46: PUU541N height (a) and phase (b) images. PUU541T hight (c) and phase 
(d) images (CNTs oriented side-to-side).

Figure 3.47 shows SEM images of PUU541T. Figure 3.47(a) and (b) are of the

microtomed surface, and Figure 3.47(c) and (d) are of a fractured surface. Notice the dark

elongated patches in  Figure 3.47(a) and (b). These are approximately 100-200nm wide

and approximately 1000nm long. This is consistent with soft segment phases sizes found
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previously for microphase-separated PUU211 where the PTMO had a Mw of 200g/mole,

(but not in instances where the PTMO had a Mw of 650g/mole as in the current research)

[53]. Because phase mixing is improved by reducing PTMO Mw [53], the CNTs have the

effect of inhibiting phase-mixing and inducing crystallinity. Note the regular and jagged

fracture in Figure 3.47(c) and (d) and the absence of any visible CNTs. This could be due

to  a  tortuous  fracture  surface  which  propagates  between  CNTs,  similar  to  that  seen

elsewhere [8]. Figure 3.48 shows SEM images of PUU541A. Note that the CNTs are not

raised above the surface of the PUU as in the PUU211 PNC images Figure 3.41(a).

Figure 3.47: SEM images of PUU541T with CNTs oriented side-to-side. (a) & (b) 
Microtomed surface of specimen. (c) & (d) Fractured surface of specimen.
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Note also the dark regions which are long and narrow in the PUU541T (Figure

3.47(a) and (b)) and small and circular in PUU541A (Figure 3.48(a) and (b)). It is thought

that these are long soft segments due to the relative composition of PUU541 and the

proportion of dark regions present in the SEM images. Furthermore, note that the dark

regions  are  oriented  along  the  direction  of  the  CNTs,  implying  that  the  CNTs have

induced an anisotropic arrangement of the soft segments in the PUU PNCs. The CNTs are

wavy when grown, and so the discontinuity of the shapes in Figure 3.47(b) could be due

either to the oriented segments moving in and out of plane of the surface, or because the

segments happen to be discontinuous. It should also be noted that the diameter of these

segments is ~200nm, which is similar to the size of tear-out regions in the PUU211T

specimens imaged via AFM.

Figure 3.48: SEM images of PUU541A with CNTs oriented up and to the left. (a) 8k 
magnification. (b) 20k magnification.
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Figure 3.49: Characteristic SAXS results for Neat and PNC (a) PUU211, (b) PUU541

Characteristic SAXS results can be seen in Figure 3.49(a) and Figure 3.49(b) for

PUU211 and PUU541 respectively. In  Figure 3.49(a), the PUU211N sample has a very

gradual slope which indicates high levels of phase-mixing, while the sharper peak found
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the PUU211 PNC is indicative of greater phase-separation [51], [83]. This CNT-induced

phase-separation found via SAXS supports findings found via TGA, DSC, and AFM. A

similar trend can be seen in Figure 3.49(b) for the PUU541 materials. It is interesting to

note, however, that the peaks are more gradual for PUU541 materials than in PUU211

materials.  This  is  consistent  with  the  reduced  phase-separation  caused  by  restricted

mobility with higher hard segment content [55]. Another interesting point to note is that

greater phase-separation has not led to larger phase sizes, but in fact shifted the peak of

the PNC curves towards smaller feature sizes. This indicates that vertically aligned CNTs

induce  phase-separation  but  restrict  aggregation  of  large  phases,  confirming  that

observation from AFM [82].

3.3.3 CNT Volume Fraction Effects

3.3.3.1 Thermal Characterization

TGA traces and their derivatives for all CNT Vf's of PUU211 materials can be

found in Figure 3.50. The first feature of note is that all PNCs are closely clustered with

no clear trend to distinguish one CNT Vf from another, though each quite distinct from

the PUU211-N. There is a slight and proportionate upward shift with increasing CNT Vf

due to  greater  CNT weight  percent,  though there  is  no  significant  evidence  of  more

profound CNT-induced stabilization of the PUU211 matrix at higher CNT V f's. It can be

concluded, therefore, that the thermal stabilization induced by the presence of the CNTs

in the PUU211 is unaffected by CNT Vf [84]. It was found previously that the CNTs

improve thermal stability in PUU by inducing hard-segment crystallinity [82]. It appears

from  Figure  3.50 that  greater  CNT Vf has  an  insignificant  effect  on  crystal-related

thermal  stability  [84].  Similar  to  previously  reported  results  [82],  there  are  two
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temperatures  of  rapid  degradation:  hard-segment  degradation  at  335°C (TI)  and  soft-

segment degradation at 440°C (TII). These temperatures for PUU degradation have been

discussed  elsewhere  [51],  [80],  [82].  This  is  confirmed  by  the  fact  that  degradation

percentages at TI and TII correspond roughly to hard-segment (~40%) and soft-segment

(60%) compositions for PUU211.

Figure 3.50: Characteristic TGA (dashed lines) & TGA derivative (solid lines) data for 
PUU211 materials with various CNT Vf's.

TGA and derivative curves for PUU541 materials can be found in  Figure 1.3.

PUU541 traces  have  similar  degradation  peaks  as  PUU211  materials,  though  weight

losses are proportional to the 66% hard-segment concentration of PUU541. CNTs are

found to stabilize the PUU541 fairly uniformly regardless of CNT Vf as  was seen in
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PUU211 materials. The apparent indifference of PUU thermal degradation to the higher

CNT loadings could be caused by one of two mechanisms: either higher CNT  V f's have

no effect on hard-segment crystallinity, or variations in crystallinity have no noticeable

effect on the thermal degradation of the PUU[84]. From TGA data alone, it is difficult to

determine if vertical shifts seen in the TGA derivative plot are due to CNT weight percent

or indeed a marginal improvement to thermal stability over lower CNT  Vf's.

Figure 3.51: Characteristic TGA (dashed lines) & TGA derivative (solid lines) data for 
PUU541 materials with various CNT Vf's.

DSC traces for the first heating pass of PUU211 materials can be found in Figure

3.52. It is important to note that ATR has confirmed complete reaction of all HMDI, and

so all features are a product of molecular rearrangement and not a result of covalent bond
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formation  [84]. The soft-segment Tg ends at -20°C for all CNT Vf's, indicating that the

CNTs have little effect on degree of phase-mixing in in-situ polymerized PUU211 [84].

Another thermal transition occurs at  50°C which is  associated with irreversible  hard-

segment short-order rearrangements  [78]. This feature becomes subtly more marked as

CNT Vf increases, with a dramatic increase in PUU211-30. This trend is likely due to

restricted mobility of the soft-segments due to the CNTs, which require more heat to

liberate, particularly at very high CNT loading where movement arrest is severe  [84].

Finally,  a  significant  exotherm appears  at  250°C associated  with  formation  of  hard-

segment crystals [82]. This exotherm becomes increasingly exaggerated with higher CNT

Vf's indicating that greater CNT packing leads to a more catalytic encouragement of hard-

segment crystal formation [84]. It cannot be that these crystals are already present in the

neat PUU and thus do not appear during the first heat of DSC because SAXS confirmed

the absence of hard-segment crystals in the neat PUU  [82]. Furthermore, the exotherm

peak shifts to incrementally higher temperatures with increasing CNT Vf, indicating that

the  confined  chains  are  kinetically  trapped,  requiring  greater  heat  to  kick  off  the

crystallization [84].
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Figure 3.52: Characteristic DSC plots for first heating phase of PUU211 materials at all 
Vf’s.
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Figure 3.53: Characteristic DSC graphs for second heating phase of PUU211 materials 
at all Vf’s. (a) Entire DSC plot. (b) Enlarged lower Tg portion. (c) Enlarged high-
temperature portion.

Second heat passes for PUU211 materials  (Figure 3.53) have erased the hard-

segment thermal transitions which are irreversible molecular rearrangements  [78], [82].

Beyond that, there are two major features of note. The first is that soft segment crystal

formation and melting can be seen clearly at ~-5°C and ~10°C, with higher CNT Vf's

inducing  sharper  peaks  in  this  region.  This  would  indicate  that  CNTs  permit  the

formation of soft-segment crystals with greater prominence at higher Vf's  [84]. This is

particularly interesting because the soft-segment crystals only form after the annealing

step, i.e. after hard-segment crystals have formed prolifically. One hypothesis for this is
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that  the  formation  of  hard-segment  crystals  at  high  CNT Vf results  in  a  morphology

which also enables soft-segments to arrange in close proximity, leading to crystallization.

The fact that these crystals do not form until after anneal indicates that the chain mobility

is significantly reduced at these CNT loadings, and requires additional heat to free both

hard and soft regions to aggregate  [84]. The second feature to note is the reduction in

soft-segment Tg between the first and second heating pass. The soft-segment Tg is -20°C

during the first  heating pass,  but  -50°C during the second pass.  This  is  indicative of

thermally-induced phase-separation during the higher temperatures of the first  heating

cycle, a phenomenon reported elsewhere  [78], [82]. Because these transitions are only

present in the second heating phase, it can be concluded that in-situ polymerized PUU211

is unaffected by CNT Vf,  however annealed PUU211 crystallizes to greater degree at

CNT Vf's near 10%. This points to some optimized inter-CNT spacing which gives rise to

soft-segment crystallization in PUU211 [84].
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Figure 3.54: Characteristic DSC graphs for first heating phase of PUU541 materials at 
all Vf’s. (a) Entire DSC plot. (b) Enlarged lower Tg portion. (c) Enlarged high-
temperature portion.

Characteristic plots of PUU541 DSC first-heat tests can be found in Figure 3.54.

Soft-segment Tg appears to be unaffected by CNT Vf, and remains at -30°C as in the

PUU211 materials, though higher CNT Vf's smooths this transition, making any definite

conclusion dubious. The smoothing is likely the result of greater phase-mixing caused

again by restriction due to CNTs and high hard-segment composition  [82]. The short-

order  hard-segment  rearrangements  occur  at   60°C  in  both  PUU211  and  PUU541

materials regardless of CNT loading. Though this occurs at the same temperature in both

polymers, the PUU541 materials are uniformly more pronounced than in the PUU211,
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which is  ascribed to  greater  hard-segment  composition,  and thus,  a  larger  number of

available rearrangements [84]. Finally, the crystallization exotherm in PUU541 materials

occurs at 250°C as in PUU211 with a similar pattern of peak intensity. Larger exotherms

tend  toward  greater  CNT Vf's  indicating  CNTs  serve  as  catalysts  for  hard-segment

crystallization [84]. The crystallization temperature of these materials continues the trend

observed  in  the  PUU211  materials  where  increasing  CNT  Vf shifts  crystallization

temperature higher. This indicates that greater temperatures are required to initiate the

crystallization in more confined PNCs [84]. Hard segment composition appears to have

no  effect  on  the  placement  of  these  exotherms,  as  the  peaks  are  consistent  in  both

PUU211 and PUU541 materials [84].
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Figure 3.55: Characteristic DSC graphs for second heating phase of PUU541 materials 
at all Vf’s. (a) Entire DSC plot. (b) Enlarged lower Tg portion. (c) Enlarged high-
temperature portion.

Figure 3.55 plots second-heat passes for PUU541 materials. As in the PUU211

materials,  all  hard-segment  thermal  transitions  have  been  removed.  Soft-segment  Tg,

though much less pronounced due to reduce soft-segment composition, has shifted lower

due to  thermally-induced phase-separation.  The first  heating cycle  soft-segment  Tg is

-30°C, while the second-heat soft-segment Tg is -60°C. Because lower soft-segment Tg

indicates greater phase-separation, it can be concluded that phase-separation is greater in

PUUs  with  higher  hard-segment  content,  and  higher  once  annealed  [84].  Also,  the

prominence  of  the  soft-segment  Tg diminishes  with  increasing  CNT Vf.  Taking  into
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account the increased phase-separation from annealing, the decreased prominence of soft-

segment  Tg cannot  be  attributed  to  phase-mixing,  but  rather  to  reduced soft-segment

chain mobility due to the rigid CNT linkages [84], which has been discussed elsewhere

[55].  Perhaps  the  most  interesting  feature  is  that  the  formation  and  melting  of  soft-

segment  crystals  is  absent in PUU541 materials  despite their  prominence in PUU211

materials. The absence of soft-segment crystals indicates that soft-segments were unable

to aggregate to form crystal structures due to mobility restriction from high hard-segment

concentration  [55]. The increase in CNT Vf works only to further restrict soft-segment

mobility, and so higher CNT loading has no noticeable effect on liberating soft-segments

which are already too constrained to form crystals in the neat PUU541 [84].

3.3.3.2 Molecular Characterization

The identification of each feature for ATR was based on work by others [51], [85],

[86]. Three regions of interest lie withing 4000-1775cm-1, which can be seen in  Figure

3.56 for PUU211 (a) and PUU541 (b) materials. First notice that the peak associated with

unreacted  diisocyanate  at  2324cm-1 is  extremely  small  for  all  materials,  suggesting  a

minute amount of residual unreacted diisocyanate. This suggests that the cure cycle is

suitable to push cure to completion in all materials. The peak at 3315cm-1 is associated

with N-H stretch. Sharper peaks in this region are indicative of phase-separation and the

formation of N-H bonds. No definitive distinction can be made from the data whether

these bonds are ordered, disordered, or free, as only one peak appears. From previous

findings  [78],  however,  this  feature indicates  ordered  N-H bonds.  Notice  that  greater

CNT Vf leads to reduced prominence of this peak, suggesting fewer N-H bonds present; a

sign of reduced mobility and inability of chains to form these preferential arrangements
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[84]. This trend applies to both PUU211 and PUU541 materials, though these effects are

compounded  in  PUU541  due  to  reduced  chain  mobility  caused  by  the  higher  hard-

segment composition  [55]. Finally, C-H stretching is associated with the band at 3000-

2800cm-1 [85]. A similar trend as was seen in the N-H region is reflected in the C-H

region, attributed also to the reduced mobility from CNTs and from hard-segments [84].
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Figure 3.56: ATR data for 4000-1750 cm-1: (a) PUU211 and (b) PUU541
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Carbonyl  region  ATR plots  for  PUU211  and  PUU541  materials  are  found  in

Figure 3.57 (a) and (b) respectively. Ordered,  disordered,  and free urea carbonyls are

responsible for peaks at 1650-1615cm-1, 1670-1660cm-1, and 1700-1680cm-1 respectively

[51].   Ordered,  disordered,  and  free  urethane  carbonyls  are  found at  1710-1700cm-1,

1730-1710cm-1,  and  1750-1730cm-1 respectively[86].  The  trend  of  softened  peaks

observed in  the  previous  regions  continues  here  in  the  carbonyl  bands.  For  PUU211

materials,  as  CNT Vf increases,  the ordered urea carbonyl  peak diminishes  while  the

disordered and free peaks grow [84]. This suggests that the higher CNT loading restricts

the formation of ordered phases by limiting mobility. This was also found to be the case

for  the  urethane  carbonyls,  though  overlap  with  free  urea  carbonyls  complicates

deconvolution. By restricting movement of the soft-segments, the CNTs have prevented

the natural aggregation of distinct phases, leading to a more phase-mixed matrix when

polymerized in-situ [84]. PUU541 materials reflect these trends, but are exaggerated by

the reduced mobility caused by higher hard-segment composition. These plots reveal that

PUU541 PNCs with Vf's greater than 5% are almost completely single-phased due to the

degree of soft-segment immobility [84].
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Figure 3.57: ATR data for 4800-1600 cm-1: (a) PUU211 and (b) PUU541
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3.3.3.3 Microstructural Characterization

SAXS tests were run on all PUU specimens. These results revealed no discernible

difference between the various CNT Vf's, though this grouping was markedly different

from the neat materials. From the SAXS data it appears that higher CNT V f's induce no

significant change in phase-separation beyond that observed between neat and 1% CNTs

(see Section 3.3.2.2) [84]. The degree of phase-separation induced by the CNTs was more

profound in the PUU211 than in the PUU541 due to the greater mobility afforded by the

higher soft-segment concentration in PUU211.

The images in Figure 3.58 are taken from above the PNCs along the axes of the CNTs,

and demonstrate complete wetting of the forests in both 1% Vf (Figure 3.58 (a) and Figure 3.58

(b)) and at 30% Vf (Figure 3.58 (c) and Figure 3.58 (d)). Voids would appear as dark regions

where the attenuation of the X-rays is less. All Vf's tested in this work were imaged via Micro-

CT, and all demonstrated complete wetting. The 1% and 30% images were included to show the

extreme cases.
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Figure 3.58: Micro-CT images confirming complete wetting of CNT forests. Images were 
taken from above, looking along the axes of the CNTs. (a) PUU211-1%, (b) PUU541-1%,
(c) PUU211-30%, (d) PUU541-30%. 

Because  the  mechanical  properties  of  PUU541-10  and  PUU541-20  were

particularly unusual (see Chapter 4.3.2.1), it was of interest to image these materials via

AFM in an attempt to gain insight into the origin of these behaviors. PUU541-10T hight
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and phase images are found in  Figure 3.59 (a) and (b), while PUU541-20T hight and

phase images are found in Figure 3.59 (c) and (d). Transverse specimens where image as

this  would  provide  the  most  information  regarding the  influence  of  CNTs on crystal

formation.  There is  extensive,  highly-ordered,  highly-oriented crystalline phase in  the

PUU541-10, while an almost entirely amorphous matrix in the PUU541-20T. The crystal

diameter  in  the  PUU541-10  material  is  ~30nm,  which  is  approximately  the  crystal

diameter seen in the PUU211-1 (see Figure 3.45). If the crystals are indeed patterning off

of  the  CNTs  and  forming  a  conformal  coating,  then  this  ~30nm  crystal  diameter

corresponds exactly to the CNT-spacing (center-to-center) of ~28nm. Because crystals of

this size formed at spacings greater than 30nm, it  is likely that the preferential CNT-

induced crystal  size for PUU is  30nm. If  this  is  true,  then the 10% CNT V f,  with a

spacing  of  ~28nm  center-to-center  (18nm  inter-CNT  spacing)  corresponds  to  an

optimized spacing for the packing and formation of CNT-induced hard-segment crystals.

The absence of any visible crystals in the PUU541-20T, with an inter-CNT spacing of

10nm, is to be expected if the minimum inter-CNT spacing required to permit crystal

formation is 18nm. At an inter-CNT spacing of 10nm, chain restriction is so severe that

groups are unable to hydrogen-bond with themselves or short-range neighbors, resulting

intense phase-mixing and low hydrogen-bonding.
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Figure 3.59: PUU541-10T height (a) and phase (b) images. PUU541-20T hight (c) and 
phase (d) images (CNTs oriented up and down).

3.4 Summary

Through the work on cure behavior of the stoichiometrically varied neat and PNC

PUU, much has been learned regarding the nature of this novel PUU’s polymerization,

and the consequential requisite cure cycling. From initial DSC and TGA tests, and the

post-cure study of neat and PNC PUU211 and PUU541, 24 hours at 130°C is sufficient to

cure  the  polymer  without  imparting  damage  [82].  TGA experiments  revealed identical
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thermal degradation up to 340°C. There are two major spikes in thermal degradation at 340°C

and 440°C, associated with hard-segment and soft-segment degradation respectively [82]. Neat

PUU burn-offs plateau at 10% above 475°C. Similar patterns were seen in PUU PNCs, though a

uniform upward shift of ~5% was present. This could not be attributed to CNT weight percent,

as CNTs account for ~1% of the weight.  DSC exotherms in first heating passes of PNCs

indicate formation of hard-segment crystals, the presence of which were confirmed via

AFM.  CNT-induced hard-segment crystallization stabilized thermal degradation of the hard

phase, while CNTs accelerated thermal degradation of soft phases [82].

Cryotomed surfaces indicate that PUU is better phase-mixed when in-situ polymerized

in  aligned CNTs  [82].  Furthermore,  the  hard-segment  mobility  permitted  by  greater  soft-

segment content of the PUU211 lead to CNT-induced hard-segment crystals oriented parallel the

axes of the CNTs [82]. DSC suggests that similar crystal formation and orientation may be seen

in PUU with smaller soft-segment content as in the PUU541, however an annealing step is

required  [82].  The phase mixing is improved in the PNCs, indicating some degree of CNT-

mediated phase-mixing during in-situ polymerization  [82]. This is due to restriction of chain

mobility during cure  [82]. SAXS confirmed the absence of crystals in neat PUU and the

presence in PUU PNCs. Furthermore, the SAXS confirmed that while crystals have formed due

to CNTs, the feature size decreases, leading to a better phase-mixed matrix [82].

PUU PNCs  with  CNT Vf's  of  1%,  5%,  10%,  20%,  and  30% were  successfully

fabricated using a wettable densification and confinement method [84]. Complete and void-free

wetting was confirmed via Micro-CT. TGA revealed thermal stabilization of the hard-segment

degradation by the CNTs, with negligible dependence on CNT Vf [84]. CNTs have little effect on
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degree of phase-mixing in in-situ polymerized PUU211 as seen by no change in soft-segment Tg

with respect to CNT Vf [84]. Soft-segments crystallize to a greater extent at CNT Vf's near 10%,

indicating an optimized spacing for the formation of soft-segment crystals  [82]. These soft-

segment crystals form only after hard-segment crystallization, i.e. after the annealing step. Soft-

segment crystallization is therefore thought to arise from favorable morphology created by the

thermodynamic  formation  of  hard-segment  crystals  [84].  Restricted  mobility  of  the  soft-

segments due to the CNTs leads to greater heat required to liberate the movement of irreversible

hard-segment  short-order  rearrangements  [84].  The exothermic  formation  of  hard-segment

crystals grows with increasing CNT Vf, indicating a catalytic interaction between the CNTs and

crystallization [84]. Higher hard-segment content appears to have no impact, though this could

be confounded by the increased energy required to liberate hard-segments in a low soft-segment

environment with reduced mobility. Increasing CNT Vf and hard-segment content both restrict

mobility, and increase phase-mixing of in-situ polymerized PUU [84]. This was reflected in the

smoothing of soft-segment Tg with increase CNTs in PUU541. Second heating passes in DSC

revealed soft-segment crystal formation and melting in PUU211 but not in PUU541, indicative

of suitable mobility in PUU211 but not in PUU541 [84].

ATR tests confirmed complete cure in all cases, and confirmed the trend of decreased

chain mobility in polymers with higher hard-segment content and greater CNT loading. N-H, C-

H, and C-O peaks decreased in intensity as hard-segment content and CNT Vf increased [84].

This indicates that chains were unable to find entropically favorable positions during cure due to

the aforementioned mobility restriction [84]. CNTs reduce phase-mixing of in-situ polymerized

PUU via the formation of crystals. Beyond this, there appears to be little change with respect to
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higher CNT Vf [84].

Highly-ordered, highly-oriented crystals with a diameter of ~30nm were observed in the

PUU541-10T via AFM. CNTs at this Vf have an inter-CNT spacing of ~18nm, corresponding to

a center-to-center spacing of ~28nm. Because crystals of this size were observed at greater CNT

spacings, it has been concluded that PUU prefers crystals of this size. The 10% CNT Vf then

presents an optimized spacing to permit maximum crystal packing [84]. The PUU541-20 on the

other hand, with an inter-CNT spacing of ~10nm, restricts chain mobility so severely that groups

are unable to aggregate and form short-range ordered hydrogen-bonds [84].
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4 Multiscale Mechanical Characterization of an Aligned Carbon 
Nanotube Reinforced, Thermally-Activated Poly(Urethane-
Urea) Polymer Nanocomposite

4.1 Motivation & Challenges

It is uncertain exactly how the microstructural effects of the stoveable PUU have

altered the mechanical properties of the polymer. Furthermore,  it  is unclear what role

CNTs play in the polymerization and microstructural arrangement of PUU molecules;

particularly in terms of hard and soft segment phase-mixing. As we have seen from Hu's

work  on  phase-mixing  of  PUU  [83],  understanding  phase-mixing  is  critical  to

understanding  mechanical  properties.  The  presence  of  these  phases  often  produce

drastically different mechanical properties on the local, or microscale, than they do on the

global, or macroscale. Understanding how the local and global properties of the material

differ is necessary to gain insight about the microstructural phenomena at play during

global deformation

In  order  to  better  understand the  local  quasi-static  and dynamic  properties  of

PUU,  and  determine  how  these  properties  may  differ  from  the  global  properties,

microstructural  mechanical  characterization  was  performed  using  nanoindentation.

Nanoindentation is a method whereby a small tip is used to press into a material under

controlled conditions, and measures the force required to do so. The tip is usually on the

order of hundreds of nanometers in diameter at the tip and can have several geometries.

One common type of tip is a Berkovich tip, which is a three-sided pyramid shape. Such

tests can leave indentation in the specimen surface on the order of several microns. A few

challenges presented themselves in the course of this work which needed to be overcome
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to ensure confidence in the results. The first of these was obtaining mirror-like surfaces

on which to perform the tests, as surface geometry variability will lead to inaccurate data.

In nanoindentation, the stress calculation is based on the presumed contact area of the

nanoindenter  tip,  which  is  a  function  of  contact  depth  and  tip  geometry.  If  the

nanoindenter tip is indenting a relative peak or valley, the assumed and actual contact

area will be different, resulting in incorrect stress measurements. Furthermore, in the case

of a relative peak, the lack of supporting material surrounding the indentation point will

produce a smaller stress at the point of indentation, artificially reducing the modulus at

this location. The reverse effect occurs at areas of local valleys.

A second complication was achieving specimen sectioning and orientation such

that the CNTs would be oriented properly, that is to say, either parallel or perpendicular to

the  indentation  axis  as  required  (referred  to  as  axial  or  transverse  respectively).

Understanding what role the CNT anisotropy plays in any potential micro-mechanical

anisotropy is critical, and thus, so too is verification of correct specimen orientation.

It  is  also  important  to  determine  the  relationship  between  the  microstructural

properties of CNT-reinforced PUU and the resulting macroscale mechanical properties.

DMA tests  were conducted to verify that  values  seen at  the microscale  in  the PNCs

translate to the macroscale. One of the major challenges to conducting these experiments

was in specimen geometry limitations.  Finding the appropriate tests which support the

feasible sample geometries was a challenge,  however specimen fabrication techniques

were used which circumvented these limitations.
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4.2 Experimental Technique

4.2.1 Specimen Preparation

As mentioned above, nanoindentation requires smooth specimen surfaces. Room-

temperature  ultramicrotome was  originally  used  for  this  work,  though cryotome was

found to be necessary for PUU211N due to its softness. For the volume fraction studies,

cryotome  was  used  exclusively  to  prepare  specimen  surfaces.  This  was  done  in

accordance with the method described in Section 3.2.9. Once cryotomed, the specimens

were also left  in the AFM holders for nanoindentation,  as this  would ensure that the

nanoindentation surfaces were perpendicular to the axis of nanoindentation. In reference

to the complications of CNT forest orientation, this was addressed prior to insertion into

the AFM holder. The CNTs left a visible fracture plane when cut along the CNTs. This

was discernible with the naked eye by the reflection of light off of the surface. Once this

plane was found, specimen orientation became trivial.

4.2.2 Nanoindentation Specimen Placement

In  the  current  work,  all  nanoindentation  experiments  were  conducted  using  a

Hysitron TI 950 Tribo Indenter, which can be seen in Figure 4.1. To begin either quasi-

static or dynamic nanoindentation, the specimen must be placed into and located by the

nanoindenter appropriately. Specimens are typically placed on steel discs, which are then

placed onto any of an array of magnetic positions on the nanoindenter stage. It is good

practice to affix the specimen to the steel disc prior to placement on the stage in order to

prevent movement under stage motion or indentation. As these specimens were already

clamped and properly aligned in the AFM holders, the AFM holders were placed directly

onto the nanoindenter stage. Next, the optical microscope was used to focus on and locate
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the  surface  to  be  nanoindented.  Once  a  good  area  was  found and its  perimeter  was

defined in the software, the tip of the nanoindenter was brought into contact with the

surface. This was done automatically based on the focal length set during focusing of the

specimen surface.

Figure 4.1: Photo of Hysitron TI950 Tribo Indenter: nanoindenter used for 
quasi-static and dynamic nanoindentation experiments. Notice the optic lens 
positioned over one of the specimens and the nanoindenter tip to the left.

Several settings must be tuned prior to beginning any nanoindentation. The first is

to define the tip geometry. The tip used in all nanoindentation tests in the present work is

a diamond Berkovich tip, a three-sided pyramid. The one used had a 150nm radius of

curvature  and  an  angle  of  142.35°.  Because  of  the  shape  of  the  nanoindenter  tip,

conversion of force vs. depth data to stress vs. strain data is nontrivial. As the indenter tip

depth increases, the tip engages progressively more of the specimen surface. Therefore,

determining the depth-area function is critically important to collecting accurate stress-

strain  data.  The  calibration  of  the  tip  geometry  was  done  previously,  but  a  brief

description of the process is provided here. The tip was used to nanoindent quartz crystal

with a known elastic modulus. The force and depth curve, in conjunction with the known

modulus,  was used  to  fit  a  curve  of  best  fit  for  the  area  vs.  depth  curve.  Once this
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function is found, calculated data can be derived; i.e. stress, strain, modulus of elasticity,

etc.  Because  the  mechanical  properties  of  the  PUU  materials  were  unknown,  quick

assessments of the materials' stiffnesses were made. A sweep of varying forces was made

with a scan rate of 1Hz. and tip velocity of 20µm/sec. This tests provided information

relating force and tip depth; a critical value to ensure sufficient engagement of the tip into

the  sample.  If  too  little  of  the  nanoindenter  tip  is  engaged  in  the  specimen,  surface

imperfections and other sources of error may dominate, resulting in inaccurate data. If too

much of the nanoindenter tip is engaged, the tip may become damaged. It was found that

a  force  of  200µN  would  result  in  an  indentation  depth  of  approximately  1µm  for

PUU211, and a force of 300µN would result in an indentation depth of approximately

1µm for PUU541, a suitable depth for these experiments. With this information collected,

the  specimen  was  ready  for  nanoindentation.  The  dynamic  amplitude  required  to

nominalize noise and surface variations is ~5nm. The dynamic loads required to achieve

this in PUU211 and PUU541 materials were found to be 3μN and 50μN respectively.

4.2.3 Quasi-Static Nanoindentation

For  quasi-static  nanoindentation,  the  following  loading  function  was  created:

force ramp from 0µN – 200µN at 40µN/sec (5sec), hold at 200µN for 5 sec, force ramp

from 200µN – 0µN at 40µN/sec (5sec).  This loading function was chosen because it

resulted in  quasi-static  loading,  permitted adequate relaxation and stabilization of  the

specimen during the hold period, and unloaded quasi-statically. It also resulted in a max

area  of  indentation  of  ~1µm2,  which  is  a  suitable  contact  area  to  minimize  noise  in

measurements.  After collecting several data points, this load function was found to be
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suitable, and resulted in a crisp transition from holding to unloading.

A grid of 4 by 4 individual points for quasi-static nanoindentation was prescribed

in the setup as this would give 16 data points. Each point was set to be separated by 5µm

in order to avoid any potential effects created by indenting too closely to another point.

The resulting array was a 4 by 4 covering an area of 15µm by 15µm. Three such grids

were arranged over different positions of the specimen surface, providing 48 quasi-static

tests per specimen. A similar process was used to test PUU541, with the max load being

changed  from  200µN  to  300µN.  This  change  w  as  made  based  on  a  quick  load-

displacement curve which revealed that 300µN in PUU541 would result in approximately

the same depth of indentation as 200µN in PUU211. Six configurations were tested: both

PUU211 and PUU541 varieties of neat (N), transversely aligned CNTs (T), and axially

aligned CNTs (A). A schematic of nanoindentation and CNT orientation can be found in

Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of nanoindentation of neat, axial, and 
transverse PUU materials.

The reduced modulus of elasticity  is a derivation from the following series of

equations taken from Cole's work [87].

S=
dP
dh

(11)

Where S is the calculated stiffness, dP is the instantaneous change in force,

and dh is the instantaneous change in indentation depth [87].

Er=
S

2β √
π
Ahc

(12)

Where Er is the reduced modulus, β is a constant governed by indenter tip

geometry, A is the contact area of the tip, and hc is the contact depth of the indenter
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tip [87]. From these equations, the reduced modulus can be calculated explicitly without

the  requirement  of  any  further  information.  In  order  to  find  Young's  modulus,  more

information is required about the material in question. This equations is:

1
E r

=
(1−νi

2
)

Ei

+
(1−νs

2
)

Es

(13)

where ν is the Poisson ratio and E is the Young's modulus for the indenter ( i ) and

the sample ( s ) [87].

From Equation  (13),  converting  reduced modulus  to  Young's  modulus  can  be

difficult; it requires knowing the Young's modulus of the indenter and Poisson's ratios of

both the indenter and the specimen. While material properties for the indenter are well

known, finding the Poisson's ratio for the specimen is not trivial  in this  case. Due to

specimen geometrical constraints and the material's anisotropy, determining the Poisson's

ratio in each direction is extremely challenging. The CNTs have a maximum height of

1mm before developing significant amounts of amorphous carbon, and so finished PNCs

cannot  me  made  any  thicker  than  1mm.  Additionally,  the  stiffness  and  size  of  the

materials  makes  detecting  any  change  in  dimension  optically  nearly  impossible;  and

instrumentation  with  strain-gauges  would  be  dubious.  An  attempt  to  estimate  the

Poisson's ratio could be made based on neat PUU measurements or known polyurethane

Poisson's  ratios,  however  the error  introduced could  be  significant,  particularly when

applied to the anisotropic PNCs.

An approximation can be made, however, for the conversion with the caveat that

error is likely to be increased by the translation. The indenter tip has a Poisson's ratio of
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0.07 and a Young's modulus of 1140GPa, making the indenter tip term in Equation (13)

extremely small relative to the term governing the specimens, which are likely to be quite

large due to the relative softness and incompressibility of the samples. Because of this,

the term for the indenter properties can be considered negligible, and may be removed,

leaving:

1
E r

=
(1−νs

2
)

E s

(14)

Assuming that the Poisson's ratio for all PUU materials is approximately equal to

0.5 (as a nearly many incompressible elastomer), then the following equation can be used

to determine an approximate value for Young's modulus:

Es=(0.75)Er (15)

This  conversion  only  shifts  the  Young's  modulus  of  the  materials  uniformly,

having no impact on quantitative comparison of the specimens tested. Furthermore, the

conversion introduces error in removing the indenter term, as well as in assuming not

only that the Poisson's ratio is 0.5, but that it remains unchanged among all six materials.

For these reasons, this work will deal exclusively with evaluating indentation modulus.

Because  the  reduced  elastic  modulus  assumes  isotropy,  the  modulus  recorded  via

nanoindentation will be referred to as the indentation modulus (EI).

4.2.4 Dynamic Nanoindentation

Dynamic nanoindentation was done to evaluate the localized dynamic mechanical
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properties  of  the  PUU Neat  and  PNC specimens.  By performing  a  frequency  sweep

during the testing, similar to DMA frequency sweep tests, storage and loss moduli can be

measured. This provides localized dynamic mechanical properties for the material on the

order  of  hundreds  of  nanometers.  For  nanoindentation  of  the  PUU211 a  quasi-static

indentation  of  200µN  was  chosen,  followed  by  a  frequency  sweep,  followed  by

unloading.  The  frequency  sweep  chosen  here  was  a  stepwise  one:  200  cycles  were

performed at each frequency, with frequency beginning at 1Hz and increasing to 200Hz

in increments of 10Hz. The indenter tip was oscillated with an amplitude of 3µN from

0µN to -3µN in all tests as this provided a dynamic amplitude of ~5nm. A grid of 3 by 3

individual points for dynamic nanoindentation was prescribed in the setup as this would

give 9 data points. Each point was set to be separated by 5µm in order to avoid any

potential effects created by indenting too closely to another point. The resulting array was

a 3 by 3 covering  an  area  of  10µm by 10µm.  Three such grids  were  arranged over

different positions of the specimen surface, providing 27 dynamic tests per specimen. A

similar process was used to test PUU541, with the max load being changed from 200µN

to  300µN.  This  change  was  made  based  on  a  quick  load-displacement  curve  which

revealed  that  300µN  in  PUU541  would  result  in  approximately  the  same  depth  of

indentation  as  200µN in PUU211.  Six configurations  were tested:  both  PUU211 and

PUU541 varieties of neat (N), transversely aligned CNTs (T), and axially aligned CNTs

(A).

In  order  to  verify  consistency  of  fabrication,  surface  preparation,  and  testing,

these  tests  were  repeated  with  smaller  numbers  of  repetition  using  a  second  set  of
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specimens  fabricated  after  the  initial  tests.  Statistical  agreement  was  found  for  all

specimens, which verified the reliability of the fabrication process.

4.2.5 AFM

AFM was used to qualitatively assess the mechanical properties of microstructural

features on the surfaces of the specimens. These tests were run simultaneously with the

imaging tests mentioned in Section  3.3.2.2. As such, the method for performing these

AFM tests is the same, and is described in Section 3.2.12.

4.2.6 DMA Specimen Fabrication

Appropriate DMA test configurations are variations of 3-point bend: i.e. free 3-

point bend, single cantilever, and double cantilever. The 17.5mm span single-cantilever

DMA test configuration was chosen based on CNT forest growth limitations and PNC

machining  limitations.  To  minimize  thickness  effects  on  the  loading  state,  DMA

specimens must be a maximum of 1.75mm thick. To satisfy these conditions, specimens

25mm x 10mm x 1.75mm were fabricated.

To fabricate  PUU PNC DMA specimens,  a  similar  method  was  employed  as

described in Section  3.2.4. Silicone molds of the required dimensions were fabricated

according to Section  3.2.3. Confinement with mesh, wetting, degassing, and curing all

follow the protocol outlined in section 3.2.4.

4.2.7 DMA Single-Cantilever Frequency Sweep with Temperature Step

All DMA experiments were conducted using TA Instruments DMA Q800. The

single-cantilever tests were conducted using only two of the three supports of the double-

cantilever DMA test fixture. A photograph of this setup can be seen in Figure 4.3. These
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tests were run with sweeping frequency from 1-200Hz in 10Hz increments. Temperatures

were stepped from -100°C to 100°C in increments of 5°C. At each temperature the entire

range of frequencies was tested. Prior to beginning, specimens were measured to within

0.01mm and placed in the fixture, and the system was allowed to equilibrate at -90°C.

After equilibration, the specimen was clamped in the fixture by torquing the screws to 8

in-lbs. The span was measured using a spanner, and the chamber was quickly closed. The

dimension data was entered into the program, and the test was begun.

Figure 4.3: Photograph of DMA single-cantilever setup.

4.2.8 Inter-CNT Spacing

To determine  the  theoretical  inter-CNT spacing,  the  following equations  were

derived. CNT Vf can be expressed as

V f=
V t

V t+V m
(16)

where V t is the volume of a single CNT and V m is the volume of matrix. Assuming

uniformity along the height, this equation can be rewritten as
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V f=
A t

A t+Am
(17)

where A t and Am represent CNT and matrix cross-sectional areas respectively. The

matrix area can be thought of as the square area surrounding a CNT which does not

overlap with the neighboring CNTs surrounding matrix:

Am=[2(
S
2
−r )]

2

(18)

 S is the space between neighboring CNTs and r is the radius of a CNT. With the

area of a CNT given by

A t=π∗r2 (19)

and substituting Equations (18) and (19) into Equation (17), Vf can be expressed as a

function of the space between CNTs:

V f=
π∗r2

π∗r2
+[2(

S
2
−r )]

2

−π∗r2 (20)

Consolidating and solving for S gives

S=r∗√
π
V f

−2 r (21)

This  function  has  been  plotted  over  the  applicable  range  in  Figure  4.4,  with

pertinent values in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.4: Theoretical inter-CNT spacing as a function of Vf assuming a CNT diameter 
of 10nm.

Table 4.1: Theoretical inter-CNT spacing for each PNC Vf.

4.2.9 Python Scripts for Nanoindentation Analysis

4.2.9.1 Quasi-Static Nanoindentation & Anelastic Correction

Accurate calculation of the indentation modulus assumes purely elastic behavior
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during unloading [88]. For materials which undergo non-negligible viscous deformation,

it  is  necessary  to  account  for  these  effects  and  correct  the  measured  reduced  elastic

modulus (Er) to a more accurate indentation modulus (EI). The method was discussed at

length by Feng, and involves measuring the creep and drift of the sample during the hold

period [89]. Stiffness is calculated by

S=
dP
dh

(22)

where S is the calculated stiffness, dP is the instantaneous change in force, and dh

is the instantaneous change in indentation depth  [79].  Reduced elastic modulus is then

found using the expression

Er=
S

2β √
π
Ahc

(23)

[90] in which Er is the reduced modulus, β is a constant governed by indenter tip

geometry, A is the contact area of the tip, and hc is the contact depth of the indenter

tip  [79].  The deviation in this equation from the true mechanics lies in an inaccurate

measurement of S . To correct for this, ḣ just prior to the end of the hold segment,

and Ṗ at  the  beginning of  unloading,  must  be  calculated  and used  to  find the  true

stiffness using

1
S
=

1
Sa

+
ḣ

|( Ṗ)|
(24)

where Sa is  the measured stiffness and S is  the more accurate  stiffness.  Once this
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value is calculated, it can be fed into Equation (23) to find a more accurate indentation

modulus. This was found in all cases to decrease the recorded EI. This is to be expected

since larger creep seen in softer materials leads to larger ḣ , and thus smaller S and

EI.

The data collected via nanoindentation is output in comma-separated-value (.csv)

format; with time, load, and displacement data. To calculate ḣ , the data window was

sectioned into  two windows:  14.75-14.8 seconds and 14.95-15.0 seconds;  hHead and

hTail  respectively. The means for  all h values  in  each window were calculated and

subtracted  to  approximate ḣ .  A similar  method  was  used  to  find Ṗ ,  though  the

windows were 15.0-15.25 seconds and 18.0-18.25 seconds. Because the load functions

were time dependent, these values could be relied on for all specimens. The values were

selected based on the rates of change in the hold and unloading sections. The first python

script (Section  7.1.1) begins by walking through each folder in the main data directory

and sequentially opening, truncating data to the required windows, performing the ḣ

and Ṗ calculations, and appending those values to the summary file for that material.

The total  number of test  files is  over 1050, so performing these calculations without

automating the walk-through would be infeasible. Once the script has finished running,

the summary file for each material (22 in total), which lists the average data for each of

the 48+ tests of that sample, has been appended to include ḣ and Ṗ .  The next step in

finding the anelastic corrections for EI is to use ḣ and Ṗ to  find  S via Equation

(24), and then EI using Equation  (23). Calculations were performed using the averaged

data reported in the summary file of each material using the second script (Section 7.1.2),
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which  walked  through  the  main  data  directory  to  find  each  summary  file  prior  to

appending  and  saving  the  data.  Once  these  files  had  been  prepared,  the  third  script

(Section 7.1.3) was run. This code performed an anova test on the data sets found in each

material  summary  file  to  verify  that  each  specimen  could  be  considered  as  a  single

sample. If a material passed the test, then a single-line summary of all test and statistical

information was recorded in a single .csv. All failed materials were similarly listed in a

fail .csv. The last python script (Secton 7.1.4) opened the master pass file, sorted data by

material into distinct dataframes, and then plotted the data.

A comparison of the raw and anelastically corrected data can be found in Figure

4.5.  Note  that  the  correction  reduces  the  modulus  from  that  recorded  via  the

nanoindentation  tests  by  100MPa  -  500MPa,  indicating  a  significant  anelastic

contribution to observed modulus. Because the calculation of the corrected EI is based on

estimated ḣ and Ṗ ,  a  degree  of  uncertainty  has  also  been  introduced  into  the

measurement. Because the adjustment is between  100MPa – 500MPa, the uncertainty

cannot be greater than the different between the measured Er and the derived EI.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of raw and anelastically corrected 
quasi-static nanoindentation data.
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4.2.9.2 Dynamic Nanoindentation

A raw dynamic nanoindentation data file was output by the nanoindenter for each

of the 27 positions tested per specimen. To reduce this data, a python script was written

which  calculated  mean  and  standard  deviation  data  for  all  positions  tested  at  each

frequency. The script begins by sectioning the first data file by frequency, performing the

average and standard deviation calculations for each record, and then writing them to a

list.  The  data  includes  measurements  of  storage,  loss,  complex  modulus,  tanδ,  and

damping. The script them moves on to the next files of the same specimen, until all test

positions have been tabulated. A final mean and standard deviation are calculated for each

frequency tested, and then written to a summary file. This process was repeated for all

specimens tested, and provides summary data for each material.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Early Work

4.3.1.1 Nanoscale Mechanical Properties

Stiffness maps for PUU211N, PUU211T, and PUU211A as prepared via room-

temperature microtome can be seen in Figure 4.6(a), (b), and (c) respectively. From the

scales presented in each of the stiffness maps, the PUU211A appears to be slightly higher

max  stiffness  than  the  PUU211N,  though a  minimum stiffness  much  lower  than  the

PUU211N. The relative maximum stiffness corresponds well with the nanoindentation

stiffness results, however the minimum and average stiffnesses do not. The low recorded

stiffness is likely because of early contact with unsupported CNTs, artificially dropping

the stiffness. The PUU211T show a stiffness far below the other materials. Quantitatively,

these  stiffness  values  are  ~104 times  lower  than  those  found  via  quasi-static
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nanoindentation  (see  Table  4.2).  This  stiffness  error  is  undoubtedly  due  to  surface

roughness  and  topographical  measurement  artifacts.  The  PUU211  PNCs  have  much

greater error than the PUU211N, indicating that CNTs play a role in surface roughness. 

Because AFM is so sensitive to surface preparation, extremely smooth specimens

surfaces  are  required.  In  the  case  of  an  improperly  prepared  surface,  the  mechanical

information collected via AFM would include larger margins of error. Such error would

be caused by driving force of the AFM tip,  tip wear during measurements,  AFM tip

speed, etc. In light of this, cryotome was used hereafter when preparing specimens for

AFM.

Figure 4.6: AFM stiffness maps for (a) PUU211N, (b) PUU211T, and (c) PUU211A.
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Because of the difficulties of obtaining reliable and consistent mechanical data

from AFM stiffness maps, further AFM work to uncover mechanical properties has been

forgone.  Confounding  variables  include  continuous  degradation  of  the  AFM  tip  and

cantilever,  variations  is  cryotome  preparation,  and  surface  moisture  content;  not  to

mention  the  alterations  in  tip  driving  parameters  required  to  maintain  viable

measurements  on  such  mechanically  diverse  polymer  samples.  These  factors  make

comparing  regions  on  a  single  sample  tenuous,  let  alone  comparison  among  sever

different samples from separate scans.

4.3.1.2 Microscale Mechanical Properties

Raw  quasi-static  nanoindentation  curves  have  been  plotted  for  PUU211N,

PUU211T, and PUU211A in Figure 4.7 (a), (b), and (c) respectively. The grouping of the

curves is fairly consistent, with stiffness standards of deviation of approximately 5% of

the mean. This tight grouping is indicative that discrete hard and soft phases have not

been tested, but that the material behaves homogeneously at this length-scale [82].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.7:Raw quasi-static nanoindentation data of PUU211. (a) PUU211N, (b) 
PUU211T, (c) PUU211A

Measurement of the indentation modulus is taken from the slope of the unloading
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curve. This is standard practice, and the explanation for this is as follows. The calculation

of the modulus requires a linear elastic region of loading. As the early phases of loading

during nanoindentation are often unreliable due to small area of contact, nonlinearity, and

inelasticity, this  is  not  an option.  Latter  regions  of the loading curve often contain a

combination  of  viscoelastic  phenomena,  and  the  hold  curve  is  entirely  viscous

deformation. The region of unloading immediately following the hold period is assumed

to be elastic because the force exerted on the indenter tip by the specimen is caused

entirely  by  elastic  strain  recovery  during  unloading  [91].  As  the  material  reduces  its

strain,  it  experiences  an increasingly larger  viscous contribution to  behavior. For  this

reason, the slope of the unloading curve nearest the hold period should be used.

Figure 4.8: Comparison of quasi-static nanoindentation force-displacement curves for 
PUU211N, PUU211T, and PUU211A.

Characteristic  curves  were  selected  from  each  dataset  based  on  indentation

modulus nearness to the mean. These curves have been plotted for comparison purposes
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in Figure 4.8. Average quasi-static data for PUU211 and PUU541 materials can also be

found below in Table 4.2. The PUU211N has the lowest indentation modulus of 142MPa,

followed by the PUU211T with 211MPa, and then the PUU211A with 461MPa. The fact

that  the  CNT-reinforced  PUU211  PNCs  have  a  higher  modulus  is  testament  to  the

reinforcing nature of the CNTs. The mechanism responsible for PUU211T having a lower

indentation modulus than the PUU211A is likely related to the columnar compression of

the CNTs along their axes. By loading the CNTs in this way, the compressive stiffness of

the CNTs is utilized rather than their bending stiffness.

Raw  quasi-static  nanoindentation  curves  have  been  plotted  for  PUU541N,

PUU541T, and PUU541A in  Figure 4.10 (a), (b), and (c) respectively. The grouping of

the curves is very consistent, with a stiffness standards of deviation of approximately 1%

of the mean. The fact that these curves are more closely grouped than the PUU211 curves

is reasonable for two reasons. First, the PUU541 is glassy at room temperature, meaning

that the surface effects from microtoming at room temperature, however minor, are less

pronounced in the PUU541. Second, the hardness of the PUU541 means that positive

contact is made more quickly, and higher forces achieved, reducing error from noise.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.9: Quasi-static nanoindentation performed on PUU541. (a) PUU541N, (b) 
PUU541T, (c) PUU541A

Characteristic  curves  were  selected  from  each  dataset  based  on  indentation
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modulus nearness to the mean. These curves have been plotted for comparison purposes

in Figure 4.11. Average quasi-static data for PUU211 and PUU541 materials can also be

found below in Table 4.2. The PUU541N has the lowest indentation modulus of 920MPa,

followed by the PUU541T with 1040MPa, and then the PUU541A with 1350MPa. These

moduli are significantly higher than those recorded for the PUU211 materials, which is to

be expected; the PUU541 has a 66% hard phase composition while the PUU211 only has

a  40%  hard  phase  composition.  Note  that  the  trend  continues  from  the  PUU211

specimens  in  which  indentation  modulus  increases  from PUU541N,  to  PUU541T, to

PUU541A.

Figure 4.10: Comparison of quasi-static nanoindentation force-displacement curves for 
PUU541N, PUU541T, and PUU541A.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of quasi-static nanoindentation force-displacement curves for 
all PUU211 and PUU541 materials.

A combined  graph  of  the  characteristic  curves  for  all  PUU211 and  PUU541

materials  is  presented  in  Figure  4.11 to  facilitate  comparison.  Blue  lines  represent

PUU211 materials and red lines represent PUU541 materials. The dark blue curves are

Neat materials, the intermediate blue curves are PNCs with transverse CNTs, and the

light blue curves are PNCs with axial CNTs. The PUU541 curves have a higher max load

because these tests were force-driven, with a higher force chosen for the harder material

to reach approximately equivalent depth of indentation.

Table  4.2 provides  summary  data  pertaining  to  indentation  moduli  and

enhancement  from CNTs for  all  PUU211 and PUU541 materials.  Additionally, a  bar

graph comparing the indentation modulus and hardness values from each of the PUU211

and PUU541 materials can be seen in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.12: Average indentation moduli comparison for all PUU materials.

Quasi-Static Nanoindentation Summary Data

Material E (MPa) Standard Error %Δ E from CNTs

PUU211N 142 3.7
PUU211T 211 7.4 69 49%
PUU211A 461 9.2 319 225%
PUU541N 920 5.1
PUU541T 1040 7.1 120 13%
PUU541A 1350 11 310 47%

Δ E from CNTs (MPa)

Table 4.2: Summary of average data for quasi-static nanoindentation for each PUU211 
and PUU541 material.

The enhancement to indentation modulus by the CNTs is profound. The CNTs

offered a 49% improvement to PUU211 indentation modulus in the transverse direction

and a 225% improvement in the axial direction. By comparison, the CNTs offered only a
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13% enhancement to indentation modulus for PUU541 in the transverse direction and

47% in the axial direction. It is reasonable that the improvement is greater in the softer

PUU211 than the PUU541 since there is a greater disparity between the stiffness of the

CNTs and the stiffness of the matrix. The load is transferred from the softer matrix to the

stiffer  CNTs to  a  greater  degree  because  of  this  mismatch,  giving  rise  to  a  larger

reinforcement of the PUU211. This type of load transfer from lower-modulus materials to

higher-modulus  fillers  is  seen  in  many  nanocomposites  [12].  Furthermore,  the  CNTs

oriented axially offered ~4 times more enhancement to indentation modulus than in the

transverse direction. This is consistent with the notion that the CNTs contribute more to

the loading when orientated axially than transversely due to CNT-dominated columnar

loading. The modulus enhancement is less pronounced in the PUU541 materials because

the matrix is much more rigid. As such, the CNTs share more of the load with the matrix

material in PUU541, where the CNTs in PUU211A dominate the loading much more.

This enhancement is roughly a flat increase in indentation modulus for both PUU211A

and PUU541A over the neat materials. This is likely a combined effect of greater CNT-

matrix mismatch in the PUU211 PNC as well as increased CNT mobility under buckling,

which act to increase and decrease effective modulus respectively.

Dynamic  nanoindentation  has  produced  data  regarding  the  localized  dynamic

mechanical  properties  of PUU Neat  and PNC materials;  namely the storage and loss

moduli, and tanδ of these materials on the nanoscale. Storage and loss moduli data as a

function of frequency for PUU211N can be seen in Figure 4.13. Figure 4.13(a) shows the

raw storage and loss moduli data.  There are two distinct groups of data present. It  is
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important to note that the groups are not separated into storage and loss data, but rather

by different  locations in the specimen.  An array of 3 by 3 points were nanoindented

dynamically and six of those points had measured values quite distinct from the other

three. More interesting still is the fact that the final three test points were adjacent to one

another, and all had lower storage and loss moduli, implying that the nanoindenter had

entered a region with softer measured properties during these tests. Average curves for

each group are provided in  Figure 4.13(b) for simplicity. It was hypothesized that the

cause of these distinct regions was that the indenter was collecting topographical artifacts

from the  dramatic  surface  roughness  produced  during  the  microtoming  process  (see

Figure 3.34(a) and (d)). To test this, the same PUU211N specimen was prepared using

ultracryotome,  which  produced  a  mirror-like  surface  without  the  chatter-related

topography. The dynamic nanoindentation data collected from these tests contained only

a single band of storage and loss moduli data. This graph was overlaid with the previous

test  in  Figure  4.14(a)  and  by  itself  in  Figure  4.14(b).  Surprisingly,  the  cryotomed

specimen produced storage and loss moduli much closer to the three softer points in the

microtomed  tests,  meaning  that  the  majority  of  the  original  tests  were  testing  either

unsuitable topography or a different phase of the material.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: Storage and loss moduli for PUU211N as functions of frequency, as 
collected by initial dynamic nanoindentation tests. This specimen was microtomed at 
room-temperature, leaving deep periodic gouges in the surface of the material (see
Figure 3.34(a) and (d)). (a) Averages with error bars for each of the 9 positions tested. 
Note the distinct separation of mechanical properties. (b) Mean values for storage and 
loss moduli in each of the 2 bands.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: Storage and loss moduli for PUU211N as functions of frequency, as 
collected by initial (microtomed) and final (cryotomed) dynamic nanoindentation tests. 
(a) Mean storage and loss moduli values for the two envelopes of the microtomed 
PUU211N and the cryotomed PUU211N. (b) Mean storage and loss moduli values for 
cryotomed PUU211N alone.

If the first  test  was actually measuring the properties of distinct hard and soft

phases of the PUU211N, then several other things must be true. First, that the sizes of the
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phases  are  large  enough  and  deep  enough  to  encompass  and  dictate  the  measured

properties of the nanoindenter tip. Second, this would require that the phases be separated

by a large enough distance that no hard phases were indented during the second test.

Finally, the PUU54 Neat, containing 66% hard segment and 34% soft segment, would be

expected to display properties similar to the harder band in the microtomed PUU211N

specimen, however this was not the case. Previous work showed that the phase mixing of

traditionally prepared PUU produced distinct segments of ~1µm long and quite narrow

[53], making the first two points highly improbable; and the last point shows that the

higher band of PUU211N does not match with the PUU541N, making it unlikely that

discrete  hard  segments  were  tested.  Despite  this,  it  is  curious  that  the  quasi-static

nanoindentation  tests  do  not  show  these  separate  bands  of  mechanical  properties,

especially  since  the  quasi-static  deals  with  the surface  and depth,  while  the  dynamic

nanoindentation deals only with the subsurface material. Using the cryotomed specimen's

data, the PUU211N has storage and loss moduli ranging from ~130MPa – 270MPa and

~32MPa – 64MPa respectively over a 0 – 200Hz frequency range. A table containing this

data can be seen in Table 4.3.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15: Dynamic nanoindentation hardness data for PUU211N for each of the 9 
points tested. (a) Hardness as a function of frequency. (b) Hardness as a function of 
contact depth.

The nanoindenter also collected hardness data during the tests. The PUU211N

hardness  data  is  presented  in  Figure  4.17.  From  Figure  4.17(a)  it  is  evident  that  the

hardness spread from one area of the material to another is relatively consistent, with
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variability  on  the  order  of  10 MPa. Figure  4.17(b)  confirms  that  the  contact  depth

increases  as  hardness  decreases,  confirming  the  load-controlled  loading  of  the

nanoindentation tests. More interesting, however, is the fact that the error bars for a given

point decrease as the test progresses. This could be caused either by a stabilization as

contact  depth  increases  over  the  course  of  the  test,  or  by  a  stabilization  at  higher

frequencies, or by a combination of the two factors. It is likely that contact area plays a

small part, however rate effects are most likely the major contributors to the phenomena.

Notice in  Figure 4.17(b) that large variability occurs over the first several frequencies

measured,  despite  a  change in  contact  depth  of  15nm in  most  cases.  The variability

sharply drops over the next 10nm, however, when the frequency begins to climb with

little change in contact depth. The soft phases of the PUU are likely to create a large

variability from cycle to cycle at low frequencies, due to the softness and mobility of the

phases.  At  higher  frequencies  however,  the  soft  phases  become more  frozen,  and  so

produce a more repeatable loading curve. Because these tests involve repeated loading of

a particular area, lurking variables could be at play confounding the recorded hardness;

i.e. strain-induced hardening, Mullins effect [92], and surface modification.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16: Storage and loss moduli for PUU211T as functions of frequency, as 
collected by dynamic nanoindentation. (a) Averages with error bars for each of the 9 
positions tested. (b) Average curves.

Storage and loss moduli data as a function of frequency for PUU211T can be seen

in Figure 4.16. Figure 4.16(a) shows the raw storage and loss moduli data. The PUU211T

has storage and loss moduli ranging from ~300MPa – 500MPa and ~60MPa – 80MPa
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respectively over a 0 – 200Hz frequency range. A table containing this data can be seen in

Table 4.3.

Storage and loss moduli data as a function of frequency for PUU211A can be seen

in Figure 4.17(a) and (b). There appears to be an outlier with extremely high storage and

loss moduli values, and wide variability. Note the consistency of the lower values and the

large error for the extremely high value. It is thought that these high storage and loss

moduli  could  be  the  result  of  nanoindenting  directly  on particularly  tightly  clustered

group of CNTs. The large standard of deviation is likely due to inconsistency in loading

the potentially buckling column of CNTs. The PUU211A has storage and loss moduli

ranging from ~550MPa – 970MPa and ~110MPa – 140MPa respectively over  a  0  –

200Hz frequency range. A table containing this data can be seen in Table 4.3.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: Dynamic nanoindentation for PUU211A. (a) Storage and loss moduli 
averages with error bars with the outlying test removed. (b) Average storage and loss 
moduli curves.

A compilation of average curves for all PUU211 materials is presented in Figure

4.18. The PUU211N has the lowest moduli, with PUU211T coming next, and PUU211A

having the highest  values.  This  data  is  quantitatively represented in  Table 4.3.  If  the
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presence of the CNTs in the PUU211 PNCs are responsible for the disappearance of the

separated groups of moduli  via improved phase-mixing, then it  is reasonable that the

improved phase-mixing is responsible for improved storage and loss moduli. Improved

phases-mixing was shown by others to improve storage and loss moduli  [53], but this

conclusion would only be speculation with the current data.

Figure 4.18: Comparison of average storage and loss moduli data for PUU211N, 
PUU211T, and PUU211A, as collected via dynamic nanoindentation.

Dynamic nanoindentation tests were also run on the PUU541 materials. The raw

storage  and  loss  moduli  data  has  been  graphed  in  Figure  4.19(a),  (b),  and  (c)  for

PUU541N, PUU541T, and PUU541A respectively. The PUU541N has storage and loss

moduli ranging from ~1200MPa – 1600MPa and ~130MPa – 110MPa respectively over a

0 – 200Hz frequency range. The PUU541T has storage and loss moduli ranging from

~1400MPa – 1800MPa and ~120MPa –100MPa respectively over a 0 – 200Hz frequency

range.  Finally, the PUU541A has storage and loss moduli  ranging from ~2000MPa –
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2300MPa and ~160MPa – 120MPa respectively over a 0 – 200Hz frequency range. A

table containing this data can be seen in Table 4.3.

A compilation of average curves for PUU541 materials  is  presented in  Figure

4.19. The PUU541N has the lowest moduli, with PUU541T coming next, and PUU541A

having the highest values. This data is also provided in Table 4.3.

A compilation of characteristic curves for all PUU211 and PUU541 materials is

presented in  Figure 4.20. The storage moduli are listed in order of increasing value as

follows: PUU211N, PUU211T, PUU211A, PUU541N, PUU541T, and finally PUU541A

(see Table 4.3).

Figure 4.19: Comparison of average storage and loss moduli data for PUU541N, 
PUU541T, and PUU541A, as collected via dynamic nanoindentation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.20: Compilation of dynamic nanoindentation data for PUU211 and PUU541 
materials. (a) Storage moduli. (b) Loss moduli.
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There  are  a  few  points  of  interest  to  consider  regarding  the  dynamic

nanoindentation data for PUU211 and PUU541 materials. Firstly, the trend from quasi-

static data of PUU211 and PUU541 PNCs having higher storage and loss moduli in the

axial direction continues in the dynamic test results. Another point of interest is that the

improvement  to  storage  moduli  offered  by  CNTs is  more  pronounced  in  the  softer

PUU211  than  the  PUU541,  similar  to  the  phenomenon  observed  in  quasi-static

nanoindentation  tests.  The  PUU211T  enhances  the  PUU211N's  storage  modulus  by

~140% at 1Hz and ~86% at 200Hz, while the PUU211A offers a ~340% and ~260%

enhancement  at  1Hz  and  200Hz  respectively.  Similarly,  the  PUU541T enhances  the

PUU541N's storage modulus by ~18% at 1Hz and ~14% at 200Hz, while the PUU541A

offers a ~35% and ~31% enhancement at 1Hz and 200Hz respectively. This disparity is

accounted for by the mechanical mismatch between the CNTs and the matrix materials,

as well as the greater hard-segment crystallinity found here. The PUU541N has storage

modulus which is quite high, so the contribution offered by the CNT reinforcement is not

quite as drastic as in the case of the PUU211. It is also interesting to note that the CNTs'

improvement to storage modulus is slightly less at 200Hz than at 1Hz. This is most likely
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Dynamic Nanoindentation Summary Data

Material E' at 1Hz (MPa) Standard Error E' Δ from CNTs E' Δ from 1Hz to 200Hz

PUU211N 180 1.5 + 120% 0.22
PUU211T 380 3.1 + 110% + 69% 0.15
PUU211A 730 5.6 + 306% + 75% 0.16
PUU541N 1400 9.8 + 26% 0.07
PUU541T 1600 11 + 14% + 23% 0.09
PUU541A 2190 22 + 56% + 19% 0.06

tanδ

Table 4.3: Collection of average storage modulus (E') data for each PUU211 and 
PUU541 material, as collected via dynamic nanoindentation. Also provided are percent 
enhancement in E' from CNTs over the neat PUU materials, and the percent increase in 
E' from low-to-high frequency. Finally, tanδ data for each PUU211 and PUU541 
material is provided.



caused by the rate-induced stiffening of  the PUU at  higher  rates,  thus increasing the

matrix contribution to mechanical properties by closing the gap between matrix and CNT

properties. Evidence of this high-rate stiffening response can be seen in Table 4.3 where

the PUU211N has a ~120% increase in storage modulus from 1Hz to 200Hz, while the

PUU541N only exhibits a 29% increase in storage modulus from 1Hz to 200Hz. This

confirms that the soft segments of the matrix are rate sensitive and display rate-induced

stiffening  [82].  Because  the  matrices  stiffen  at  higher  rates,  they  offer  a  greater

contribution in the PNCs, lessening the degree of enhancement over the neat materials. It

is also interesting to notice that the storage modulus enhancement from low to high rates

is most pronounced in the PUU Neat, followed by the PUU PNCs with transverse CNTs,

and then lastly the PUU PNCs with axial CNTs; precisely the opposite progression as is

seen in indentation and storage moduli. This is to be expected, as the matrix is more rate-

sensitive  than  the  CNTs,  and  the  matrix  dominance  decreases  respectively  in  those

materials.  The  neat  materials  are  entirely  matrix-dominated,  the  transverse  PNCs are

largely matrix-dominated,  and the axial  PNCs are partially matrix-dominated.  Matrix-

dominated loading of these materials shows greater rate-sensitivity than CNT-dominated

loading [82]. It is difficult to draw conclusions about relative values for loss moduli in

these materials due to the widely ranging standards of deviation.  Table 4.3 contains a

summary of indentation modulus, storage modulus at 1Hz, and storage modulus at 200Hz

for comparison.

Finally, let's consider tanδ as a function of frequency for these materials, a graph

for which may be seen in  Figure 4.21. Tanδ describes the phase lag between dynamic
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stress and strain, but can also express the relationship between loss modulus and storage

modulus. Consider the following equations [93]:

E '=
σo
εo

cos(δ) (25)

E ' '=
σ o
εo

sin (δ) (26)

Where E ' and E ' ' are the storage and loss moduli respectively; and σo ,
εo , and δ are dynamic stress, dynamic strain, and phase lag between stress and 

strain respectively [93]. It follows that:

tan (δ)=
E ' '
E '

(27)

Figure 4.21: PUU tanδ comparison as collected from dynamic nanoindentation.
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From this, tanδ can be used to compare the relative storage and loss moduli of a

material. Tanδ plots can be found in  Figure 4.21. The first point of interest is that the

materials all appear to be fairly rate-insensitive, a property indicative of phase-separation

[52]. The highest tanδ can be found in PUU211N, followed by both PUU211 PNCs which

have similar tanδ behaviors. It is interesting to note that the PUU211N has a much greater

tanδ than traditionally synthesized PUU211N  [53]. This could be due to great phase-

separation, leading to improved loss modulus, and thus tanδ. The fact that the PUU211T

and  PUU211A  have  similar  tanδ  values  despite  different  storage  moduli  indicates

proportional improvements to both storage and loss moduli for each, with storage having

a  greater  improvement  than  loss.  It  can  be  concluded from this,  that  CNTs work to

improve  storage  and  loss  moduli  in  rubbery  PUU211,  with  greater  enhancement  to

storage properties than to loss. This is a reasonable conclusion, as the CNTs act to restrict

mobility of soft-segment domains, improving stiffness and preventing chain slippage and

detanglement associated with loss. Note that tanδ curves for all PUU541 materials are

clustered together despite having significantly different storage and loss moduli.  From

this it is clear that CNTs improve storage and loss equally in PUU541.

4.3.1.3 Macroscale Mechanical Properties

To  gain  insight  into  the  behavior  of  these  materials  at  the  macroscale,  and

understand the extent to which measurements at one length-scale can predict behavior at

another,  DMA  tests  were  conducted.  DMA  thermal  sweeps  were  performed  to

characterize the effects of mechanical properties on temperature shifts (Figure 4.22). The

reduction in E’ is largely as expected; all materials soften above the soft-segment Tg, with

PUU211 materials exhibiting a greater reduction in E’ than PUU541 materials. This is
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expected due to  the greater soft-segment composition of PUU211. CNTs increase E’,

though this enhancement reduces significantly for PUU211 above the Tg. Tanδ peaks in

PUU211 at 40°C, coinciding with the end of the drop in E’. PUU541 shows no peak in

tanδ.

Figure 4.22: DMA temperature sweep curves for neat and 1% CNT PUU materials.

Storage  modulus  data  as  a  function  of  frequency  as  collected  via  DMA and

dynamic  nanoindentation  has  been  plotted  in  Figure  4.23 to  compare  the  multiscale

effects of frequency on storage. These values track fairly well, though DMA results have

greater error and values which are slightly less. The greater error is likely caused by the

number of tests, which is very high for nanoindentation. The fact that the DMA values are
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slightly  less  may  arise  either  from  error  in  specimen  preparation,  measurement,

alignment, etc. in the DMA tests; or because the mechanical properties in bending are

truly lower than indentation modulus values. Regardless, DMA is found to track fairly

well  with  nanoindentation  data,  so  properties  measured  at  the  microscale  would  be

expected in macroscale applications.

Figure 4.23: Multiscale E' frequency effects collected via DMA and dynamic 
nanoindentation.

4.3.2 CNT Volume Fraction Effects

4.3.2.1 Microscale Mechanical Properties

Characteristic  load-displacement  curves  for  transverse  quasi-static

nanoindentation of PUU211 materials can be found in Figure 4.24. As CNT Vf increases,
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stiffness and indentation modulus (EI) increase while elastic recovery decreases. These

trends continue for all PUU materials, as seen in  Figure 4.25,  Figure 4.32, and  Figure

4.26, though with a few exceptions. Table 4.2 provides tabulated data for all quasi-static

nanoindentation tests. Figure 4.28 plots average indentation moduli for PUU211 at each

Vf. There are a couple of features worth noting in the PUU211 materials. The axially

loaded PNCs have a larger EI in all cases, which is to be expected from the columnar

loading of the CNTs [84]. Furthermore, the EI enhancement is non-linear, indicating that

neither rule-of-mixtures nor CNT-matrix interactions are proportionately responsible for

observed mechanical improvements with changes in CNT Vf [84]. These enhancements

exhibit diminishing returns. Despite this, absolute EI enhancements are quite large, with a

maximum of 1600% improvement in PUU211-30T (750MPa) over the neat PUU211, and

3500% improvement in the PUU211-30A (1600MPa)  [84]. Furthermore, the 10% CNT

Vf sees a local maximum in the axial orientation. This is due to 10% packing (~18nm

inter-CNT spacing) being ideal for PUU hard-segment crystal formation and size, as was

confirmed via AFM  [84]. It is also interesting to note that the PUU211-20 produces a

lower EI than the PUU211-10 and the PUU211-30 in the axial orientations, indicating

some  morphological  deficiency  which  develops  at  this  spacing,  likely  arising  from

confinement issues preventing hydrogen-bonding between neighboring groups [84]. This

too was confirmed by completely amorphous matrix at 20% CNT Vf. It is possible that

this spacing results in CNT-induced hard-segment crystal spacing which is separated by a

small soft-segment layer, giving rise to weak interactions between hard-segment crystals,

and thus, poor load sharing within the PNC [84]. Taking into account the crystallization
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at  250°C  at  high  CNT Vf's,  annealing  these  materials  may  reduce  or  eliminate  the

confinement effects on degraded mechanical properties observed at 20% CNTs [84].

Similar  data  for  PUU541  can  be  found  in  Figure  4.29,  with  similar  patterns

observed.  The  highest  EI for  axially-aligned  CNTs  was  3200MPa,  produced  in  the

PUU541-10A. The highest transverse EI was 4300MPa in the PUU541-30T. These were

associated  with  enhancements  of  140% and 220% respectively.  The trend of  smaller

mechanical  enhancements  in  PUU541  compared  to  PUU211  mirrors  the  trend  seen

previously.  This is likely caused by a combination of stiffness mismatch between the

matrix  and  the  CNTs,  as  well  as  the  degree  of  crystallinity  afforded  by  the  greater

mobility of PUU211 due to higher soft-segment content  [82]. Axial indentation moduli

were greater than transverse indentation moduli in all instances but the 30% V f [84]. This

is particularly unusual since the EI of the PUU541-20T specimen was lower than all other

samples. Another point of interest is that the 1% and 5% Vf transverse specimens have

indentation moduli which are lower than the neat material, indicating that some softening

mechanism is at play [84]. Before anelastic correction, these moduli were greater than the

neat material, though accounting for anelasticity caused these values to drop below that

of the neat PUU541. One potential explanation is that these particular spacings of CNTs

result in hard-segment crystal  spacing with small regions of weakly hydrogen-bonded

chains  between  them,  softening  the  transverse  indentation  modulus  [84].  Previously

reported DSC, ATR, and SAXS data offer no insight into the molecular origin of the

observed  mechanical  behavior;  either  in  terms  of  crystallinity  or  phase-mixing  [84].

Further investigation would be required to better understand the nature of the mechanism
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behind this behavior. It is also interesting to note that the 10% CNT loading produces a

maximum for axially loaded PNCs and a local maximum for transversely loaded PNCs

[84]. This reflects the trend observed in the PUU211 PNCs, supporting the conclusion

that confinement and CNT-induced crystallinity are optimized at this spacing [84]. A plot

comparing the indentation moduli of all samples tested can be found in Figure 4.30.

Figure 4.24: Characteristic quasi-static nanoindentation force-displacement curves for 
transverse PUU211 materials.
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Figure 4.25: Characteristic quasi-static nanoindentation force-displacement curves for 
axial PUU211 materials.
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Figure 4.26: Characteristic quasi-static nanoindentation force-displacement curves for 
transverse PUU541 materials.
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Figure 4.27: Characteristic quasi-static nanoindentation force-displacement curves for 
axial PUU541 materials.
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Figure 4.28: Average indentation moduli comparison for all PUU211 materials.
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Figure 4.29: Average indentation moduli comparison for all PUU541 materials.
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Figure 4.30: Summary of quasi-static indentation modulus data for all materials tested.

To better understand the extent to which CNT-induced hard-segment crystallinity

increases indentation moduli,  and tease it apart from discrete enhancement from CNT

reinforcement, indentation modulus enhancements have been normalized for CNT Vf and

plotted in  Figure 4.31,  Figure 4.32, and  Figure 4.33 for PUU211, PUU541, and both

PUUs  respectively.  Generally  speaking,  the  increase  in  EI from  CNTs  offers

logarithmically diminishing returns [84]. The enhancement from the presence of CNTs at

1% Vf is  exceptional,  while  additional CNTs offer marginal improvements  [84].  This

points to the fact that CNT-induced crystallinity increases EI, however packing the CNTs

and hard-segment crystals closer together does not induce additional phenomenological

enhancements  [84]. The exception to this  is the PUU211-10A, where there is  a local
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maximum, undoubtedly related to the aforementioned observations [84].

Figure 4.31: PUU211 PNC Indentation Moduli Normalized for CNT Vf.
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Figure 4.32: PUU541 PNC Indentation Moduli Normalized for CNT Vf.
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Figure 4.33: Indentation moduli normalized by CNT Vf.
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Nomenclature Standard Error

PUU211N 44 0.88
PUU211-01T 100 2.3 130% 56
PUU211-01A 330 42 650% 290
PUU211-05T 315 95 620% 270
PUU211-05A 510 18 1100% 470
PUU211-10T 400 98 800% 360
PUU211-10A 1300 97 2800% 1250
PUU211-20T 700 160 1500% 660
PUU211-20A 860 45 1900% 820
PUU211-30T 750 72 1600% 710
PUU211-30A 1600 390 3500% 1560

PUU541N 1350 9.8
PUU541-01T 1100 69 -19% -250
PUU541-01A 1550 310 15% 200
PUU541-05T 1120 18 -17% -230
PUU541-05A 1800 120 33% 450
PUU541-10T 1800 140 33% 450
PUU541-10A 3200 250 137% 1850
PUU541-20T 900 14 -33% -450
PUU541-20A 2400 77 78% 1050
PUU541-30T 2200 160 63% 850
PUU541-30A 4300 340 219% 2950

CNT Vf Study: Quasi-Static Nanoindentation Summary Data 

E
I
 (MPa) Δ E

I
 from CNTs (%) Δ E

I
 from CNTs (MPa)

Table 4.4: Summary of quasi-static nanoindentation data for all materials tested.

Storage moduli data collected via dynamic nanoindentation have been plotted in

Figure  4.34,  Figure  4.35,  Figure  4.36,  and  Figure  4.37 for  PUU211-T,  PUU211-A,

PUU541-T, and PUU541-A respectively. Tabulated values for dynamic nanoindentation

can be found in  Table 4.5.  Within error,  the trend for change in storage moduli  with

respect to CNT Vf follows the trend for quasi-static indentation moduli for all materials

tested [84]. This is true for all frequencies tested, for which a slight increase in storage is

observed with increase in frequency. It should be noted that the rate-sensitivity is greater

for PUU211 materials than for PUU541 due to the greater prominence of the rubbery

soft-segments  in  PUU211  [82].  From this  it  can  be  concluded  that  the  mechanisms

responsible for changing EI for each CNT Vf are not subject to rate-depend behavior, i.e.
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segmental dynamics  [84]. Furthermore, the fact that all materials have a similar rate of

change in storage modulus indicates that similar morphology is responsible for the shift

in  each,  though  perhaps  exhibited  to  a  greater  degree  among  various  Vf’s  [84].  The

exception to this rule is perhaps the PUU541-10T, in which the storage modulus increases

slightly more markedly with increasing frequency. This is unusual since the PUU541-10A

is  not  noticeably  more  rate-sensitive  than  the  other  PUU541-A samples.  Whatever

induced  morphology  is  responsible  for  the  improved  EI in  PUU541-10  must  be

anisotropic and offer greater storage at higher loading rates [84].

Figure 4.34: Dynamic nanoindentation storage data for PUU211 transverse.
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Figure 4.35: Dynamic nanoindentation storage data for PUU211 axial.
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Figure 4.36: Dynamic nanoindentation storage data for PUU541 transverse.
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Figure 4.37: Dynamic nanoindentation storage data for PUU541 axial.

To better understand the nature of the shift from indentation modulus to storage 

modulus, average storage modulus data was overlaid with quasi-static indentation 

modulus data. Plots of this data can be found in Figure 4.38 and Figure 4.39. The storage 

is shifted higher for all materials except for the PUU541-20 and PUU541-30 materials. 

This could be due to the low soft-segment content and mobility associated with these 

materials.
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Figure 4.38: Comparison of quasi-static indentation modulus with average storage 
modulus for each PUU211 material.
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Figure 4.39: Comparison of quasi-static indentation modulus with average storage 
modulus for each PUU541 material.

Figure  4.40 and  Figure  4.41 plot  loss  data  from dynamic  nanoindentation  for

PUU211-T and PUU211-A respectively. For PUU211 materials, the loss moduli increase

proportionately to increases in storage moduli with respect to changes in CNT Vf, with

the exception of the 5% and 30% loadings [84]. The 5% CNT Vf has a disproportionately

greater increase in loss modulus while the 30%  CNT Vf has a disproportionately smaller

increase  in  loss  modulus.  An  inter-CNT spacing  of  ~30nm must  be  associated  with

marginally higher concentrations of lossy morphology, while an inter-CNT spacing of

~10nm must give rise to rigid elastic nanostructure [84].
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Figure 4.40: Dynamic nanoindentation loss data for PUU211 transverse.
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Figure 4.41: Dynamic nanoindentation loss data for PUU211 axial.

Figure  4.42 and  Figure  4.43 plot  loss  data  from dynamic  nanoindentation  for

PUU211-T and PUU211-A respectively. PUU541 loss behavior is largely as would be

expected,  with  the  exception  of  PUU541-10T,  PUU541-20T,  and  PUU541-20A.

PUU541-10T exhibits significant rate-sensitivity from 1Hz to 100Hz, and then plateau

from  100Hz  to  200Hz.  This  particular  combination  of  soft-segment  composition,

crystallinity, chain mobility, and inter-CNT spacing must give rise to the pronounced rate-

dependent increase in loss for the PUU541-10T [84]. Because the PUU541-10A does not

have  this  type  of  rate-dependence,  the  morphology  of  this  material  must  be  very

isotropic, causing a larger improvement of storage in the axial orientation and loss in the
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transverse orientation  [84]. PUU541-20T has a similar trend, though to a much lesser

degree.  The PUU541-20A is particularly interesting,  as there is  a consistently steeper

frequency-dependence observed in the loss of this material  compared to that of other

CNT loadings. The low EI and storage modulus of the PUU541-20 materials, combined

with the exceptionally larger rate-dependent loss behavior, points to extremely weak and

lossy chain arrangements  between CNTs  [84].  The of PUU541-10, with a spacing of

~18nm, is so much more favorable that that of PUU541-20, with a spacing of ~10nm.

AFM  confirmed  that  these  spacings  give  rise  to  .  This  not  only  reveals  that  the

morphology  of  the  soft-segments  and  hard-segments  is  extremely  sensitive  to

confinement and inter-CNT spacing, but that these 18nm and 10nm are associated with

excellent and poor mechanical performance respectively [84].
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Figure 4.42: Dynamic nanoindentation loss data for PUU541 transverse.
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Figure 4.43: Dynamic nanoindentation loss data for PUU541 axial.

Tanδ  data  collected  via  dynamic  nanoindentation  for  PUU211-T,  PUU211-A,

PUU541-T, and PUU541-A can be found in  Figure 4.44,  Figure 4.45,  Figure 4.46, and

Figure 4.47 respectively. PUU211-T and PUU211-A materials behave similarly in that

higher CNT Vf decreases tanδ, though axially-aligned CNTs have a more pronounced role

in this decrease [84]. This is to be expected since the CNTs increase the storage moduli to

a greater extent than the loss moduli  [84]. Moreover, CNTs stressed axially contribute

stiff columnar loading, providing greater elastic deformation and reducing viscoelastic

deformation [84]. PUU541 tanδ values are all fairly closely clustered with the exceptions

of PUU541-10T, PUU541-20T, and PUU541-20A; the same materials which had unusual
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loss behavior. The reflection of loss behavior in tanδ behavior is to be expected here since

the deviations of loss from the trend are so significant.

Figure 4.44: Dynamic nanoindentation tanδ data for PUU211 transverse.
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Figure 4.45: Dynamic nanoindentation tanδ data for PUU211 axial.

The tanδ anomalies in PUU541-10T, PUU541-20T, and PUU541-20A arise from

particulate crystal friction.  The loading in these materials is crystal-dominated. Because

inter-CNT spacing is so low, H-bonding is low, and so slipping between crystals gives

rise to lossy behavior. The PUU541-10 is highly anisotropic (see AFM images in Figure

3.59 (a) and (b)), so the crystal slipping occurs much more when the CNTs and crystals

are loaded transversely. Axial loading of this material is dominated by columnar loading,

which results in comparatively low crystal slipping. The PUU541-20 is amorphous and

isotropic, which means that its lossy behavior is independent of CNT orientation, as there

are no crystals oriented in this direction.
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Figure 4.46: Dynamic nanoindentation tanδ data for PUU541 transverse.
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Figure 4.47: Dynamic nanoindentation tanδ data for PUU541 axial.

Dynamic Nanoindentation Summary Data

Nomenclature E' at 1Hz (MPa) Δ E' from CNTs Δ E' from 1Hz to 200Hz E'' at 200Hz (MPa) Δ E'' from CNTs

PUU211N 240 260% 340 0.39
PUU211-01T 260 6% 190% 230 -31% 0.32 -18%
PUU211-01A 740 200% 110% 330 -3% 0.21 -45%
PUU211-05T 830 240% 110% 380 13% 0.23 -41%
PUU211-05A 1600 560% 94% 600 76% 0.19 -50%
PUU211-10T 640 160% 82% 230 -32% 0.20 -49%
PUU211-10A 2500 930% 48% 410 21% 0.11 -71%
PUU211-20T 1200 380% 64% 340 0% 0.18 -54%
PUU211-20A 1900 690% 66% 450 33% 0.14 -63%
PUU211-30T 1200 410% 49% 230 -34% 0.12 -68%
PUU211-30A 2800 1100% 35% 360 6% 0.09 -76%

PUU541N 1600 27% 150 0.07
PUU541-01T 1400 -15% 28% 140 -7% 0.08 8%
PUU541-01A 1900 18% 29% 220 41% 0.09 18%
PUU541-05T 1400 -15% 26% 130 -14% 0.08 2%
PUU541-05A 2400 49% 18% 160 4% 0.06 -25%
PUU541-10T 2300 39% 64% 750 380% 0.20 170%
PUU541-10A 4400 170% 15% 220 39% 0.04 -43%
PUU541-20T 850 -48% 52% 310 100% 0.24 220%
PUU541-20A 2300 42% 27% 1600 950% 0.55 640%
PUU541-30T 2200 35% 37% 290 86% 0.10 27%
PUU541-30A 3900 140% 22% 330 110% 0.07 -8%

tanδ at 200Hz % Δ tanδ  from CNTs

Table 4.5: Summary of dynamic nanoindentation data for all materials tested.
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4.4 Summary

PUU211 and PUU541 neat and PNC materials have been mechanically characterized at

the microscale. Quasi-static nanoindentation has produced evidence of homogeneous phase-

mixing within ~1μm2, as evinced by uniform mechanical properties in all tests of each surface.

This was supported by dynamic nanoindentation test. The indentation moduli, storage moduli,

and loss moduli were found to increase among the materials in the following order: PUU211N,

PUU211T, PUU211A, PUU541N, PUU541T, and PUU541A. PUU PNCs with axial CNTs

leverage the compressive loading of the CNTs present, giving rise to the greater improvement in

elastic modulus over their neat counterparts (354% for PUU211A and 46% for PUU541A).

Greater enhancement is seen in the softer PUU211 materials than the PUU541 materials due to

the  stiffness  mismatch  between  PUU211  and  the  CNTs,  permitting  a  greater  loading

contribution from the CNTs. This enhancement is roughly a flat increase in indentation modulus

for both PUU211A and PUU541A over the neat materials. sThis is likely a combined effect of

greater CNT-matrix mismatch in the PUU211 PNC as well as increased CNT mobility under

buckling, which act to increase and decrease effective modulus respectively. The hard-segment

crystals aligned parallel to the CNTs also plays a major role in these enhancements  [82].

Furthermore, the  PUU materials exhibit a rate sensitivity which is more pronounced in the

PUU211  materials  due  to  the  larger  and  more  rate-sensitive  soft  segment  content  [82].

Consequently, greater rate sensitivity is seen in the PUU PNCs with transverse CNTs than in

those with axial CNTs due to the matrix-dominated loading of the PNCs with transverse CNTs.

Finally, CNTs have been found to alter the in-situ polymerized PUU matrix via crystallization in

addition  to  simple  mechanical  reinforcement.  Thus  a  synergistic  thermal  and  mechanical

improvement to PUU materials has been observed whereby CNTs enhance the PUU matrix
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creating  a  molecularly  engineered  hierarchical  composite.  Further  work  is  required  to

understand the extent and optimization of this phenomenon, particularly the effects of CNT

volume fraction and annealing.

Thermal sweeps of DMA reveal large thermal dependence in PUU211 than in PUU541,

though both experience significant drops in  storage moduli.  Frequency sweeps reveal that

mechanical  properties  measured  at  the  nanoscale  translate  well  to  the  macroscale.  Thus,

materials  can  be  characterized  at  the  nanoscale  with  reasonable  expectations  for  their

performance at the nanoscale.

PUU211 and PUU541 PNCs with 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, and 30% Vf have been tested via

quasi-static and dynamic nanoindentation. For PUU211 materials, the trend is that higher CNT

Vf's gives rise to higher indentation moduli, and axial orientations exhibit higher indentation

moduli than transverse ones. This is as expected due to the high stiffness imparted from the

CNTs, especially when under columnar loading. Large EI enhancements were seen, with up to

1600% improvement in the transverse orientation and 3500% axially in the PUU211-30 samples

[84]. The exceptions to this trend are the axially loaded 10% and 20% Vf samples, which behave

uncharacteristically stiffer and softer for the given Vf's respectively [84]. The trends for PUU541

materials are similar to those seen in the axially loaded PUU211 materials. The 18nm inter-CNT

spacing seen in PUU541-10 induces excellent mechanical properties, while higher CNT Vf's

only serve to diminish EI [84]. This phenomenon can be attributed to the confinement effects of

the polymer observed via AFM in these materials. The preferred crystalline morphology of PUU

appears  to  be  ~30nm,  as  seen  in  AFM  of  PUU211-N  and  PUU541-10  [84].  This  size

corresponds to an inter-CNT spacing of ~20nm and a CNT Vf of 10%. At this CNT loading,
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CNT-induced hard-segment crystals are packed as tightly as possible while still allowing their

formation without annealing [84]. The inter-CNT spacing of ~10nm associated with a CNT Vf

of 20% leads to severe mechanical weakening due to low hydrogen-bonding and an amorphous

matrix [84]. Dynamic data reflects the trends seen in quasi-static tests, with a few new points of

interest. Axially loaded PUU541-10 offers excellent enhancement in storage modulus over the

neat material, while transverse loading greatly improve loss modulus  [84]. Additionally, the

storage is highly rate-sensitive, while the loss is rate-insensitive [84]. This material is the most

anisotropic, and exhibits an excellent combination of axial stiffness and transverse loss  [84].

PUU541-20, however, shows large decreases in storage and loss moduli, with significant rate-

dependence in transverse loss  [84]. PUU541-20 would serve as an excellent rate-dependent

damper. Because axial EI enhancement at 10% is seen in both PUU211 and PUU541, it cannot

be  linked  to  soft-segment  composition,  though  rate-sensitivity  of  axial  storage  modulus

improves with higher hard-segment composition [84]. The weakening of PNCs with 20% CNT

loadings is also independent of hard-segment composition, though rate-sensitive increase in loss

appears only in higher hard-segment composition PUU [84]. The rate-dependent tanδ behavior

observed only in the PUU541-10T, PUU541-20T, and PUU541-20A is attributed to particle-

phase hard-segment crystal slipping under conditions of poor crystal-crystal hydrogen-bonding

[84]. The intense orientation in the PUU541-10T results in lossy crystal slipping in the axial

direction, where bending dominates [84]. Axial loading is dominated by the columnar loading of

CNTs and crystals, and so dynamic response is less lossy [84]. The amorphous nature of the

PUU541-20 matrix results in isotropic lossy dynamic behavior [84].

A model has been developed which predicts indentation moduli better than existing
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models.  Furthermore,  it  demonstrates  a consistent framework for similar  CNT and crystal

effective moduli,  and variations with respect to anisotropy and mobility arising from soft-

segment composition.

5 Model of Mechanical Behavior of Ultrahigh Vf Polymer 
Nanocomposites

5.1 Development of Quasi-Static Indentation Modulus Model

To validate  the  presumed  mechanisms  responsible  for  the  change  in  EI with

respect to CNT Vf, an attempt has been made to develop a constitutive model. Several

models have been developed to better understand the mechanical properties of PNCs at

various CNT loadings [37], [84], [94]. Equation (28) by Coleman et. al builds on the rule

of  mixtures  by  incorporating  the  modulus  contribution  of  the  crystalline  phase

surrounding  the  CNTs  [37].  , ECNT , EA ,  and EC are  Young’s  modulus  for  the

composite,  effective  modulus  for  the  CNTs,  modulus  for  the  amorphous  phase,  and

modulus for the crystalline phase respectively. V CNT , η , b , and R are the CNT

Vf, orientation efficiency factor  [95], thickness of the crystalline layer surrounding the

CNTs,  and  radius  of  a  CNT  respectively.  This  model  tracked  very  well  with  the

experimental data  [37], however the greatest CNT Vf for which this model was applied

was  1.5%.  When  applied  to  the  data  set  from  the  present  dissertation,  very  poor

agreement was found; the model is linear while the data is nonlinear.

E=ECNTV CNT η+EA (1−V CNT )+(
b2

+2bR
R2 )V CNT (EC−EA) [37] (28)

To compensate for the nonlinearity, two changes were made to the model; the
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term accounting for crystal contribution was modified ( V C ), and the term responsible

for CNT contribution was modified to compensate for lateral reinforcement of the CNTs

under extreme packing ρ . The modulus can be expressed as an adaptation to the rule-

of-mixtures, i.e. the sum of the modulus contributions from the matrix ( M ), and CNTs

( V CNT ECNTρη ). M should be expressed as a combination of the rule of mixtures

and inverse rule of mixtures to account for the interpenetrating phase and particle phase

of  the  matrix,  as  the  degree  of  H-bonding and confinement  causes  a  shift  in  matrix

cohesion  with  increasing  volume  fraction.  The  constant β has  been  used  here  to

transition from the interpenetrating phase to the particle phase. M is defined as

M=(1−V CNT )[(1−β)(η V CEC

(V A+V C)
+

V A EA

(V A+V C))+β
EA EC

V A EC

(V A+E A)
+

V CEC

(V A+V C)
] (29)

Combining M with the crystal term gives

E=(1−V CNT)[(1−β)(η V C EC

(V A+V C)
+

V A EA

(V A+V C) )+β
EA EC

V AEC

(V A+EA)
+

V C EC

(V A+V C)
]+V CNT ECNTρη

(30)

where V A , V C ,  and V CNT  are  the  volume  fractions  of  amorphous  matrix,

crystalline matrix, and CNTs respectively. EA , EC , and ECNT  are the moduli of

the  amorphous  (neat)  matrix,  crystalline  matrix,  and  CNTs respectively. η and ρ

represent  CNT  orientation  and  lateral  reinforcement  of  the  CNTs  and  reduction  in

waviness to reduce buckling. Notice that η is missing from the amorphous contribution
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due  to  the  isotropic  nature  of  the  amorphous  matrix. V A can  be  expressed  as  the

volume of matrix remaining after V CNT and V C have been removed.

V A=1−V CNT−V C (31)

Crystalline volume fraction is directly proportional to hard-segment volume-

fraction V H and mobility γ , and inversely proportional to inter-CNT spacing S . 

As hard-segment content and mobility increase, there are more hard-segments to form 

crystals, and enough mobility to permit those formations. As inter-CNT spacing decrease,

mobility is restricted and crystal formation is inhibited. The resulting form is:

V C=
V H γ

S
(32)

Mobility ( γ ) is directly proportional to soft-segment volume-fraction ( V S ) ,

which  permits  movement  of  hard-segments  to  form crystals;  and  volume-fraction  of

matrix ( VM ), which permits chain movement more freely with the absence of CNTs.

ϕ is  a  constant  scaler  which  was  used  to  fit  the  model  to  the  experimental  data.

ϕ=20 for all materials, and so it is indicative of some mobility interaction between

PUU and CNTs. γ can be written as:

γ=ϕV SVM (33)

Where V H , V S , and VM are:

V H=[HS ](1−V CNT) (34)

V S=(1−[HS ])(1−V CNT ) (35)

VM=1−V CNT (36)
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HS is the weight percent of hard-segment for that PUU stoichiometric variant. The

inter-CNT spacing S , which was derived previously (Section 4.2.8), is:

S=r √
π

V CNT

−2r (37)

The final form of γ is:

γ=ϕ(1−[HS ])(1−V CNT )
2 (38)

leading to the final form of V C :

V C=
ϕV H V S(1−V CNT )

S
(39)

The orientation factor γ was taken from Coleman et. al; axial reinforcement is

η=1 and transverse reinforcement is η=0.38 [37].

The lateral reinforcement of the CNTs ρ can be expressed as a function of both

the lateral support of the CNTs and their geometric tendency to buckle ( α ) and lateral

reinforcement from neighboring CNTs V CNT such that

ρ=αV CNT (40)

α is a fitted term which is consistent for all materials, and has been set to 0.1. 

The ρ is thus a first-order approximation of the complex physical mechanisms 

governing the reinforcement and buckling of wavy vertically-aligned CNTs. Combining 

all previous terms, the final form of the modulus model is:

E=(1−V CNT)[(1−β)(η V C EC

(V A+V C)
+

V A EA

(V A+V C) )+β
EA EC

V AEC

(V A+EA)
+

V C EC

(V A+V C)
]+V CNT

2 ECNTα η
(41)
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EA was set equal to the elastic modulus of the neat material, EC was set to 12GPa,

which taken from hard-segment modulus recorded via AFM elsewhere [96]. ECNT was

taken as 200GPa, which was used previously  [37]. The  values for α were found by

fitting the model to the experimental data, the results of which can be seen in Table 5.1.

α is  constant  for  all  material,  which  is  reasonable  since  its  product  with

V CNT produces a value which represents the reduced tenancy for the CNTs to buckle.

β is the constant used to model the matrix material’s transition from interpenetrating

phase to particle phase. For small values of β , strong and rigid connectivity dominates

via rule of mixtures. For large values of β , weak connectivity dominates via inverse

rule  of  mixtures.  The  fact  that β is  higher  in  PNCs  with  CNT Vf’s  above  10% is

indicative of the poor cohesion which arises from reduced mobility in these materials.

The  larger  values for β in  PUU211 than  PUU541  below 10% CNTs indicates  soft

matrix reinforcement, which is consistent with the high degree of flexible soft-segments

present in the PUU211, offering a weaker cohesion.
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Constants for Model

Material α
PUU211

Neat - -
1% 0.1 0.7
5% 0.1 0.7
10% 0.1 0.7
20% 0.1 1
30% 0.1 1

PUU541
Neat - -
1% 0.1 0.2
5% 0.1 0.2
10% 0.1 0.2
20% 0.1 1
30% 0.1 1

β

Table 5.1: Constants for Physics-Based Indentation Model

Experimental  and  model-derived  quasi-static  nanoindentation  moduli  data  for

PUU211 and PUU541 materials can be found in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 respectively.

The model closely follows the trend in the data with only 
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of experiment and model indentation modulus data for all 
PUU211 materials.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of experiment and model indentation modulus data for all 
PUU541 materials.

To better convey the mechanisms responsible for each of the CNT Vf regimes, the 

plot of experimental and computational moduli has been sectioned with appropriate 

schematics, the result of which can be found in Figure 5.3. At CNT Vf's below 10%, the 

crystals formed near CNTs are spaced far enough apart to prevent drastic mechanical 

enhancement, though a marginal improvement may be found with mildly anisotropic 

behavior. This regime is dominated by the first term in the model, the amorphous matrix 

behavior. Near 10%, the packing of CNT-induced crystals, which is optimized at an inter-

CNT spacing of 28nm (~10% CNT Vf), produces significant mechanical enhancement to 

modulus, with marked anisotropy. This region is dominated by crystal contribution. 
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Around 20% CNTs, inter-CNT spacing is so small that chains remain kinetically trapped, 

preventing good matrix connectivity, and resulting in particle-phase behavior. Despite 

matrix weakening, the behavior remains highly anisotropic due to the high CNT loading. 

At 30% Vf, CNTs are so densely packed, that CNTs not only help prevent the buckling of 

their neighbors, but they reduce the waviness present in the CNTs, improving their 

resistance to buckling further. This regime is also quite anisotropic as expected, and is 

dominated by the last term in the model. This last term is responsible for both the 

particle-phase weakening observed at 20% and the CNT packing observed at 30%. To 

further understand the nature of this progression, smaller increments in CNT Vf would 

need to be studied.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of indentation modulus at various CNT Vf's with model, 
subdivided by regime which is thought to dominate loading at each Vf. The terms of the 
model which dominate each regime is also denoted.
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5.2 Development of Nanoindentation Storage Modulus Model

To capture  the  dynamic  behavior  of  the  materials,  the  storage  modulus  was

modeled.  This  model  was  built  off  of  the  quasi-static  indentation  modulus  in

Equation(41). The storage can be expressed as

E '=
E
ζ

+ω χ (42)

where ζ represents a factor which shifts the recorded quasi-static indentation modulus

to  the  dynamic  indentation  modulus  at  1Hz. ω represents  the  frequency  of

nanoindentation,  and χ represents  the  linear  rate-dependent  shift  with  respect  to

frequency. Substituting Equation(41) for E gives

E '=

(1−V CNT )[(1−β)(η V CEC

(V A+V C)
+

V A EA

(V A+V C))+β
E A EC

V A EC

(V A+E A)
+

V CEC

(V A+V C)
]+V CNT

2 ECNTα η

ζ
+ωχ

(43)

Constants for E’ Model
Material
PUU211 0.40 0.002
PUU541 0.77 0.0012

ζ χ (Gpa/Hz)

Table 5.2: Table of constants used to fit
the E' model to experimental data.

Tabulated constants used to fit the E’ model to the experimental data can be found

in Table 5.2. ζ is greater for PUU541 than PUU211, indicating that the shift from E to 

E’ is smaller in the stiffer materials. This could be associated with some rate-sensitivity 

between quasi-static rates and 1Hz. Values for χ are lower in the PUU541 materials 

than in the PUU211 materials. This indicates that rate sensitivity is unaffected by CNT 

Vf, but increases with higher soft-segment content. Plots comparing the computational 
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and experimental data for PUU211-T and PUU211-A can be found in Figure 5.4 and

Figure 5.5 respectively. Plots comparing the computational and experimental data for 

PUU541-T and PUU541-A can be found in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 respectively. The 

model follows the trends seen in the experimental data within some degree of error

Figure 5.4: Computations and experimental E' data for transverse PUU211.
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Figure 5.5: Computations and experimental E' data for axial PUU211.
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Figure 5.6: Computations and experimental E' data for transverse PUU541.
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Figure 5.7: Computations and experimental E' data for axial PUU541.

5.3 Summary

A model describing the quasi-static behavior of ultrahigh CNT Vf PUU PNCs has

been  developed  and  demonstrated  to  closely  match  the  experimental  data.  From the

model  it  is  clear  that  interpenetrating  matrix  and  crystallinity  dominate  mechanical

properties below ~10% Vf, while particle reinforcement by CNTs dominates high Vf’s. It

was  also  revealed  that  lateral  reinforcement  of  the  CNTs by  the  surrounding  matrix

increases with higher CNT content and hard-segment composition. Additionally, cohesion

issues arising from poor hydrogen-bonding increase step-wise above 20% CNTs, while

no apparent cohesion issues exist below 10%. This is consistent with AMF images of
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crystal  formation  and  confinement  issues  seen  in  PUU541-10  and  PUU541-20

respectively.  A dynamic  model  has  been  developed  which  builds  on  the  quasi-static

model.  There is fairly good agreement between the model and the experimental data.

Furthermore, it has been observed that the shifts from E to E’ and from 1Hz to 200Hz are

both greater in PUU with higher soft-segment composition.

Due to the uncertainty of the precise physical interactions at play; i.e. the exact

bonding interactions  between the  hard-segments  and the  CNTs,  the  kinetics  of  chain

mobility and H-bonding under confinement, the nature of soft-segment aggregation, etc.,

it is dubious to predict exact behavior of materials using the above model. Instead, the

model has been developed to elucidate the physics governing the interactions described to

draw conclusions about the mechanisms at play. A small degree of predictability can be

employed with different PUUs or CNT Vf's, though conclusions drawn would not come

with  excellent  confidence.  Modulus  may  be  expected  to  follow  the  sigmoid  pattern

observed,  however  the precise location of  the local  minimum and maximum may be

difficult to determine without further experimentation. The model does however offer a

significant contribution over existing models to describe the behavior of the material and

the interactions between matrix and CNTs which govern different Vf regimes.

In order to improve the model to provide confident predictability of materials,

several additional investigations must be made. First, an understanding of the nature of

the  crystals  must  be  obtained;  i.e.  is  the  crystal  entirely  hard-segment,  how  are  the

crystals  bound  to  the  CNTs,  what  governs  crystal  geometry,  etc.  Only  after  having

complete understanding of these mechanisms can a predictive model be produced.
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6 Conclusions

6.1 Summary of Research

6.1.1 Molecular & Microstructural Characterization

6.1.1.1 Neat &  1%Vf

Through the work on cure behavior of the stoichiometrically varied neat and PNC

PUU, much has been learned regarding the nature of this novel PUU’s polymerization,

and the consequential requisite cure cycling. From initial DSC and TGA tests, and the

post-cure study of neat and PNC PUU211 and PUU541, 24 hours at 130°C is sufficient to

cure the polymer without imparting damage. PUU541 may cure slightly faster, but 18

hours at 130°C is insufficient. For consistency, all materials were cured at 130°C for 24

hours.

Through the work on cure behavior of the stoichiometrically varied neat and PNC PUU,

much has been learned regarding the nature of this  novel  PUU’s polymerization,  and the

consequential requisite cure cycling. DSC, TGA, and ATR tests of neat and PNC PUU211 and

PUU541 confirm that 24 hours at 130°C is sufficient to cure the polymer without imparting

damage [82]. TGA experiments revealed identical thermal degradation up to 340°C. There are

two major spikes in thermal degradation at 340°C and 440°C, associated with hard-segment and

soft-segment degradation respectively [82]. Neat PUU burn-offs plateau at 10% above 475°C.

Similar patterns were seen in PUU PNCs, though a uniform upward shift of ~5% was present.

This could not be attributed to CNT weight percent, as CNTs account for ~1% of the weight.

DSC exotherms  in  first  heating  passes  of  PNCs  indicate  formation  of  hard-segment

crystals,  the  presence  of  which  were  confirmed  via  AFM.  CNT-induced hard-segment
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crystallization stabilized thermal degradation of the hard phase  [82]. Because the urea-based

hard-segments do not melt  prior to pyrolization, it  is likely that the hard-segment crystals

induced by the CNTs have not melted by 335°C, and so degradation at this temperature is

stabilized by the crystal  structures.  The absence of  crystallinity  in  neat  PUU materials  is

consistent with the higher rate of degradation at 340°C.

Cryotomed  surfaces  indicate  that  PUU  is  better  phase-mixed  when  in-situ

polymerized in aligned CNTs [84]. Furthermore, the hard-segment mobility permitted by

greater soft-segment content of the PUU211 lead to CNT-induced hard-segment crystals

oriented parallel the axes of the CNTs [82]. DSC suggests that similar crystal formation

and orientation may be seen in PUU with smaller soft-segment content as in the PUU541,

however an annealing step is required [82]. The phase mixing is improved in the PNCs

indicating  some degree  of  CNT-mediated  phase-mixing  during  in-situ  polymerization

[82]. This is due to restriction of chain mobility during cure [82]. SAXS confirmed the

absence of crystals in neat PUU and the presence in PUU PNCs. Furthermore, the SAXS

confirmed  that  while  crystals  have  formed  due  to  CNTs,  the  feature  size  decreases,

leading to a better phase-mixed matrix [82].

6.1.1.2 Vf Effects

PUU PNCs  with  CNT Vf's  of  1%,  5%,  10%,  20%,  and  30% were  successfully

fabricated using a wettable densification and confinement method [84]. Complete and void-free

wetting was confirmed via Micro-CT. TGA revealed thermal stabilization of the hard-segment

degradation by the CNTs, with negligible dependence on CNT Vf [84]. CNTs have little effect

on degree of phase-mixing in in-situ polymerized PUU211 as seen by no change in soft-segment

Tg with respect to CNT Vf [84]. These soft-segment crystals form only after hard-segment
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crystallization, i.e. after the annealing step. Soft-segment crystallization is therefore thought to

arise from favorable morphology created by the thermodynamic formation of hard-segment

crystals [83]. Restricted mobility of the soft-segments due to the CNTs leads to greater heat

required to liberate the movement of irreversible hard-segment short-order rearrangements [84].

The exothermic formation of hard-segment crystals grows with increasing CNT Vf, indicating a

catalytic interaction between the CNTs and crystallization  [84]. Higher hard-segment content

appears to have no impact, though this could be confounded by the increased energy required to

liberate hard-segments in a low soft-segment environment with reduced mobility. Increasing

CNT Vf and hard-segment content both restrict mobility, and increase phase-mixing of in-situ

polymerized PUU [84]. This was reflected in the smoothing of soft-segment Tg with increase

CNTs in PUU541. Second heating passes in DSC revealed soft-segment crystal formation and

melting in PUU211 but not in PUU541, indicative of suitable mobility in PUU211 but not in

PUU541 [84].

ATR tests confirmed complete cure in all cases, and confirmed the trend of decreased

chain mobility in polymers with higher hard-segment content and greater CNT loading. N-H, C-

H, and C-O peaks decreased in intensity as hard-segment content and CNT Vf increased [84].

This indicates that chains were unable to find entropically favorable positions during cure due to

the aforementioned mobility restriction [84].

Highly-ordered, highly-oriented crystals with a diameter of ~30nm were observed in the

PUU541-10T via AFM. CNTs at this Vf have an inter-CNT spacing of ~18nm, corresponding to

a center-to-center spacing of ~28nm. Because crystals of this size were observed at greater CNT

spacings, it has been concluded that PUU prefers crystals of this size. The 10% CNT Vf then
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presents an optimized spacing to permit maximum crystal packing [83]. The PUU541-20 on the

other hand, with an inter-CNT spacing of ~10nm, restricts chain mobility so severely that groups

are unable to aggregate and form short-range ordered hydrogen-bonds [83].

6.1.2 Multiscale Mechanical Characterization

6.1.2.1 Neat &  1%Vf

PUU211 and PUU541 neat and PNC materials have been mechanically characterized at

the microscale. Quasi-static nanoindentation has produced evidence of homogeneous phase-

mixing within ~1μm2, as evinced by uniform mechanical properties in all tests of each surface.

This was supported by dynamic nanoindentation test. The indentation moduli, storage moduli,

and loss moduli were found to increase among the materials in the following order: PUU211N,

PUU211T, PUU211A, PUU541N, PUU541T, and PUU541A. PUU PNCs with axial CNTs

leverage the compressive loading of the CNTs present, giving rise to the greater improvement in

elastic modulus over their neat counterparts (354% for PUU211A and 46% for PUU541A).

Greater enhancement is seen in the softer PUU211 materials than the PUU541 materials due to

the  stiffness  mismatch  between  PUU211  and  the  CNTs,  permitting  a  greater  loading

contribution from the CNTs. This enhancement is roughly a flat increase in indentation modulus

for both PUU211A and PUU541A over the neat materials. This is likely a combined effect of

greater CNT-matrix mismatch in the PUU211 PNC as well as increased CNT mobility under

buckling, which act to increase and decrease effective modulus respectively. The hard-segment

crystals aligned parallel to the CNTs also plays a major role in these enhancements  [82].

Furthermore, the  PUU materials exhibit a rate sensitivity which is more pronounced in the

PUU211  materials  due  to  the  larger  and  more  rate-sensitive  soft  segment  content  [82].

Consequently, greater rate sensitivity is seen in the PUU PNCs with transverse CNTs than in
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those with axial CNTs due to the matrix-dominated loading of the PNCs with transverse CNTs.

Finally, CNTs have been found to alter the in-situ polymerized PUU matrix via crystallization in

addition  to  simple  mechanical  reinforcement.  Thus  a  synergistic  thermal  and  mechanical

improvement to PUU materials has been observed whereby CNTs enhance the PUU matrix

creating  a  molecularly  engineered  hierarchical  composite.  Further  work  is  required  to

understand the extent and optimization of this phenomenon, particularly the effects of CNT

volume fraction and annealing.

Thermal sweeps of DMA reveal large thermal dependence in PUU211 than in PUU541,

though both experience significant drops in  storage moduli.  Frequency sweeps reveal that

mechanical  properties  measured  at  the  nanoscale  translate  well  to  the  macroscale.  Thus,

materials  can  be  characterized  at  the  nanoscale  with  reasonable  expectations  for  their

performance at the nanoscale.

6.1.2.2 Vf Effects

PUU211 and PUU541 PNCs with 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, and 30% Vf have been

tested  via  quasi-static  and  nanoindentation.  For  PUU211  materials,  the  trend  is  that

higher CNT Vf's gives rise to higher indentation moduli, and axial orientations exhibit

higher  indentation  moduli  than  transverse  ones.  This  is  as  expected  due  to  the  high

stiffness imparted from the CNTs, especially when under columnar loading.  Large EI

enhancements were seen, with up to 1600% improvement in the transverse orientation

and 3500% axially in the PUU211-30 samples [84]. The exceptions to this trend are the

axially loaded 10% and 20% Vf samples, which behave uncharacteristically stiffer and

softer for the given Vf's respectively [84]. The trends for PUU541 materials are similar to

those seen in the axially loaded PUU211 materials. The 18nm inter-CNT spacing seen in
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PUU541-10 induces excellent mechanical properties, while higher CNT Vf's only serve to

diminish EI [84]. This phenomenon can be attributed to the confinement effects of the polymer

observed via AFM in these materials. The preferred crystalline morphology of PUU appears to

be ~30nm, as seen in AFM of PUU211-N and PUU541-10 [84]. This size corresponds to an

inter-CNT spacing of ~20nm and a CNT Vf of 10%. At this CNT loading, CNT-induced hard-

segment crystals are packed as tightly as possible while still allowing their formation without

annealing [84]. The inter-CNT spacing of ~10nm associated with a CNT Vf of 20% leads to

severe mechanical weakening due to low hydrogen-bonding and an amorphous matrix  [84].

Dynamic data  reflects  the trends  seen in quasi-static  tests,  with a  few new points of

interest.  Axially  loaded PUU541-10 offers  excellent  enhancement  in  storage  modulus

over  the  neat  material,  while  transverse  loading  greatly  improve  loss  modulus  [84].

Additionally, the storage is highly rate-sensitive, while the loss is rate-insensitive  [84].

This  material  is  the most  anisotropic,  and exhibits  an  excellent  combination  of  axial

stiffness and transverse loss [84]. PUU541-20, however, shows large decreases in storage

and loss moduli, with significant rate-dependence in transverse loss [84]. For this reason,

PUU541-20  would  serve  as  an  excellent  rate-dependent  damper.  Because  axial  EI

enhancement at 10% is seen in both PUU211 and PUU541, it cannot be linked to soft-

segment  composition,  though rate-sensitivity  of  axial  storage  modulus  improves  with

higher hard-segment composition [84]. The weakening of PNCs with 20% CNT loadings

is also independent of hard-segment composition, though rate-sensitive increase in loss

appears only in higher hard-segment composition PUU [84].
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6.1.3 Indentation Modulus Model

A model describing the quasi-static behavior of ultrahigh CNT Vf PUU PNCs has been

developed and demonstrated to closely match the experimental data. From the model it is clear

that interpenetrating matrix and crystallinity dominate mechanical properties below ~10% Vf,

while particle reinforcement by CNTs dominates high Vf’s. It was also revealed that lateral

reinforcement of the CNTs by the surrounding matrix increases with higher CNT content and

hard-segment composition. Additionally, cohesion issues arising from poor hydrogen-bonding

increase step-wise above 20% CNTs, while no apparent cohesion issues exist below 10%. This

is consistent with AMF images of crystal formation and confinement issues seen in PUU541-10

and PUU541-20 respectively. A dynamic model has been developed which builds on the quasi-

static model. There is fairly good agreement between the model and the experimental data.

Furthermore, it has been observed that the shifts from E to E’ and from 1Hz to 200Hz are both

greater in PUU with higher soft-segment composition.

6.2 Scientific & Technical Contributions

6.2.1 Method for Infusing Ultrahigh Volume-Fraction CNT forests with 
Poly(Urethane-Urea)

A novel process for thermal-curing of PUU has been developed which allows for

synthesizing PNCs. This method has proven to adequately wet biaxially densified CNT

forests to form PNCs with up to 30% Vf,  the highest CNT loading to date. This was

achieved  using  blocked  diisocyanate  to  synthesize  a  stoveable  PUU,  which  enabled

warming,  infusion,  and  degassing  prior  to  polymerization.  Voidless  infusion  was

confirmed via Micro-CT.
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6.2.2 Characterization of CNT-Induced Hard-Segment Crystallization, 
Stabilization, & Orientation

An understanding of the interaction between PUU matrix materials and CNTs of

various Vf's has been obtained; particularly, the formation of CNT-induced hard segment

crystals and consequential phase-separation has been demonstrated via AFM & SAXS.

Increased  hard-segment  content  and  CNT loading  both  reduce  chain  mobility,  while

increasing temperature improves chain mobility. Hard-segment crystals form catalytically

when chain mobility is great enough; either in-situ at low CNT loading and low hard-

segment content, or at higher temperatures via annealing. Reduced chain mobility from

high CNT loadings gives rise to greater phase-mixing of in-situ polymerized PUU; as

well as a more even distribution of ordered, disordered, and free H-bonds. Hard-segments

are non-destructively liberated at higher temperatures due to soft-segment chain melting,

permitting  hard-segment  crystallization  at  hard-segment  concentrations  and CNT Vf’s

which  prevent  in-situ  crystal  formation.  Hard-segment  crystal  formation  at  these

temperatures is more exothermic in PNCs with higher CNT Vf’s, which is attributed to a

greater number of catalytic interactions between CNTs and hard-segments. The presence

of these CNT-induced crystals was found to stabilize the thermal degradation of hard-

segments  via  increased hydrogen bonding and order. Beyond 1% CNT Vf,  additional

CNT loading demonstrates insignificant improvement to the stabilization of hard-segment

thermal degradation.

6.2.3 Multiscale Mechanical Characterization of PUU-Based Aligned CNT 
Polymer Nanocomposites

Confinement effects were observed in ultrahigh Vf CNT PUU PNCs, confirming

that  crystal  size  and  orientation  is  highly  dependent  on  inter-CNT  spacing.  These
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confinement effects arise from an optimized mobility which is a function of both hard-

segment  composition and CNT Vf;  both reduce chain mobility. Greatest  stiffness and

storage  enhancements  are  found  in  materials  which  permit  sufficient  mobility  while

providing the greatest density and alignment of hard-segment crystals. Conversely, the

greatest  loss  behavior  is  achieved when mobility  and spacing are  sufficiently  low to

produce matrix with low H-bonding with the PUU backbone, resulting in weak bonding

between  hard  domains.  These  phenomena  demonstrate  a  tunability  of  mechanical

properties by adjusting inter-CNT spacing in conjunction with hard-segment content. By

controlling these parameters  to  form and orient  hard-segment  crystals,  the  CNTs can

synergistically transform the matrix to behave stiffer and more anisotropically than would

otherwise be achievable. Transverse storage properties at the microscale are found to be

twice as high as bending storage at the macroscale for all materials, though with slightly

different low-frequency responses,  and similar medium and high-frequency responses.

DMA closely matches properties found via dynamic nanoindentation in neat and 1% Vf

PNCs; thus macroscale mechanical properties can reasonably be expected to follow those

observed via nanoindentation for these materials. Similarly may continue in PNCs with

higher CNT loading, though this has not been confirmed due to specimen fabrication

restrictions. This scale similarity provides the ability to test on one scale with reasonable

expectations for performance at another scale, suggesting that properties exhibited are

universally applicable to materials of a wide range of length-scales.

6.2.4 Development of Model Describing CNT-Matrix Interaction & 
Mechanical Properties

A model describing the quasi-static behavior of ultrahigh CNT Vf PUU PNCs has been
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developed and demonstrated to closely match the experimental data. The model successfully

captures the nuances of the peculiar mechanical behavior observed with increasing CNT Vf’s in

tightly-packed PUU PNCs. The insights gained here speak to the mechanisms at play between

the CNTs and the matrix, as well as confirming the experimental observations of morphology.

6.3 Future Work

Near-term work will begin with quasi-static and dynamic nanoindentation with

temperature steps using an in-situ heating stage. This will provide thermo-mechanical

data at the microscale which can be compared with similar data from DMA. The effect of

thermal  conditioning  and  annealing  on  morphological,  and  therefore  mechanical

properties,  is  significant.  To address  these  inherent  uncertainties  and gain  knowledge

which can be leveraged to tune properties of these materials, an anneal study will be

undertaken. PNCs will be fabricated under varying thermal regimes and then analyzed

via ATR, SAXS, DSC, AFM, nanoindentation, and DMA.

Another major thrust will be to conduct similar studies with a wider range of PUU

stoichiometries,  and  then  compare  these  PNCs  with  similar  PNCs  based  on  other

aerospace polymers of interst. Furthermore, investigative comparisons with thermoplastic

polyurethane  (TPU)  will  be  conducted  to  understand  the  similarities  with  purely

thermoplastic PNCs.

In the long-term, fuzzy fiber reinforced plastics (FFRPs) will be fabricated and

studied using the knowledge gained from PNC work to tune the desired properties. This

FFRP work  will  seek  to  understand  the  thermal  and  mechanical  properties  of  these

composites, and the improvement offered by the presence of high-density, highly-orderd
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CNTs. One complication lies in the fact that the current work involved vertically-aligned

CNTs, while this  FFRP work will  deal  with radially-aligned CNTs. It's  expected that

these CNTs will provide a combination of inter-CNT spacings which arise from diverging

neighboring CNTs, and the interjection of CNTs grown from neighboring fibers.  The

result will be a more stochastic distribution of crystals in the matrix material. In addition

to this, the radially-aligned CNTs will reinforce the matrix perpendicular to the fibers,

offering greater mechanical enhancement in the directions which are weakest in fiber-

reinforced  plastics.  These  investigations  will  include  tensile,  bending,  interlaminar

fracture  toughness,  fatigue,  and  delamination  test.  Furthermore,  multifunctionality  of

these materials will be studied to understand the extent to which these composites exhibit

anisotropic conductivity and strength recovery; with the end goal of creating tunable,

damage-sensing, self-healing composites for aerospace applications.

6.4 Expected Impact

A significant contribution has been made to the understanding of mechanisms at

play  between  aligned  CNTs  and  PUU.  This  work  will  aid  in  understanding  the

microstructural implications of CNTs on biphasic polymers. Findings will also lead to a

more complete understanding of CNT-matrix interactions as they pertain to reinforcement

of softer materials, potentially opening PNCs and FFRPs up to new applications which

were  mechanically  prohibitive.  Work  may  eventually  lead  to  the  development  of

aerospace  structural  composites  which  are  simultaneously  fatigue-resistant,  self-

monitoring,  electrically  conductive,  electromagnetic  interference  shielding  (EMI),  and

self-healing;  thanks  to  the  conductive  nature  of  these  types  of  composites.  Further
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applications  may  include  piezoresistivity,  energy  storage,  or  energy  harvesting

applications though expansion of the lessons learned from CNT-matrix interaction.

Future work applying understanding of these microstructural phenomena to fuzzy

fiber reinforced plastics (FFRPs) will be continued. Additionally, work which elucidates

the degree of interlaminar reinforcement of laminated PUU-based FFRPs, and if possible,

the  responsible  mechanism  will  be  carried  out.  Furthermore,  work  demonstrating

conductive multifunctionality will be undertaken. This work entails in-situ conductivity

measurements  of  Mode  I  fracture  specimens  undergoing  load-to-failure  and  fatigue

conditioning. Information gained would provide an understanding of the feasibility of

real-time  strain  sensing  and  fatigue  awareness  of  materials,  potentially  leading  to

sophisticated material state awareness and material health monitoring applications.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Python Scripts for Nanoindentation Analysis & Anelastic Correct

7.1.1 Calculate & Append ḣ & Ṗ

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

import os,sys,shutil
import fnmatch
import pandas as pd
from pandas import DataFrame
from pandas_datareader import data
import numpy as np

## Set Directory
walk_dir = '/home/X/Desktop/Dissertation Data/011 Vf Nanoindentation'

print('walk_dir = ' + walk_dir)

# If your current working directory may change during script execution, it's 
recommended to
# immediately convert program arguments to an absolute path. Then the variable root 
below will
# be an absolute path as well. Example:
# walk_dir = os.path.abspath(walk_dir)

## Begin Directory Walkthrough
print('walk_dir (absolute) = ' + os.path.abspath(walk_dir))

for root, subdirs, files in os.walk(walk_dir):
    print('--\nroot = ' + root)
    list_file_path = os.path.join(root, 'my-directory-list.txt')
    print('list_file_path = ' + list_file_path)

    with open(list_file_path, 'wb') as list_file:
        for subdir in subdirs:
            print('\t- subdirectory ' + subdir)

            
## Begin Working with File
        for filename in files:
            if filename.endswith('LC.txt'):     #find file ending with ' '
                file_path = os.path.join(root, filename)
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                #print('\t File Processed: %s' % (filename))
                #print('\t- file %s (full path: %s)' % (filename, root))
                
                df = pd.read_csv(file_path, skiprows=[0,1,2], sep='\t',  encoding='ISO-8859-1') 
#read in file & encode

## cut dataframes to windows which matter               
                dfhcuthead = df[ (df['Time (s)'] > 14.75) & (df['Time (s)'] < 14.8)].reset_index()
#beginning of hdot window
                dfhcuttail = df[ (df['Time (s)'] > 14.95) & (df['Time (s)'] < 15)].reset_index()    
#end of hdot window
                dfpcuthead = df[ (df['Time (s)'] > 15) & (df['Time (s)'] < 15.25)].reset_index()  
#beginning of pdot window
                dfpcuttail = df[ (df['Time (s)'] > 18) & (df['Time (s)'] < 18.25)].reset_index()    
#end of pdot window
                
## calculate hdot & pdot, & append to dataframe                
                #delhheaddata = list()       #creat lists for deltas to be placed in
                #delhtaildata = list()
                #delpheaddata = list()
                #delptaildata = list()
                #for i in range(len(dfhcuthead)-1):     #calculate delta h
                #    delhheaddata.append(dfhcuthead.ix[i+1][0]-dfhcuthead.ix[i][0])  
                #for i in range(len(dfhcuttail)-1):     #calculate delta h
                #    delhtaildata.append(dfhcuttail.ix[i+1][0]-dfhcuttail.ix[i][0])
                #for i in range(len(dfpcuthead)-1):                          #calculate delta p & t, & 
append lists
                #    delpheaddata.append(dfpcuthead.ix[i+1][1]-dfpcuthead.ix[i][1])
                #for i in range(len(dfpcuttail)-1):                          #calculate delta p & t, & 
append lists
                #    delptaildata.append(dfpcuttail.ix[i+1][1]-dfpcuttail.ix[i][1])
                #delhhead = pd.Series(delhheaddata)  #convert lists to dataframes
                #delhtail = pd.Series(delhtaildata)
                #delphead = pd.Series(delpheaddata)
                #delptail = pd.Series(delptaildata)
                delth = 0.2 #time diff for hdot window
                deltp = 3   #time diff for pdot window
                
                
                #dfhcuthead.to_csv('/home/X/Desktop/Testh', sep = '\t', encoding = 'ISO-8859-
1') #verify correct columns for hdto and pdot
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                hdot = (np.mean(dfhcuttail.iloc[:,1]) - np.mean(dfhcuthead.iloc[:,1]))/delth  
#average beginning & end of hdot window, then divide by t (delth)
                pdot = (np.mean(dfpcuttail.iloc[:,2]) - np.mean(dfpcuthead.iloc[:,2]))/deltp  
#average beginning & end of pdot window, then divide by t (deltp)
                
                
## find where to place new data in summary file                
                directory = os.path.dirname(file_path)   #find current directory
                files = os.listdir(directory)              #list files in directory
                
                
                pattern1 = '* Analysis * Outliers.txt'            #specify pattern of target file. Look 
for "Appended" first.
                pattern2 = '* Analysis * Outliers Appended.csv'                

                
## If Appended file exists, overwrite it.                               
                TargetFile = fnmatch.filter(files, pattern2) #find target file
                TargetFileName = ''.join(TargetFile)        #convert TargetFile array to string
                TargetPath = os.path.join(directory, TargetFileName)    #reconstruct TargetPath

                if os.path.isfile(TargetPath) == True:                 
                    apSumFile = TargetPath
                    dfA = pd.read_csv(TargetPath, sep = '\t',  encoding = 'ISO-8859-1') #read in 
TargetFile
     
                    
## If Appended file does not exist, create it.               
                    
                else:                       
                    TargetFile = fnmatch.filter(files, pattern1) #find target file
                    TargetFileName = ''.join(TargetFile)        #convert TargetFile array to string
                    TargetPath = os.path.join(directory, TargetFileName)    #reconstruct 
TargetPath
                    apSumFile = TargetPath.replace('.txt', ' Appended.csv')
                    dfA = pd.read_csv(TargetPath, skiprows=[0,1], sep = '\t',  encoding = 'ISO-
8859-1') #read in TargetFile

                                      
## Find row to place new line                                      
                file_path = os.path.basename(file_path)     #get name of current QS file
                lineSearch = file_path.replace('.txt', '.hys') #convert so filename matches "File" 
in summary file
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## place data and save csv               
                dfA.loc[dfA.File == lineSearch, 'hdot'] = hdot    #overwrite target row
                dfA.loc[dfA.File == lineSearch, 'pdot'] = pdot
                
                dfA.to_csv(apSumFile, sep = '\t',  encoding = 'ISO-8859-1', index=False)    
#export appended dataframe to new file
                    
                print('\t File Processed: %s' % (filename))

7.1.2 Calculate & Append True E I

#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

import os,sys,shutil
import fnmatch
import pandas as pd
from pandas import DataFrame
from pandas_datareader import data
import numpy as np
import scipy as sp
from scipy import stats
from itertools import groupby

walk_dir = '/home/X/Desktop/Dissertation Data/011 Vf Nanoindentation'

beta=1

print('walk_dir = ' + walk_dir)

# If your current working directory may change during script execution, it's 
recommended to
# immediately convert program arguments to an absolute path. Then the variable root 
below will
# be an absolute path as well. Example:
# walk_dir = os.path.abspath(walk_dir)
print('walk_dir (absolute) = ' + os.path.abspath(walk_dir))

for root, subdirs, files in os.walk(walk_dir):
    print('--\nroot = ' + root)
    list_file_path = os.path.join(root, 'my-directory-list.txt')
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    print('list_file_path = ' + list_file_path)

    with open(list_file_path, 'wb') as list_file:
        for subdir in subdirs:
            print('\t- subdirectory ' + subdir)

        for filename in files:
            if filename.endswith('Outliers Appended.csv'):
                file_path = os.path.join(root, filename)

                #print('\t- file %s (full path: %s)' % (filename, root))

                              
                df = pd.read_csv(file_path, sep='\t',  encoding='ISO-8859-1') #read in file & 
encode
                
                df['S'] = 1/((1/df.iloc[:,3]) + (df.hdot/(abs(df.pdot)))) #calculate S
                df['ErCorrected'] = (1000)*(df.S/(2*beta))*np.sqrt(np.pi/(df.iloc[:,4])) 
#Calculate Corrected Er
                df['ErCorrectedDiff'] = df['Er(GPa)'] - df.ErCorrected  #calculate difference 
between original Er and Er Corrected
                
                df.to_csv(file_path.replace('Appended', 'Er Appended'), sep = '\t',  encoding = 
'ISO-8859-1', index=False)
                print('\t File Processed: %s' % (filename))

7.1.3 Calculate Standard Error & Perform One-Way Annova Test

#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

import os,sys,shutil
import fnmatch
import pandas as pd
from pandas import DataFrame
from pandas_datareader import data
import numpy as np
import scipy as sp
from scipy import stats
from itertools import groupby

walk_dir = '/home/X/Desktop/Dissertation Data/011 Vf Nanoindentation'
master_path = '/home/X/Desktop/Dissertation Data/011 Vf 
Nanoindentation/MasterData.csv'
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fail_path = '/home/X/Desktop/Dissertation Data/011 Vf Nanoindentation/MasterFail.csv'

g = 0   #counter for good files written
b = 0   #counter for bad files written
sig = 2

print('walk_dir = ' + walk_dir)

# If your current working directory may change during script execution, it's 
recommended to
# immediately convert program arguments to an absolute path. Then the variable root 
below will
# be an absolute path as well. Example:
# walk_dir = os.path.abspath(walk_dir)
print('walk_dir (absolute) = ' + os.path.abspath(walk_dir))

for root, subdirs, files in os.walk(walk_dir):
    print('--\nroot = ' + root)
    list_file_path = os.path.join(root, 'my-directory-list.txt')
    print('list_file_path = ' + list_file_path)

    with open(list_file_path, 'wb') as list_file:
        for subdir in subdirs:
            print('\t- subdirectory ' + subdir)

        for filename in files:
            if filename.endswith('With Outliers Er Appended.csv'):
                file_path = os.path.join(root, filename)

                print('\t- file %s (full path: %s)' % (filename, root))

                ## read file

                #file_path = '/home/X/Desktop/PUU211 NQ Analysis No Outliers Er 
Appended.csv'

                df = pd.read_csv(file_path, sep='\t',  encoding='ISO-8859-1') #read in file & 
encode
                df = df[np.isfinite(df.hdot)]
                mean = df['ErCorrected'].mean()
                std = df['ErCorrected'].std()
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                ## Split file by positions
                dfPoints = df.groupby([df.File.str[:24]]).size().reset_index(name='Points') 
#group by file name (first 24 characters) & count

## Different if statements for groups of various sizez

                if dfPoints.Points.count() == 2:

                    df1 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[0]))]   #split groups into 
separate dataframes
                    df2 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[1]))]

                    mean1 = df1['ErCorrected'].mean()   #find means for groups
                    mean2 = df2['ErCorrected'].mean()

                    std1 = df1['ErCorrected'].std()     #find sd for groups
                    std2 = df2['ErCorrected'].std()

                    ## Restrict to exclude outliers
                    df1s = df1[ (df1['ErCorrected'] > (mean1-(std1*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean1+(std1*sig)))]   #get rid of outliers: sigma above
                    df2s = df2[ (df2['ErCorrected'] > (mean2-(std2*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean2+(std2*sig)))]

                    dfs = pd.concat([df1s, df2s], axis=0)     #create dataframe from group 
dataframes
                    ## Perform Anova Test

                    f_val, p_val = stats.f_oneway(df1s['ErCorrected'], df2s['ErCorrected'])     
#calculate anova
                    #p_val = 1   #for debugging purposes: comment line to run normally

                if dfPoints.Points.count() == 3:
                    df1 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[0]))]
                    df2 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[1]))]
                    df3 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[2]))]

                    mean1 = df1['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean2 = df2['ErCorrected'].mean()
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                    mean3 = df3['ErCorrected'].mean()

                    std1 = df1['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std2 = df2['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std3 = df3['ErCorrected'].std()

                    ## Restrict to exclude outliers
                    df1s = df1[ (df1['ErCorrected'] > (mean1-(std1*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean1+(std1*sig)))]
                    df2s = df2[ (df2['ErCorrected'] > (mean2-(std2*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean2+(std2*sig)))]
                    df3s = df3[ (df3['ErCorrected'] > (mean3-(std3*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean3+(std3*sig)))]

                    dfs = pd.concat([df1s, df2s, df3s], axis=0)     #create dataframe from group 
dataframes

                    f_val, p_val = stats.f_oneway(df1s['ErCorrected'], df2s['ErCorrected'], 
df3s['ErCorrected'])

                if dfPoints.Points.count() == 4:
                    df1 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[0]))]
                    df2 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[1]))]
                    df3 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[2]))]
                    df4 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[3]))]

                    mean1 = df1['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean2 = df2['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean3 = df3['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean4 = df4['ErCorrected'].mean()

                    std1 = df1['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std2 = df2['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std3 = df3['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std4 = df4['ErCorrected'].std()

                    ## Restrict to exclude outliers
                    df1s = df1[ (df1['ErCorrected'] > (mean1-(std1*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean1+(std1*sig)))]
                    df2s = df2[ (df2['ErCorrected'] > (mean2-(std2*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean2+(std2*sig)))]
                    df3s = df3[ (df3['ErCorrected'] > (mean3-(std3*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean3+(std3*sig)))]
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                    df4s = df4[ (df4['ErCorrected'] > (mean4-(std4*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean4+(std4*sig)))]

                    dfs = pd.concat([df1s, df2s, df3s, df4s], axis=0)     #create dataframe from 
group dataframes

                    ## Perform Anova Test

                    f_val, p_val = stats.f_oneway(df1s['ErCorrected'], df2s['ErCorrected'], 
df3s['ErCorrected'], df4s['ErCorrected'])
                    #p_val = 1   #for debugging purposes: comment line to run normally
                    
                    
                if dfPoints.Points.count() == 5:
                    df1 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[0]))]
                    df2 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[1]))]
                    df3 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[2]))]
                    df4 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[3]))]
                    df5 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[5]))]

                    mean1 = df1['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean2 = df2['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean3 = df3['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean4 = df4['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean5 = df5['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    

                    std1 = df1['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std2 = df2['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std3 = df3['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std4 = df4['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std5 = df5['ErCorrected'].std()

                    ## Restrict to exclude outliers
                    df1s = df1[ (df1['ErCorrected'] > (mean1-(std1*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean1+(std1*sig)))]
                    df2s = df2[ (df2['ErCorrected'] > (mean2-(std2*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean2+(std2*sig)))]
                    df3s = df3[ (df3['ErCorrected'] > (mean3-(std3*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean3+(std3*sig)))]
                    df4s = df4[ (df4['ErCorrected'] > (mean4-(std4*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean4+(std4*sig)))]
                    df5s = df5[ (df5['ErCorrected'] > (mean5-(std5*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
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(mean5+(std5*sig)))]

                    dfs = pd.concat([df1s, df2s, df3s, df4s, df5s], axis=0)     #create dataframe 
from group dataframes

                    ## Perform Anova Test

                    f_val, p_val = stats.f_oneway(df1s['ErCorrected'], df2s['ErCorrected'], 
df3s['ErCorrected'], df4s['ErCorrected'], df5s['ErCorrected'])
                    
                    
                if dfPoints.Points.count() == 6:
                    df1 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[0]))]
                    df2 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[1]))]
                    df3 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[2]))]
                    df4 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[3]))]
                    df5 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[4]))]
                    df6 = df[(df['File'].str.contains(dfPoints.File[5]))]

                    mean1 = df1['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean2 = df2['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean3 = df3['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean4 = df4['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean5 = df5['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    mean6 = df6['ErCorrected'].mean()
                    

                    std1 = df1['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std2 = df2['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std3 = df3['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std4 = df4['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std5 = df5['ErCorrected'].std()
                    std6 = df6['ErCorrected'].std()

                    ## Restrict to exclude outliers
                    df1s = df1[ (df1['ErCorrected'] > (mean1-(std1*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean1+(std1*sig)))]
                    df2s = df2[ (df2['ErCorrected'] > (mean2-(std2*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean2+(std2*sig)))]
                    df3s = df3[ (df3['ErCorrected'] > (mean3-(std3*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean3+(std3*sig)))]
                    df4s = df4[ (df4['ErCorrected'] > (mean4-(std4*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean4+(std4*sig)))]
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                    df5s = df5[ (df5['ErCorrected'] > (mean5-(std5*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean5+(std5*sig)))]
                    df6s = df6[ (df6['ErCorrected'] > (mean6-(std6*sig))) & (df['ErCorrected'] < 
(mean6+(std6*sig)))]

                    dfs = pd.concat([df1s, df2s, df3s, df4s, df5s, df6s], axis=0)     #create 
dataframe from group dataframes

                    ## Perform Anova Test

                    f_val, p_val = stats.f_oneway(df1s['ErCorrected'], df2s['ErCorrected'], 
df3s['ErCorrected'], df4s['ErCorrected'], df5s['ErCorrected'], df6s['ErCorrected'])

## Create sample name from file

                samp = dfPoints.File[0]
                samp = str(samp)
                samp = samp.split('_')
                samp = samp[0]

## Either append master data file or error file based on pvalue (and standard error)

                if p_val > 0: # or ((p_val < 0.05) and (std/(mean*df.File.count())*100 < 5 )):  
#(standard error less than 5%)

                    print(samp + ' = Valid Test\n')
                    pW = dfPoints.Points.sum()  # # of points with outliers

## Calculate entries for MasterData file
                    f = samp    #define values for dataframe
                    hc = np.mean(dfs.iloc[:,1])
                    Pm = np.mean(dfs.iloc[:,2])
                    Sa = np.mean(dfs.iloc[:,3])
                    Am = np.mean(dfs.iloc[:,4])
                    hm = np.mean(dfs.iloc[:,5])
                    Er = np.mean(dfs.iloc[:,7])
                    hdot = np.mean(dfs.iloc[:,15])
                    pdot = np.mean(dfs.iloc[:,16])
                    S = np.mean(dfs.iloc[:,17])
                    ErCor = np.mean(dfs.iloc[:,18])
                    Points = df.File.count()
                    Outliers = df.File.count() - dfs.hdot.count()
                    Pvalue = p_val
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                    StDev = np.std(dfs['ErCorrected'])
                    SEM = StDev/(np.sqrt((Points/16)))
                    SEMp = 100*SEM/ErCor

                    nl = pd.DataFrame([f, hc, Pm, Sa, Am, hm, Er, hdot, pdot, S, ErCor, Points, 
Outliers, Pvalue, StDev, SEM, SEMp], \
                                      index=['File', 'hc', 'Pm', 'Sa', 'Am', 'hm', 'Er', 'hdot', 'pdot', 'S', 
'ErCor', 'Points', 'Outliers', 'Pvalue', 'StDev', 'SEM', 'SEM%']).T   #Transpose
                    print(nl)

                    if g == 0:  #if new run then write to new path
                        nl.to_csv(master_path, sep = '\t',  encoding = 'ISO-8859-1', index=False)
                        g =+ 1
                    else:       #add subsequent rows to previous ones
                        md = pd.read_csv(master_path, sep='\t', encoding='ISO-8859-1')  #open 
master data file
                        md = pd.concat([md, nl])
                        print(md)

                        md.to_csv(master_path, sep = '\t',  encoding = 'ISO-8859-1', index=False)

## Calculate entries for MasterFail file
                else:
                    dfMean = df.groupby([df.File.str[:24]])
['ErCorrected'].mean().reset_index(name='Ero') #calculate mean
                    dfStDev = df.groupby([df.File.str[:24]])
['ErCorrected'].std().reset_index(name='EroStDev') #calculate stdev

                    dfStat = dfPoints   #create dfStat from dfPoints

                    if dfPoints.Points.count() == 2:
                        dfs = pd.concat([df1s, df2s], axis=0)     #merge dfs to find number of 
outliers removed

                    if dfPoints.Points.count() == 3:
                        dfs = pd.concat([df1s, df2s, df3s], axis=0)     #merge dfs to find number of
outliers removed

                    if dfPoints.Points.count() == 4:
                        dfs = pd.concat([df1s, df2s, df3s, df4s], axis=0)     #merge dfs to find 
number of outliers removed

                    dfsPoints = dfs.groupby([dfs.File.str[:24]]).size().reset_index(name='Points') 
#Count points in dfs
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                    dfStat['Outliers'] = (dfPoints.Points - dfsPoints.Points) #create Outliers 
column
                    dfStat['P-value'] = p_val
                    dfStat = pd.merge(dfStat, dfMean)   #add dfMean
                    dfStat = pd.merge(dfStat, dfStDev)

                    dfsMean = dfs.groupby([dfs.File.str[:24]])
['ErCorrected'].mean().reset_index(name='Er') #calculate mean no outliers
                    dfsStDev = dfs.groupby([dfs.File.str[:24]])
['ErCorrected'].std().reset_index(name='StDev') #calculate stdev no outliers

                    dfStat = pd.merge(dfStat, dfsMean)   #add dfMean
                    dfStat = pd.merge(dfStat, dfsStDev)
                    dfStat['SEM'] = dfStat.StDev/(dfStat.Points-dfStat.Outliers)    #calculate 
standard error & append
                    dfStat['SEM%'] = 100*dfStat.SEM/dfStat.Er
                    dfStat['Erdelt'] = dfStat['Ero'] - dfStat['Er']

                    print(print(samp + ' = Not a Valid Test\n'))
                    print(dfStat)

                    if b == 0:  #if new run then write to new path
                        dfStat.to_csv(fail_path, sep = '\t',  encoding = 'ISO-8859-1', index=False)
                        b =+ 1
                    else:       #add subsequent rows to previous ones
                        fd = pd.read_csv(fail_path, sep='\t', encoding='ISO-8859-1')  #open master
data file
                        fd = pd.concat([fd, dfStat])
                        print(fd)

                        fd.to_csv(fail_path, sep = '\t',  encoding = 'ISO-8859-1', index=False)

7.1.4 Split Dataframes by Material & Plot Average Values

#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

import os,sys,shutil
import fnmatch
import pandas as pd
from pandas import DataFrame
from pandas_datareader import data
import numpy as np
import scipy as sp
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from scipy import stats
from itertools import groupby
import matplotlib as mp
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pylab as pl
import seaborn as sns
import csv
sns.set_style('white')
sns.set_context('poster')
#print(plt.style.available)

file_path = '/home/X/Desktop/Dissertation Data/011 Vf Nanoindentation/MasterData.csv'

df = pd.read_csv(file_path, sep='\t',  encoding='ISO-8859-1') #read in file & encode

## Group dataframes by sample

dfr = df[(df['File'].str.contains('RTM6'))]
dfe = df[(df['File'].str.contains('Epon'))]
df2 = df[(df['File'].str.contains('PUU211'))]
df5 = df[(df['File'].str.contains('PUU541'))]

## Create H dataframs

dfrh = dfr[(dfr['File'].str.contains('V'))==False]
dfeh = dfe[(dfe['File'].str.contains('V'))==False]
df2h = df2[(df2['File'].str.contains('V'))==False]
df5h = df5[(df5['File'].str.contains('V'))==False]

## Create V dataframes
         
dfrv = dfr[(dfr['File'].str.contains('H'))==False]
dfev = dfe[(dfe['File'].str.contains('H'))==False]
df2v = df2[(df2['File'].str.contains('H'))==False]
df5v = df5[(df5['File'].str.contains('H'))==False]
         
## Sort dataframes for increasing Volume Fraction       
dfrh=dfrh.sort_values(['Vf'])
dfeh=dfeh.sort_values(['Vf'])
df2h=df2h.sort_values(['Vf'])
df5h=df5h.sort_values(['Vf'])
dfrv=dfrv.sort_values(['Vf'])
dfev=dfev.sort_values(['Vf'])
df2v=df2v.sort_values(['Vf'])
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df5v=df5v.sort_values(['Vf'])

fig, (ax1, ax2) = plt.subplots(2, figsize=(8, 15))

## PUU Materials
ax1.errorbar(df2h.Vf,df2h.ErCor, yerr=df2h.SEM, color='#547584', fmt='-', capsize=5)
ax1.errorbar(df2v.Vf,df2v.ErCor, yerr=df2v.SEM, color='#170323', fmt='-', capsize=5)
ax1.errorbar(df5h.Vf,df5h.ErCor, yerr=df5h.SEM, color='#e0301e', fmt='-', capsize=5)
ax1.errorbar(df5v.Vf,df5v.ErCor, yerr=df5v.SEM, color='#740001', fmt='-', capsize=5)

#ax1.plot(x3,y3, color='#595959')
#ax1.plot(x6,y6, color='#595959', linestyle = "--")

## Epoxies
ax2.errorbar(dfrh.Vf,dfrh.ErCor, yerr=dfrh.SEM, color='#547584', fmt='-', capsize=5)
ax2.errorbar(dfrv.Vf,dfrv.ErCor, yerr=dfrv.SEM, color='#170323', fmt='-', capsize=5)
ax2.errorbar(dfeh.Vf,dfeh.ErCor, yerr=dfeh.SEM, color='#e0301e', fmt='-', capsize=5)
ax2.errorbar(dfev.Vf,dfev.ErCor, yerr=dfev.SEM, color='#740001', fmt='-', capsize=5)

## Plot info
ax1xmax = 31
ax1ymax = 5
ax2xmax = 31
ax2ymax = 8

ax1.set_title('CNT Vf Effects on PUU (QS Nanoindentation)')
ax1.set_xlabel('Vf (% CNTs)')
ax1.set_ylabel('Er (GPa)')
ax1.set_xlim(-1, ax1xmax)
ax1.set_ylim(0, ax1ymax)
ax1.legend(['211 H', '211 V', '541 H', '541 V'],loc='upper left')

ax2.set_title('CNT Vf Effects on Epoxies (QS Nanoindentation)')
ax2.set_xlabel('Vf (% CNTs)')
ax2.set_ylabel('Er (GPa)')
ax2.set_xlim(0, ax2xmax)
ax2.set_ylim(0, ax2ymax)
ax2.legend(['RTM6 H', 'RTM6 V', 'Epon H', 'Epon V'],loc='best')

ax1.annotate('a', xy=(ax1xmax*.97,ax1ymax*.93))
ax2.annotate('b', xy=(ax2xmax*.97,ax2ymax*.93))
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fig.subplots_adjust(hspace=0.65)
plt.show()
fig.savefig('myimage.svg', format='svg')

7.1.5 Reduction of Dynamic Nanoindentation Data

#!/usr/bin/env python3

import matplotlib as mpl
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib import style
from collections import defaultdict
import sys, os, codecs, glob, statistics
from argparse import ArgumentParser

# If using Spyder instead of command line, set these variables appropriately
USING_SPYDER = True # set to True if using Spyder
SPYDER_DATA_PATH =  '/home/X/Desktop/Dissertation Data/011 Vf 
Nanoindentation/PUU211/PUU211 1VD' # set to path of directory where files live
SPYDER_OUTPUT_NAME = 'PUU211 1VD.csv' # base name of output file

# Any files in the given directory that should NOT be processed should
# be added to this list. There is no need to specify the entire path; just
# the base filename will work
EXCLUDES = ['example.csv']

# Reading the input files fails unless this encoding is used. The encoding
# seems to correspond to a codepage from Windows called Latin 1, but it is not
# compatible with ASCII or UTF-8
ENCODING = 'ISO-8859-1'

class FreqData:
    '''
    Class representing the fields we care about from a single line of a data
    file.
    '''
    def __init__(self,freq,stor,loss,comp,tand,damp):
        '''
        Constructor for a FreqData object 

        @param freq     Frequency associated with this sample
        @param stor     Storage value for this sample (GPa)
        @param loss     Loss value for this sample (GPa)
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        @param comp     Complex value for this sample (GPa)
        @param tand     Tan Delta value for this sample
        @param damp     Damping value for this sample (kg/s)

        @return     New FreqData object
        '''
        self.freq = freq
        self.stor = stor
        self.loss = loss
        self.comp = comp
        self.tand = tand
        self.damp = damp

    def __repr__(self):
        '''
        Defines text representation of this object.
        '''
        s = "FreqData({},{},{},{},{},{})".format(self.freq,self.stor,
                self.loss,self.comp,self.tand,self.damp)
        return s

def exitmsg(msg):
    '''
    Prints the given message to <stderr> and exits

    @param  msg     Error message to print to <stderr>
    '''
    print("error: {}\n".format(msg),file=sys.stderr)
    sys.exit(1)

def process_input_file(filename,freqdata):
    '''
    Processes the given input file. Adds fields from each data line,
    organized by frequency, to the given frequency data dictionary.

    @param filename     Name of the input file to be processed
    @param freqdata     defaultdict where keys are frequencies and
                        values are lists of FreqData objects
    '''
    data = list()
    with codecs.open(filename,'r',ENCODING) as infile:
        # iterate through every line of the file
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        for i,line in enumerate(infile):
            # skip the first three lines
            if i in [0,1,2]: continue
            fields = line.split()
            try:
                freq = float(fields[7])
                stor = float(fields[14])
                loss = float(fields[15])
                comp = float(fields[17])
                tand = float(fields[18])
                damp = float(fields[22])
                # at each frequency, I append the values associated
                # with that frequency to the list of FreqData objects
                freqdata[freq].append(FreqData(freq,stor,loss,comp,tand,damp))
            except ValueError as e:
                exitmsg('error in {} at line {}: {}'.format(filename,i+1,e))

def compute_stats(data):
    '''
    Computes mean and standard deviation of input data list.

    @param data     List of input data samples

    @return mean(data), stdev(data)
    '''
    return statistics.mean(data), statistics.stdev(data)

def write_summary_header(outfile,sep='\t'):
    '''
    Writes header line to the output summary file.

    @param outfile  Open file handle corresponding to output file
    @param sep      Separator to use for output file. Defaults to tab,
                    but could also be comma
    '''
    header  = "Frequency (Hz){}".format(sep)
    header += "Mean Storage (GPa){}Sigma Storage (GPa){}".format(sep,sep)
    header += "Mean Loss (GPa){}Sigma Loss (GPa){}".format(sep,sep)
    header += "Mean Complex (GPa){}Sigma Complex (GPa){}".format(sep,sep)
    header += "Mean Tan Delta{}Sigma Tan Delta{}".format(sep,sep)
    header += "Mean Damping (kg/s){}Sigma Damping (kg/s){}".format(sep,sep)
    outfile.write(header + '\n')
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def write_summary_file(filename,stats,sep='\t'):
    '''
    Writes the given stats, assumed to be collated by frequency, to
    the given output file. Assumes that the order of fields corresponding
    to each frequency is in the same order as the header line above.
    
    @param filename     Name of the output file to be created
    @param stats        Dictionary of statistics, where keys are frequencies
                        and values are tuples of statistics corresponding to
                        the fields we acare about
    @param sep      Separator to use for output file. Defaults to tab,
                    but could also be comma
    '''
    with open(filename,'w') as f:
        write_summary_header(f,sep)
        frequencies = sorted(stats.keys())
        for freq in frequencies:
            outline = "{}\t".format(freq)
            for mean,sdev in stats[freq]:
                outline += "{}\t{}\t".format(mean,sdev)
            # replace the last tab with a newline
            outline = outline[:-1] + '\n'
            f.write(outline)

def process_arguments():
    '''
    Processes program arguments, taking into account whether it has been
    specified that the program is being run from a Spyder session. Returns
    paths that correspond to the input source directory, to the full path
    of the output file to be written, and a flag indicating whether to 
    operate in verbose mode.

    @return source_dir, outfile, verbose
    '''
    # this value should be set above if using SPYDER. I don't know if
    # there's a way to automatically detect if the program is being run
    # within SPYDER.
    if USING_SPYDER:
        if SPYDER_DATA_PATH is None:
            exitmsg("If using Spyder, SPYDER_DATA_PATH must be set appropriately!")
        if SPYDER_OUTPUT_NAME is None:
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            exitmsg("If using Spyder, SPYDER_OUTPUT_NAME must be set 
appropriately!")
        source_dir = SPYDER_DATA_PATH
        outfile = "{}/{}".format(SPYDER_DATA_PATH,SPYDER_OUTPUT_NAME)
        # this will always be false, unless otherwise specified
        verbose = False
    else:
        p = ArgumentParser()
        p.add_argument('source_dir',type=str,nargs=1)
        p.add_argument('-v','--verbose',action='store_true',dest='verbose',
                       help="Verbose terminal output")
        args = p.parse_args()
        source_dir = args.source_dir[0]
        outfile = "{}/freq_summary.csv".format(source_dir)
        verbose = args.verbose

    if not os.path.isdir(source_dir):
        exitmsg("given source directory '{}' does not exist or is not a directory" \
                .format(source_dir))
    # create the output summary file in the source directory
    return source_dir, outfile, verbose

def main():
    '''
    Actually runs the program
    '''
    source_dir, outfile, verbose = process_arguments()
    # also want to exclude our output file
    excludes = EXCLUDES + [os.path.basename(outfile)]

    # frequencies is a dictionary where each key is
    # a single frequency and each value is a list
    frequencies = defaultdict(list)
    infiles = glob.glob("{}/*.csv".format(source_dir))
    if len(infiles) == 0:
        exitmsg("No input files found in given input directory {}".format(source_dir))
    for filename in infiles:
        # skip files that should not be processed
        if os.path.basename(filename) in excludes: continue
        if verbose: print("processing {}".format(filename))
        process_input_file(filename,frequencies)
    if len(frequencies) == 0:
        exitmsg("No input files were processed")
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    stats = dict()
    # now analyze data at each frequency
    for freq in frequencies:
        # this is the list of all the stats at this frequency
        data = frequencies[freq]
        # sorry, this is not that efficient :(
        stor_stats = compute_stats([x.stor for x in data])
        loss_stats = compute_stats([x.loss for x in data])
        comp_stats = compute_stats([x.comp for x in data])
        tand_stats = compute_stats([x.tand for x in data])
        damp_stats = compute_stats([x.damp for x in data])
        # collect all of the statistics at this frequency
        # each statistic is a pair representing (mean,sdev)
        # NOTE: the order of these fields should be the same as the order
        # in the header so that the fields are aligned properly
        stats[freq] = (stor_stats, loss_stats, comp_stats, tand_stats, damp_stats)

    if verbose: print("writing summary file: {}".format(outfile))
    write_summary_file(outfile,stats)

    # This program doesn't do any graphing yet.
    # The summarized statistics, organized by frequency, are in the
    # data structure named 'stats'. Here's how you might go about
    # graphing something like mean loss against frequency:
    #
    #   # collect all the frequencies and sort them
    #   x_data = sorted(stats.keys())
    #   # collects all of the mean loss values corresponding to each frequency
    #   y_data = [stats[freq][1][0] for freq in x_data]
    #   # do graphing here

if __name__ == "__main__":
    main()
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